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AREN'T YOU

READY FOR A
BOWS BUTTON?
PUT ONE ON AND GET READY FOR ALL THE ACTION
This football season put on a Bows Button
from Burger King®.
When you purchase a Bows Button from any
participating Burger King restaurant the
UH Rainbows will love you for it because
every Bows Button purchased benefits
the UH Athletic Department.
Plus—you'll get a free regular order of
french fries with every
Bows Button you
purchase. And two
Whopper® Sandwiche
for the price of one
every Sunday during

the UH football season when you wear
your Bows Button to Burger King.
You'll also have a chance to win one of
eight free round-trip tickets to Los Angeles
on The Hawaii Express. Winners will be
announced during the half-time of
every UH home game.
Get your Bows Button for just $1.00
at the Burger King Stadium Booth
or at your favorite Burger King
restaurant and get ready
for all the action.

BURGER

KING

Bows Buttons, food offers,
and entry blanks available
at participating Burger
King restaurants in
Hawaii. No purchase
necessary to win. See
local restaurant manager
for sweepstakes details.
Offer not to be combined
with any other food offer.
Winners need not be
present to win.
Burger King/Whopper
Reg. U.S. Pat. &T.M. Off.
© 1983 Burger King Corporation
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We salute the
UH Rainbow
Warriors.
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the defense takes the field.
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TONIGHT'S GAME
A physically battered University of
Hawaii football team will take on a reju
venated University of the Pacific eleven
tonight in a non-conference game for
both schools.
The Rainbow Warriors, with a week's
rest to heal their injured, come into
tonight's game with a 4-3-1 mark, the
last game a 45-10 battering at the
hands of Air Force at Colorado
Springs.
The Tigers of Stockton, Calif., mean
while enter the fray with a 3-8 record,
including a 30-26 win over San Jose
State with four seconds left.
It was UOP's first win in the Pacific
Coast Athletic Association but it
couldn't have come at a better time as
it knocked off any Spartan hopes of
gaining a shot at the title.
The Tigers have always given Hawaii
trouble. Two years ago, Pacific came to
the Islands and beat the Rainbows,
23-17. The year before, 1980, Hawaii
had its hands full before winning,
25-14. And in 1978, the Tigers de
feated Hawaii, 27-17.
UOP leads the series, 15-6. And
since Dick Tomey took over Hawaii in
1977, the Tigers have won 3 while
Hawaii has won only 1.
Pacific's leading rusher is Kirby War
ren, a 6-0, 195-pound senior from Las
Vegas, Nev., who has gained 1,275
yards on 274 carries and has scored 12
touchdowns. Warren is averaging
115.9 yards per game.
The top passer is quarterback Mike
Pitz, a 6-1, 180-pound freshman. Pitz
has hit 110 of 211 passes for 1,394
yards.
His top target is senior LionelManuel
who has caught 45 for 590 yards and
six touchdowns. Bob Horodecky fol
lows with 37 receptions for 427 yards.
On defense, linebackers Nick Holt
and Kevin Einck lead the team in
tackles with Holt getting 127 and Einck
108.
For Hawaii, Raphel Cherry will be the
offensive sparkplug. The junior quar
terback has already passed for 1,779
yards and rushed for 191 for 1,970
yards, a new school season record.
Cherry ranks 9th in the nation in total
offense and 7th in passing efficiency.
The Rainbows will be without the
services of Falaniko Noga at inside
linebacker. The four-year letterman
sustained strained ligaments in his left
knee against Air Force and could be
out for the remainder of the season.
H-2
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WESTERN ATHLETIC CONFERENCE STANDINGS
Team

W

L

WAC
T

PCT.

W

OVERALL
L
T PCT.

Brigham Young
Air Force
HAWAII
Colorado State
Utah
Wyoming
New Mexico
San Diego State
Texas-El Paso

6
4
3
4
4
3
3
1
0

0
2
2
3
3
3
3
4
8

0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0

1.000
.667
.583
.571
.571
.500
.500
.200
.000

9
7
4
5
5
5
5
2
1

1
2
3
6
5
5
6
7
10

Others who are listed on the question
able to doubtful list are guard Jack
Sims, center Foti Failautusi, outside
linebacker Alvis Satele, inside line
backer Everett Wade, defensive back
Kurt Kafentzis and wide receiver Duane
Coleman.
Marco Johnson, the Rainbows lead
ing rusher who missed the trip to Air
Force with a back injury, will be ready
for duty tonight. Johnson has gained
231 yards on 53 carries for a 4.4 aver
age.
As a team, the Rainbows are aver
aging 142.3 yards per game rushing
while holding their opponents to 158.1.
Hawaii is averaging 230.9 yards per
game passing while their opponents
are averaging 168.5.
The Rainbows need to win one of
their last three games to assure them
selves of at least a .500 season.

0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0

.900
.778
.562
.454
.500
.500
.454
.222
.091

Fly our winning pattern to a perfect touchdown.
:;i

;; "•

:T; T

Tonight's Entertainment:
The National Anthem will be sung by Cheryl
Bartlett, a music undergraduate at the (J.H. at
Manoa.
The Kahuku High School Red Raiders will
perform at halftime, under the direction of
Michael Payton and Allan Akaka.

Check tonights ticket back
for

Zippy's
2-for-l premium!

-

•

. Msi

;

"Si.:

ffflahaJiirlines $€
For reservations and informationf
call 836-1111.
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Put Yourself in the Centre

COMPARATIVE STATISTICS
HAWAII (4-3-1)
(IH
34
21
25

27
23
25
25
10
Nov. 19
Nov. 26
Dec. 3

PACIFIC (4-7)

1983 RESULTS AND SCHEDULE
Opponents
Score
0
'Colorado State
23
Long Beach State
28
*at Utah
27
"San Diego State
at Nevada-Las Vegas
0
*New Mexico
16
24
"Texas-El Paso
"at Air Force
45
Pacific
"Wyoming
Oklahoma
"WAC games

UOP
21
7
7
14
31
10
16
28
19
24
30
Nov. 19

1983 RESULTS AND SCHEDULE
Score
Opponents
15
at Oregon
48
at West Virginia
28
at Nevada-Las Vegas
34
Fresno State
14
at Cal State Fullerton
27
Utah State
28
Long Beach State
14
Northern Arizona
31
Idaho
34
at Nevada Reno
26
at San Jose State
at Hawaii

TOP INDIVIDUALS
RUSHING
Ma. Johnson
Babers
Cherry

ATT
53
54
106

PASSING
Cherry
Acohido
Fletcher

YDS
249
228
418

AVG
4.4
4.2
1.8

ATT COMP INT
10
207 113
13
6
1
0
0
1

TD
0
3
6

LG
41
28
49

PCT YDS TD
.546 1779 13
.461
68
0
.000
0
0

YDS
1275
345
42

ATT
247
92
14

RUSHING
Kirby Warren
James Mackey
Tom Leong

ATT COMP INT
15
211 110
40
4
78

PASSING
Mike Pitz
Rich Pelletier

AVG
4.7
3.8
3.0

TD
12
1
2

LG
46
47
17

PCT YDS TD
.521 1394 8
.512
410 0

RECEIVING
Murray
Nobles
Untermann

NO
23
18
14

YDS
434
360
180

AVG
18.9
20.0
12.9

TD
5
3
0

LG
53
47
37

RECEIVING
Lionel Manuel
Bob Horodecky
Bill Wolsky

NO
45
37
29

YDS
590
427
368

AVG
13.1
11.5
12.7

TD
6
1
0

LG
46
42
49

PUNTING
McCarthy

NO
46

YDS
1848

AVG
40.1

BKD
5

LG
74

PUNTING
Scott Kinney

NO
49

YDS
1784

AVG
36.4

BKD
1

LG
51
If you want to get down to business in Hilo — that starts at the

SCORING
Spelman
Cherry
Murray

XP1-A XP2-A FG-A
9-16
19-20
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

TDS
0
6
5

TP
46
36
30

TDS
12
0
6

SCORING
Kirby Warren
Scott Kinney
Lionel Manuel

XP1-A XP2-A FG-A
0-0
0-0
0-0
21-22
0-0
5-6
0-0
0-0
0-0

TP
72
36
36

TEAM EFFORTS
(per game averages)

HAWAII
63
75
374.4
222/119/11
46/40.1
144
190

OPPONENTS
72
61
326.6
206/106/11
50/42.2
145
163

RUSHING YARDS
PASSING YARDS
TOTAL OFFENSE
PASS ATT/COMP/INT
PUNT ATT/AVG PER PUNT
TOTAL FIRST DOWNS
POINTS SCORED

(JOP
142.1
173.9
315.9
302/158/19
64/36.1
194
190

OPPONENTS
162.2
207.5
369.8
332/186/11
53/40.5
223
316

RAINBOWS
OPPONENTS
H-4

2

3

4

61
58

44
41

42
45

43
19

Total
190
163

TIGERS
OPPONENTS

Prices Start at $39,500

_

Liberal Financing Available:
rniiUCDriAl

COMMERCIAL

1

2

3

4

40
58

63
95

28
113

59
50

the Centre. In a location that overlooks everything, with
amenities that overlook nothing. Including 24 hours secu
rity. In your luxuriously appointed Hilo Lagoon Centre con
dominium, you're surrounded by your own personal park.
At your doorstep is the magnificent lagoon with its tranquil
carp. A short jog away, enjoy Hilo's finest shopping, tennis,
dining, nightlife. A few minutes further and you re golfing,
fishing, diving or exploring. At the Centre you have every
thing you need for a free-and-easy lifestyle.

The life you've been looking for at your doorstep.

SCORING BY QUARTERS
1

Centre. All the conveniences that add so much to Hilo La
goon Centre living makes even more sense for the business
professional. Next door to your prestigious premises are
the State and County offices. Your clients, suppliers and
downtown contacts are all within close proximity. So are
your clubs, luncheon spots, hotels and Civic Center, while
the airport is minutes away. In every sense, business be
comes a pleasure at the Hilo Lagoon Centre. And isn t that
what you're here for?

If you'd like to get to the heart of the good life in Hilo, start at

Total
190
316

1
2
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101 Aupuni Street, Suite 104, Hilo, Hawaii%720
(

Telephone: (808)935-2995

Courtesy to Brokers.
In Honolulu Call: 533-3038

DICK TOMEY

111
HEAD COACH
1970-72 FABUtOUSFfVE
A! Davis,

Sob Nash, John

MAY KEALOHKKAUPEA GAY

SOCHI -COACH' SAKAMOTO

First woman to oversee women's sports at UH;

UH swrocoach from 1945 una 196A SaKamoto

Penehacker and Owight Holiday led HawaS to

Outstanding as coach and player in bask©

both NTT and NCAA post-season play Over a

vuaeySafl and tennis Also composed the

two-year span,this teamcompiled a 47-8 record,:

aima mater in 1921

was awarded the Maternal Collegiate Scholastic
Swimming Trophy, highest honor of 83 kind 'to;
the U.S. H»$ teams won si* AAU national
championships

1924-1925 WONDER TEAM

W

inning isn't everything,it's the
only thing," is a saying that
many football coaches follow.
However, for Dick Tomey, who has had
five consecutive winning seasons and has
compiled an overall record of 40-26 since
becoming head coach of the Rainbows in
1977, winning is just a part of life.
This 45-year-old native of Bloomington,
Ind., attempts to put everything into
proper perspective. While he has run off
records of 6-5, 6-5, 8-3, 9-2 and 6-5 in the
past five seasons, he still manages to find
time to run the 1981 Honolulu Marathon,
play on two state championship govern
ment union basketball teams, coach little
league baseball, and take an active part in
fund drives for such organizations as
Multiple Sclerosis, Easter Seals, the Spe
cial Olympics and the Honolulu Boys
Club.
"I take great pride in these activities,"
says Tomey. "They are so much a part of
my life."
It shows in the way his teams respond.
This past spring, with the largest number
of inexperienced players he had had since
coming to Hawaii, he described it as "the
most enjoyable and challenging spring
I've been in Hawaii andI look forward to
this fall more than any time since I've
been here."
Tomey is looked upon as the savior of
UH football. He took over his job in the
summer of 1977 and found himself con
vincing players to remain instead of
transferring. Without benefit of a spring
practice to get acquainted with the play
ers, he managed to finish 5-6 when most
prognosticators thought the Rainbows
would end up 3-8. This was the only losing
season Tomey ever had. Attendance
climbed to 28,000 per game that year.
Playing an exciting brand of football,
Tomey's teams continued to win and aver
age attendance continued to climb. In
1978, Hawaii went 6-5 and attendance
rose to 36,000. It jumped to 40,000in 1979

TOMEY'S RECORD AT HAWAII
Won
Year
Lost
Pet.
1977
5
6
.455
1978
6
5
.545
1979
6
5
.545
1980
8
3
.727
1981
9
2
.818
1982
6
5
.545
6-Year Total 40

26

.606

when the Rainbows finished 6-5 again, in
cluding a 29-17 win over Arizona State. In
1980, Hawaii ended up 8-3 and average
attendance climbed to 42,000. The Rain
bows completed their best season ever in
1981, going 9-2, including a 33-10 seasonending win over South Carolina. Tomey
saw his team ranked 16th in the nation
during the season, the first time that the
Rainbows were ranked in the top 20 since
becoming Division I. He was selected the
WAC Coach of the Year and in the spring
of 1982, he was one of nine head coaches
to address the sixth annual NCAA College
Football Preview in Kansas City, Mo.
Fans talk about football year-round in
Hawaii and they still buzz about the 1978
game against Southern California when
the Rainbows were down 7-5 midway
through the final quarter, and the 1982
contest against Nebraska when UH was
on top 16-7 early in the fourth period.
Tomey played college football at DePauw, where he also lettered in baseball.
After receiving his bachelor's degree in
1961, he served as assistant to John Pont
and Bo Schembechler at Miami of Ohio
until 1964. He moved to Northern Illinois
for a year and then served under Homer
Smith at Davidson in 1965-66.
In 1967, he moved to Kansas under Pep
per Rodgers and moved with Rodgers to
UCLA. He continued at UCLA under Dick
Vermeil and Terry Donahue and came to
Hawaii in 1977 as the Rainbows' 17th head
coach.
During his six years at Hawaii, he has
coached in the Hula Bowl three times.
With all these accomplishments and ac
tivities, Tomey still manages to find time
to speak to a lot of organizations on per
sonal improvement and motivation. The
way his teams have been motivated to
win, you can tell he's an expert on that
subject.
Tomey has two children, Richie (14) and
Angie (9).

Otto Khjm—-Coach
Carter Gait—Asst Coach
Dave Penhaflow— Manager
Team
R
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H
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€l
Tong
E
L CoHins
R Jacobson
E. Towae
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DR. RICHARD T.
A quarterback in the mtd-1940s he went on to
become one of the nation's heralded heart sur
geons. Long-time UH record holder for most

THOMAS KAAWAt KAULUKUKUl

OTTO "PROCT KLUM
Considered the"Father ofUH FootoaTdymany.

Coached by Otto "Proc" Ktum. the 'Fighting

Proc Wum served for 19 years as head ooach.

Deans" recorded an 18-game winning streak.

with undefeated Seasons m 1924, 1925 and

Hawaii outscored its opponents, 606-29. and

1934. He served as UH athletic

defeated two 1925 conference champions.

1921 to 1938.

THEODORE "PUMP" SEARLE

GOVERNOR

Dubbed"Grass Shack'Kaulukukuiby Granttand

Described as toe "Rainbows' number one San

Member of to© "Four Horsemen of Manoa

Rice, he was the first UH player to earn A»-

Gov. Bums pressed lor excellence tn UH athle

backfieldof to© 1924and 1925"Wonder Teams"

American recognition.He earned17 lettersin five;

tics. He founded Koa Anuenue and wasa prime

His association withUHextended from player, to

sports and coached UH from 1941 to 1950

force in UH's entry into the WAC

ooach, to graduate manager (athlete dkectafl.

When you visit the U.H. Sports
Honor, what you see are dreams that became
realities. It was dreams—and a will to win—that
produced outstanding achievements in all
areas of the U.H. athletic program through the
years. Honoring these achievements is yet
another dream that became re
ality: The U.H. Sports Hall of
Honor.
Sponsored as a community
service by Bank of Hawaii, the
Hall of Honor pays tribute to
those athletes, coaches, teams
and other individuals in the Uni-

sports program who have been sig:nt participants in the advancement of the
U.H. athletic tradition.
The first honorees were inducted into the
Hall of Honor in December 1982. And because
their commitment to excellence is still very much
alive today, we look forward to
having others join them in the
Hall of Honor in years to come.
Come see the dreams that
became realities, at the U.H.
Sports Hall of Honor. It's a dream
that all of us at Bank of Hawaii
are proud to be a part of.

jh Bank of Hawaii
WE'RE LIVING UP TO OUR NAME.
MEMBER ED IC.
TOUR FULL SERVKXBANK

IF YOU THINK
A10 MINUTE CALL
TO THE
NEIGHBOR ISLANDS
COSTS MORE THAN

$1.25
YOU'VE GOT

THE WRONG NUMBER.

DAVE FAGG/ASSOCIATE COACH
OFFENSIVE COORDINATOR

A

fter an absence of a year, Dave
Fagg returns to his old position
of associate coach and offensive
coordinator.
Fagg served under head coach Dick
Tomey for two years, 1980-81, directing
the Rainbow offense to 8-3 and 9-2 sea
sons. He left in spring of 1982 to become
offensive coordinator at South Carolina
and returned to Hawaii this past spring.
The 47-year-old Fagg and Tomey go
back a number of years. They met while
both served as assistants under Homer
Smith at Davidson, where Fagg became
head coach in 1970. He then moved to
Georgia Tech in 1974, as an assistant
under Pepper Rodgers.
He left his post as quarterback and wide
receiver coach in 1980 to direct Hawaii's
offense under Tomey.
Fagg developed a compassion for and
dedication to coaching while a Naval Re
serve officer at the Portsmouth Disci
plinary Command in 1958-62. The facility

housed maximum security prisoners sen
tenced to hard labor.
"A lot of people took the time to help me
when I was a young man," he said. "At

Portsmouth, I worked with hundreds of
young men who probably never had that
helping hand; who probably never had
that personal interest expressed in them
that I felt was expressed to me. It made me
want to become involved in giving young
people a positive opportunity to grow."
Fagg graduated from Davidson with a
bachelor's degree in psychology and a
master's in education. He then became an
assistant football coach, head wrestling
coach and math instructor at Garinger
High in Charlotte, N.C. He next moved to
The Citadel where he taught physical ed
ucation and coached football. Fagg re
turned to Davidson in 1965 and after five
years as an assistant, became head coach
in 1970.
Four years later, he joined Pepper Rod
gers at Georgia Tech where he experi
enced the thrill of the Yellowjackets' up
set of Notre Dame in 1977.
He is married (Barbara) with four
sons—David Jr., Scott, Brandon and Jon.

BOB WAGNER

1fm\

DEFENSIVE COORDINATOR

H

Calling the Neighbor Islands isn't as expensive as you might
think. Just dial direct all day on Saturdays, Sundays before 5
p.m., and between 11 p.m. and 8 a.m. daily, and spend 10 min
utes with friends or family for just $1.25.
Don't get hung up over a wrong number. The cost of keeping
in touch is a lot lower than you might think.

HAWAIIAIi TELEPHORE
Plus 3% federal excise tax.

awaii's new defensive coordi
nator is not a new face, but one
who has worked under a num
ber of outstanding defensive coaches in
the nation.
He is Bob Wagner, better known as
"Wags" to his fellow coaches and staff
members. Wagner is in his seventh year
as an assistant on the UH staff and all of
those years have been spent on defense.
This 35-year-old native of Newark, Ohio
started at Hawaii in 1977 under Tomey.
He has been handling the secondary dur
ing those years and will continue to do
so while handling the team's defensive
strategy.
"Wags" received his bachelor's degree
in business administration from Wit
tenberg University in Springfield, Ohio,
winning all-conference first team honors
twice and All-America honorable men
tion while captaining his team in 1969. He
also won four letters in lacrosse, being
named to the All-Midwest team twice and

captaining the squad his senior year.
Wagner then taught at Galia Academy, a
prep school in Ohio where he was head

track coach, winning district coach-ofthe-year honors and also serving as an as
sistant football coach.
In 1970, he returned to Wittenberg as a
part-time assistant football coach and
then served as head football coach at
River View High School in Ohio for two
years, winning district coach-of-the-year
honors.
He received his master's degree from
Ohio University in 1971 where he served
as assistant lacrosse coach.
In 1972, he went to Muskingum College,
serving as defensive coordinator in foot
ball and head swimming coach for four
years. In 1975, he moved to the College of
Wooster where he served as offensive co
ordinator and head swimming coach for
two years.
In 1976 he moved to Washington to
work under Don James as a part-time as
sistant for two years and came to Hawaii
in the spring of 1977.
"Wags" is married (Gloria).

WAIKOLOA, HAWAII

1983 Invitational Golf Packaged 99gA

DUANE

OUTSIDE LINEBACKERS

University of Washington quarterback
will handle the outside linebackers.
Akina was an all-star selection in foot
ball and basketball at Punahou and was
named the state's Prep Male Athlete of the
Year in 1975. He went to Washington
where he lettered in basketball for a year
and then won three letters in football. He
graduated in 1980 with a degree in sociol
ogyAkina is still active athletically, par
ticipating in several basketball leagues in
Honolulu.
He is married (Donna) and they became
parents of a son, Kainoa, earlier this year.

AK

A

fter serving as a volunteer assistant for a year and a part-time
J. A. assistant for another, Duane
Akina begins his first year as a full-time
assistant.
This 26-year-old former Punahou and

handle the running backs. He lettered as a
fullback and tailback in 1976 and 1977 and
captained the special teams his senior
year.
He served as a graduate assistant in
1978, as a part-time assistant in 1979 and
1980 and became a full-time assistant in
1980. He holds a bachelor's degree in edu
cation.
Born and raised in the Islands, he
moved to the mainland where he gradu
ated from Redwood High in Larkspur,
Calif.
He is married (Johanette).

DARYL EDRALIN

RUNNING BACKS

A
former running back for the
/_« Rainbow Warriors, Daryl EdraJ. A. lin begins his third year as a fulltime assistant.
The 28-year-old local product will again

RICH ELLERSON

DEFENSIVE LINE

A
former linebacker and offensive
/ A center for the Rainbows, Rich ElJ. A. lerson will handle the defensive
line after taking care of the outside line
backers for the past two years.
Ellerson returned to the Islands in 1981
after coaching at Cal-State Fullerton for
two years.

MIKE HILL
CENTERS-GUARDS
A n All-Coast center and a senior
/
scholar athlete while at WashJ A. ington State, Mike Hill begins his
second year as assistant coach at Hawaii.

-IB

Ellerson transferred to Hawaii in 1973
after playing freshman ball at the U.S. Na
val Academy. He was injured the follow
ing season and shifted to center in 1975,
finishing up his career in 1977.
After receiving his bachelor's degree,
he served as a grad assistant under
Tomey during Tomey's first year at
Hawaii. After receiving his master's in ed
ucation, he went to Idaho as a part-time
assistant.
Ellerson, along with Edralin and George
Lumpkin, completed their playing ca
reers at Hawaii.

This native of Cedar Falls, Iowa came to
Hawaii last year after serving as an assis
tant at Fresno State.
Hill won four letters at Washington
State, graduating cum laude in 1974 with
a B.S. in zoology. He received his master's
in biology in 1975 while serving as a grad
assistant at his alma mater.
He served as head football coach and
head swimming coach at Lincoln High
School before moving to Fresno State in
1977.
Mike is married (Carol) and has two
sons, Nathan (4) and Jeffrey (2).

Here's a special invitation to discover the excitement of golf in Hawaii on two of the Islands' most beautiful
courses, for one incredibly low package rate. The package includes: Three rounds of golf including cart
at Waikoloa's Beach or Village course. Both courses designed by Robert Trent Jones, Jr Three days, two nigh
at the elegant Sheraton Royal Waikoloa, on the golden crescent beach of Anae hoomalu Bay.

For reservations call your Travel Agent or Sheraton
at 800-325-3535 and ask for the Waikoloa

||
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Invitational Golf Package.
Offer expires December 20, 1983 and is subject to special program avai a

1 ity.

SlllTcltOn IiOVcll WtllkOlOcl HoUM
SHERATON HOTELS & INNS, WORLDWIDE
P.O. BOX 5000, WAIKOLOA, HAWAII 96743
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JUNE JONES
QUARTERBACKS

June Jones quarterbacked for the Rain
bows before transferring to Portland
State, where he set numerous Division II
records, and then played five years with
the Atlanta Falcons of the NFL. He begins
his first year as quarterback coach at UH.

GEORGE
LUMPKIN

INSIDE LINEBACKERS
Another former Rainbow, George
Lumpkin finds himself as the dean of the
UH football coaching staff.
This 33-year-old native of Los Angeles
begins his 10th year as an assistant, his
second in charge of the inside line
backers.
Lumpkin transferred to Hawaii in 1970

PAT McCLURG

TACKLES-TIGHT ENDS
The man responsible for the tackles and
tight ends is Pat McClurg, who is in his
second year as a full-time assistant.
This 28-year-old bachelor from Bakersfield, Calif., came to Hawaii from Fresno
State where he was an honor graduate,
earning a B.A. in education. After obtain
ing his secondary teaching credential, he
went to the University of San Francisco
where he received his M.A. in education

CAROL PANGAN
SECRETARY

Carol Pangan is in her ninth year as
football secretary. She is responsible for
all of the correspondence as well as the
play books, scouting reports and mailing

Q
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Jones played football and baseball for
the Rainbows in 1973-74. He went to Port
land State in 1975 and played two years
for the Vikings, winning Division II AllAmerica honors both seasons.
Jones was drafted by the Falcons and
during his five-year stint saw action as a
starter on numerous occasions. It was
during this time that he developed his de
sire to coach, and spent every hour work
ing toward that end. He received many
plaudits from teammates and coaches.
The 6-4, 205-pound native of Portland is
married (Diane) with two children (Jen
nifer, 10, and Kelli, four).
after an outstanding career at Los An
geles Harbor Junior College. During his
two-year career with the Rainbows, he
set a career mark for interceptions.
After receiving his bachelor's degree in
1971, he served as a graduate assistant in
1972 and 1973, obtaining a master's de
gree in educational psychology his last
year. He became a full-time assistant the
following season, handling the secondary
for three years before taking over the out
side linebackers in 1976.
He is married (Valorie) and has two chil
dren (Monique, 13, and Shawn, four).

in 1977, magna cum laude.
He taught and coached at Bullard High
in Fresno for a year, then moved to Fresno
City College where he was an assistant for
a year. He returned to Fresno State,
where he won two letters in football, to
serve as an assistant for two years before
taking over as head coach at Garces
Memorial High in his hometown for one
year. He came to the Islands in the spring
of 1981 to serve as a part-time assistant
under Tomey and was elevated to the pos
ition of full-time assistant the following
spring.
lists for recruits. She is assisted by several
student employees.
She graduated from Kalani High School
and Kapiolani Community College, re
ceiving an associate of science degree in
accounting.
When she has free time, she enjoys nee
dlepoint, knitting, crocheting, sewing
and stitchery. She is also aware of phys
ical conditioning and enjoys bowling.
She joined the University in 1972, work
ing in the College of Engineering before
moving to the athletic department in
1974.
She has a son (Roger).
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1. Sunday Sideline Sultan
2. Green Machine
3. Generally speaking, he's into sports
4. Barb's bearded buddy
5. Beep - beep
6. Once a Viking, now a cop
7. Gridiron clashes
8. Could throw a curve around a Boston bar
9. Kitchen angler
10. He loves it when a plan comes together
11. He's not a shaver
12. Pizza Man
13. Locker room lessons
14. Got an answer? He's got the question
15.
16.
17.
18.

Brief humor
All of us
Texas flower
Washington's brilliant banana

19. St. Elegius
20. Early
21. Rides tall in his modern saddle
22. Famous Aiea jock
23. Martini medics
24. Retaliate
25. First on your dial

PRIZES

1st

$100 worth of groceries each month for a year from Times

2"<i

SKmthrfUMch month

3rd

4th

a yea.th to a S!

SUPERMARKETS

$25 worth of non-prescription merchandise each month for a year
from Pay 'n Save!
$20 in Sand Money each month for a year from Stonefree
Waterbeds!
. »
* *-1
•RE
10 Consolation prizes: Cheers or Hill Street Blues T-Shirt
TV2 PRIMETIME PUZZLE RULES AND REGULATIONS

You can find, if you look very hard and answer the clues correctly, the
more than once, but not all of the letters will be used. • Winners will be those en ries
with the most correct answers. • In case of a tie, there Will be a drawing.
• Entries
should be mailed to KHON-TV, 1170 Auahi St., Honolulu 96814 and be Postmarked
no later than December 9, 1983, Winners will be announced on the Channel 2 News
at 10:00 pm on December 22. Winners will also be notified by phone.
"Entrant's name, address and phone number must be attached to

entr.es ... only one per envelope

please. Contest is open to all persons 18 and older.

Additional TV2 Primetime Puzzle sheets are available at Times Supermarkets, Holiday
Action Gas, Pay 'n Save and Stonefree Waterbeds.
s. Holiday Action Gas,
, of KHON-TV, Times !
aterbeds are not elic
Pay'n'SavVandttor*
1

" '•

fAilYl

(StoneFree)
WATERBEDROOMS
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TERRY
ALBRITTON

Terry Albritton, a former world record
shot putter, begins his fifth year as
strength coordinator at the University of
Hawaii, his fourth in a full-time capacity.
This 28-year-old native of Newport
Beach, Calif., played one year of football
at Stanford and then took up the shot put.
He transferred to Hawaii, where he set a

world record in the shot put. After the UH
dropped the track program, he trans
ferred back to Stanford where he gradu
ated in 1978 with a bachelor's degree in
communications.
After serving as an assistant track
coach at Stanford and being on the Presi
dent's Commission on Olympic Sports, he
returned to Hawaii to become the
strength coordinator on a part-time basis.
The position was made a full-time job the
following year.

NELSON MAEDA

SAM PAPALII

A former three-year letterman and a
member of the 1978 Warrior Club, Nelson
Maeda is one of three graduate assistants
on the staff this year.
This 26-year-old local product was orig
inally a walk-on but earned a scholarship
as a member of the defensive secondary,
where he will be coaching.
After receiving his B.A. in 1980, he
taught at Kailua High School, his high
school alma mater. Maeda was the youn
gest head football coach in the Islands, di
recting Kailua's football fortunes for
three years.
He also taught at Kailua Intermediate
for two years.
He is single.

A new addition to the staff is Sam Papalii, who played football at De Anza Col
lege and San Jose State.
A graduate of St. Louis High in Hono
lulu, he received his B.A. in political sci
ence in 1980 from San Jose State. He
worked at De Anza for two years before
returning to the Island.
Papalii played fullback and linebacker
during his college career and will work
with the noseguards this season.
Sam is married (Candis).

Strength Coordinator

Grad Assistant

Grad Assistant

GORDON
ALEXANDER

Assistant Strength
Coordinator
Gordon Alexander, who graduated last
December front the UH with a B.S. in rec
reation, is in his first year as assistant
strength coordinator, a part-time post.
The 27-year-old native of Dearborne,
Mich., is active in community affairs, giv
ing his time for the Wheelchair Associ
ation, Easter Seals and St. Patrick's
Church.
Alexander will assist Albritton in condi
tioning UH athletes.

ala moana
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JOHN WILBUR
Volunteer Assistant

A former professional football player
with the Dallas Cowboys, Washington
Redskins, Philadelphia Eagles and Los An
geles Rams, John Wilbur will again be as
sisting the coaching staff. He will help
with the offensive line and the special
teams.
Wilbur received his bachelor's degree
from Stanford where he majored in his
tory. Three years later he received his
M.S. in business administration from
UCLA.
He came to the Islands in 1974 to play
with the World Football League
Hawaiians. After the team folded, he re
mained in the Islands. He is still active in
local athletic circles, participating in
rugby.
He is married (Carole) and has two chil
dren (Dione, Nathon).

An Americana Hotel
410 Atkinson Drive • 955-4811
Home of Rumours Nightclub, Mango & Miso and Summit Restaurants

Second
Effort

DIAMOND-TEL
Central Pacific Bank

It's t h e t r a d e m a r k o f a w i n n i n g t e a m . A n d
since normal banking hours aren't always
enough, we take vou the extra distance
with Diamond-Tel—our day-and-night,
seven-davs-a-week automatic teller.

Central Pacific Bank
The Art of Service

Diamond-Tel Branches:
Main Branch • Aiea • Kaimuki • Kalihi • Kaneohe • King-Smith
Makiki • Mapunapuna • Moiliili • Waikiki • Waipahu • Ward

Member FDIC

HALL OF HONOR

T

he University of Hawaii Sports
Hall of Honor, a project under
written by the Bank of Hawaii, is
not yet a year old and already has had
hundreds of visitors.
The hall is located in the main entrance
area of the HPER-Athletic complex's first
floor. The bank hired designer James Fox,
who will build over a period of the next
several years five modules which will
house plaques honoring those inducted.
Four of the modules have been built.
The first group of inductees, intro
duced during halftime of the HawaiiNebraska game last December, were:
—the late Otto "Proc" Klum, considered
the "Father of UH Football";
—May Gay, the first female physical ed
ucation instructor at the UH while still a
student;
—The late Theodore "Pump" Serale,
who scored 110 points in six games while
playing on the famed 1924 and 1925
teams;
—Thomas Kaulukukui, a former player
and coach and an outstanding all-around
athlete;
—Soichi Sakamoto, a former swimming

The Hall of Fame honors UH sports greats.

coach and a member of the sport's Inter
national Hall of Fame;
—Dr. Richard Mamiya, a former out
standing quarterback and now a worldrenowned heart surgeon;
—The late Gov. John A. Burns, often
characterized as the "Rainbows' Number
One Fan";

—The "Wonder Teams" of 1924 and
1925 which outscored their opponents
606 to 29;
—The Fabulous Five basketball team of
John Penebacker, Jerome Freeman,
Dwight Holiday, Bob Nash and A1 Davis,
which won 47 games and lost only eight
during a two-year period.

TRADITIONS

G

reen and white became the
school's colors at a time when
supplies from the mainland came
slowly to Hawaii by ship, making many
colors of material scarce. A group of UH
faculty wives, deciding on decorations
and color schemes for the school social
calendar, settled on green and white as
the most appropriate. They reasoned that
basic white would always be available and
that green decorations were abundant
throughout the islands in the form of lush
tropical vegetation.
As it turned out, green is the color of
Lono, the ancient Hawaiian god of agri
culture. White, meanwhile, was associ
ated with Hawaiian royalty and it symbol
izes the best and the finest among the alii
class.

T

he warrior holds an honored
place in the history of Hawaii. His
skills are heralded in ancient
Hawaiian chants and legends and his
fierce portraits are found carved into the
lava rock throughout the island chain. It
was the warrior who first united the indi
vidual islands under one rule,King Kamahameha the Great. The Hawaiians ex
pected the warrior to display great
strength, skill and a fighting spirit.
Although it wasn't until 1974 that the
UH football team adopted the nickname
"Rainbow Warriors," the name goes back
a number of years.
One reason for using the nickname was
the tremendous amount of support pro
vided by the UH scholarship-fund raising
organizations, Ahahui Koa Anuenue—the
Order of the Rainbow Warrior. Since
1966, this organization has helped pull the
load for Hawaii's student-athletes.
Another reason was the University's
ROTC program. In the school's early
years, the ROTC program and theUH ath
letic program were practically syn
onymous. The program established the
ROTC Warrior of the Pacific trophy in
1928.

B

etween 1909 and 1923, UH teams
were known as the "Deans."
Then in the final game of the
1923 season, head coach Otto "Proc"
Klum's squad upset Oregon State, 7-0, at
Moiliili Field. During the game, a rainbow
appeared over the field. Newspaper re
porters began calling UH teams the Rain
bows, and the tradition began that Hawaii
would not lose a game if a rainbow ap
peared.
Rainbows, however, were believed to
have magical powers long before football
came to the islands. Hawaiian chiefs con
sidered them sacred and used them as a
sign of a chief's presence. A rainbow hov
ering over a newborn child indicated that
he was of god-like rank.
Manoa Valley, where the University is
situated, is noted for "Manoa Mist," which
produces vibrant rainbows throughout
the year.

T

hey tend to lurk in the shadows,
faceless players who either open
the offensive spigot for faster,
smaller and more famous teammates or
toil in frustration when things aren't
clicking. In either case, most coaches feel
offensive linemen tend to be praised too
faintly when things go right or damned
too loudly when they go wrong.
One West Coast football coach, whose
passing game the last few years has been a
trend-setter in college football, knows
what every other coach in the nation
knows—if the offensive line hasn't got it
together on game day, nobody else will.
"We sure emphasize it. We tell the rest
of the guys they would have to pay to get
into the game if it weren't for the offen
sive line," he said. "It's the press that
doesn't emphasize it."
Quarterbacks who don't appreciate
their offensive linemen are bound to live
in agony at times.
"A quarterback has got to make sure the

offensive line gets credit for any success
he has," said one midwestern coach.
"Those guys are the keys to his success,
those are the guys that take all the pun
ishment while the quarterback gets all
the glory. If he doesn't appreciate them,
that might affect them, make them ease
up unconsciously. After he's been hit a
couple of times, he'll learn to appreciate
them."
Offensive linemen are just another in a
long line of overlooked cogs in more com
plex issues. After all, who remembers the
names of the men who held the horses for
the James gang or the guys who sang
backup for Elvis? But they were there.
Maybe the names are shuffled while the
stars remain static, but once the or
ganization breaks down in mid-stream,
even the biggest star—bank-robber,
singer or college quarterback—is bound
to have his act flounder.
That's why, with the passing game
catching on everywhere, the pass-

blocking efficiencies of offensive linemen
everywhere—from Division 1-A national
contenders to the most struggling Di
vision III team—are being polished and
scrutinized more than ever and why a
good offensive lineman is suddenly as
prized as a game-breaking tailback.
Being an offensive lineman may not be
the most glamorous position, but a lot of
coaches think it's one of the most difficult
positions in football.
"I've always felt the two hardest posi
tions to play in football are the secondary
and the offensive line," said one coach.
"You've got more things to learn. You may
have to block one play six different ways.
Every time the quarterback comes to the
line of scrimmage and sets you, yqu've got
a split second to make your decision."
In the past, offensive linemen might
come from anywhere—an overloaded
fullback corps, the defensive line or
wherever there were players who
continued
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couldnt quite make it and yet were too
big and strong to be sitting on the bench.
That's changing.
"You have an ideal player in your mind,
but very seldom do you get that ideal,"
said a coach from the Far West. "You want
a good athlete, but you're looking for the
physical qualities plus the subjective
things. Speed, quickness and size are part
of being a good athlete but you also want
an outstanding competitor with a good at
titude, a guy who can really self-evaluate,
the kind of guy who can improve, im
prove, improve."
Knute Rockne may have looked for the

passes, fake passes. When an offensive
coordinator comes up with something he
thinks might work with the ball in the air,
there has to be time for the quarterback
and his receivers to interact. The offen
sive lineman has to be prepared to pro
vide enough time so his quarterback can
(a) have the time to set up and get the play
off and (b) not have to worry about some
6-7, 280-pound defensive tackle chopping
him in two every other down.
How is an offensive lineman supposed
to go about doing this? It's not necessarily
size that's the key, although many coaches
fantasize about perfect sizes for the

An offensive lineman has to have good feet when he's blocking so he can stay in front of the
passer.
same qualities. So, what's the difference
between today and the days when
Ronald Reagan used to toil in anonymity
on the offensive line at Eureka College in
Illinois?
There are lots of differences. The
plays—especially the passing plays—are
getting more complicated all the time.
Bigger, stronger, quicker and more soph
isticated defensive players have dictated
that the offense evolve as well.
An offensive lineman has to learn all his
run assignments plus how to block for a
myriad of passing plays—screens, dropbacks, sprintouts, short passes, long

2t

guards, tackles and centers that would
have them wearing size 60 coats and size
32 pants. There are some awfully good of fensive linemen in the 6-2, 235-pound
range who can block 6-5, 260-pound de
fensive linemen with the ease of a tug
managing the Queen Mary.
"The key is the feet. An offensive line
man has to have good feet so that when
he's pass blocking he can stay in front of
the guy," said one coach from the North
west who installed a passing offense that
turned his team from last to first in the
space of one season. "In a passing situ
ation, you don't have to have a guy who

knocks somebody 10 feet off the ball. Tal
ented feet and the ability to deliver a blow
make the defensive lineman start his
charge all over again. Size is okay if you
have it. But you can get by easier with
pass blocking than you can running the
football."
Other coaches want their offensive
linemen to cast Mount Everest-type shad
ows.
"The offensive linemen in our league
are really big," said a West Coast coach
who's made several trips to the Rose Bowl
in the past few years. "Physical size helps
a lineman; he's bigger and harder to get
around."
What would be a perfect offensive line?
The tackles might be 6-7, 265 pounds
and the tight end 6-4, 235. For some
leagues those sizes will be bigger, for oth
ers smaller.
But squat-like or sequoia-like, the feet
come into play again.
"You've got to have good feet," the West
Coast coach said. "It's almost like chicken
fighting; you're putting your hands on a
guy trying to keep him away from your
body. The defensive linemen are so big
and strong these days, it's incredible."
A typical play for an offensive lineman
might go like this.
The play is called in the huddle. As the
lineman leaves the huddle for the line of
scrimmage he's automatically thinking
about what his job is on that particular
play. Once he's at the line, the lineman has
to recognize what defense the other team
is in and who he's lined up against. Just
when he thinks he's got everything in
order, the quarterback might call an
audible—changing the play if he sees a de
fense the called play won1 work against —
and the whole thought process has to
start over again.The linemen have to talk
to each other, asking for help or volun
teering it in case the other team stunts.
Once the ball is snapped and the quarter
back drops back or sprints to either side
to throw the ball, the offensive lineman
has to stay with the player he's assigned to
block until the last possible second.
All of this takes place in a matter of sec
onds and if anybody along the line can't
maintain his block for the time needed to
get the pass off, then the whole process is
scuttled. When that happens, the quar
terback is either sacked or he starts
scrambling, trying to throw on the run.
That's when the offensive lineman's
errors are broadcast to the crowd. When
the pass is successful, the eyes have been
following the ball, long having left the
area where the offensive linemen are just
finishing their struggle to keep some
gigantic defensive lineman from getting
to the quarterback.
continued
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ROGER STAUBACH
:

Dallas Cowboys — 100% wool
sport coat and flannel slacks
from Imperial® by Haggar.

ROCKY BLEIER

Pittsburgh Steelers — Haggar
Washable Suit® in a classic
gray stripe.

SUPER FAN

continued

Those passing plays that captivate the
crowd while the offensive linemen strug
gle in the trenches against the defense are
varied. Some teams run a strictly dropback passing offense where the quarter
back takes the snap and retreats directly
behind the center. Others run play-action
schemes where the quarterback fakes to
a runner going into the line and rolls to
the right or left to look for receivers run
ning their patterns. Then again, there's
passing off the option.
The assignments for various passing at
tacks differ.
Dropback: When the play calls for the
quarterback to take the snap and retreat
behind the center, staying in the protec
tive pocket set up by his teammates, an
offensive lineman must stay under con
trol. The block is aggressive, but the line
man can't overextend himself and let the
defensive player slip inside his block. In
blocking for a dropback passing situation,
the lineman has to block from the inside
out. The feet should be parallel and the
shoulders square. The second the ball is
snapped, the offensive lineman should
deliver a good blow to the chest of the de
fensive player and keep the arms ex
tended within the width of the shoulders.
Several years ago, the rules on holding
were changed to allow offensive linemen
to use their hands if they keep them
within the width of the shoulders. Still,
oftentimes that's not enough for eager de
fensive linemen who can't wait to crash
the party. If an offensive lineman can't
maintain absolute control of his op
ponent, he tries to run him outside of
where the quarterback is setting up to
pass. In dropback situations, an offensive

Kansas City Chiefs — Genuine
100% cotton denim Haggar®
Jeans; 100% wool sport coat.

GALE SAYERS

Chicago Bears — Crossfire®
corduroy separates in a trim fit
from The Gallery by Haggar®.

Quarterbacks who don't appreciate their offensive linemen may not get to deliver many pas
ses this easily.
'URE WOOL

linemen must be like a bodyguard for a
famous movie star—he's got to keep him
self between the fans and the star, no
matter what the cost.
Sprintout: Here the linemen can be
more aggressive in their blocking schemes.
While there are always variations on how
a lineman blocks different plays, the stan-

The combination of quick feet and the ability to deliver a blow is considered a key to effective
pass blocking.
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LEN DAWSON

dard procedure on a sprintout is to fire
out in a manner not unlike a running play.
The lineman must maintain the contact,
especially on the side of the center where
the play is developing, because the quar
terback is going to be going down the line
of scrimmage. Penetration by a defensive
lineman can easily kill the play so the of
fensive linemen must be aware of where
the quarterback is at all times.
Screen Pass: On this play, the offensive
lineman gives the defensive player a hit,
holds for one count, and then lets the
player slip by him in what appears to be a
clear avenue to the quarterback. The line
man then gets out as wide as possible in
the direction of the screen where he helps
block for the receiver.
Teams that rely strictly on a dropback
attack put the most pressure on offensive
linemen.
"If you're a pure dropback team, that
allows the defense to lay its ears back and
come after you," said one midwestern
coach. "The quarterback sets back there
in the pocket and you've got to protect
him for a certain amount of time. When
the defensive line starts to mix up things
with stunts, it's tough on the offensive
linemen. They've got to switch off. If a
team moves the quarterback around, it
makes it tougher on the defensive line
man because they don't know where the
g u yi sg o i n gt ob
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THE
INNOVATORS
by Jack Clary
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oo n ee v e ri n v e n t e da n y t h i n g ! "
/ In those five simple words, spoken
W more than a half century ago when in
tercollegiate football was swinging along to the tune
of the single and double wing formations, and the
Notre Dame "Box" or shift, Jess Harper dismissed all
of the claims made by some of college football's most
hallowed names as to who really did what to establish
the basic tools for what has become the American
game Of football.
continued
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"Pop" Warner introduced the single and double wing formations.

INNOVATORS
continued

And in so doing, Harper also dismissed
himself, because as coach of Notre Dame
back in the teens, he was given credit for
developing the forward pass after suc
cessfully utilizing it with Knute Rockne
and Gus Dorais.
Harper probably was being a bit harsh
on such football pioneers as Amos Alonzo
Stagg, Walter Camp, Percy Haughton,
Glenn (Pop) Warner, Bob Zuppke,
Rockne, and such later innovators as Wal
lace Wade and Clark Shaughnessy. This
group, more than any other, really devel
oped the tactics and techniques which we
see every weekend on gridirons around
the nation . . . and they did most of it
when there were only 46 states in the
Union and the Wright Brothers' idea of
flying was still a concept whose time had
not yet come.
It really is a bit startling to discover that
so much of what we take for granted in
this sport had its genesis among so few of
the game's great immortals, most of
whom were born more than a century

ago. Some might consider this the first
symptom of a sport gone moribund, but
that really isn't the case. After all, there is
only so much you can do with eleven men
on each side, playing on a field that has
distinct boundaries and under rules
which are most precise as to how the
game will be played.
It is what one does under those con
straints that matters, and those old mas
ters, once they divorced the sport from
the rugby game, found all sorts of won
derful maneuvers that helped to develop
football's current popularity. Each fall
millions of people fill stadiums all over the
country to watch . . . and wonder . .. and
cheer. And while they're cheering, per
haps they—and today's coaches, as well —
could spare an extra hip-hip-hooray for
the following football innovators.
Amos Alonzo Stagg was part of our
great-grandparents' past, but American
college football would be extinct without
him, and that includes today's game in
which both teams are using the T-for-

A casual that's not
properly, quickly loses
its shape and doesn't
wear well.

Walter Camp introduced the use of signals
to begin a play.

mation. Stagg invented it—and he did it
nearly a century ago—in 1888—when
rules changes brought linemen and backs
closer together. Six years later his quar
terbacks were taking direct snaps from
the center as they do today.
Even before he established those Tformation mechanics, Stagg had installed
the end-around play in 1891 while coach
ing at Springfield YMCA in Massachusetts
(now Springfield College). Before the turn
of the century, his offense included a de
layed buck (1899) from the T-formation,
allowing the QB to fake first to one back,
then hand the ball to another. In 1903, his
University of Chicago teams, led by quar
terback Walter Eckersall, had a deadly
quarterback keeper play, much like that
used in the split-T of two decades ago and
certainly the father of the keepers of to
day's Wishbone and Veer formations.
Stagg also was the first to establish the
passing game as an integral part of an of
fense, following its legalization in 1906.
His Chicago teams that year had a most
sophisticated attack, including a replica
of today's play-action sequences where a
quarterback will first fake a run, then
drop back and pass. That team also used
the sprint-out pass, crossing patterns, the
use of a single flanker, or split end, and
the use of double flankers as are seen in
the pro-set formations. Many of these
continued
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were not popularized until the 1940s
when, as we shall shortly see, Clark
Shaughnessy revived Stagg's system and
spruced it up.
However, a quarter-century after es
tablishing the basic patterns for a passing
attack—an offense that Harper helped to
popularize while he had Rockne and Dorais at Notre Dame—Stagg tossed in the
use of men in motion or "pedingers, "as he
called them, after the player on his Chi
cago team who became the first to peel off
and run to either side of the field, before
sprinting downfield to catch a pass.
Stagg didn't stop with the T-formation.
He developed the onsides kick in 1894,
then used a placekick for field goals in

1897, a feature that lay dormant for al
most forty years, as dropkickers domi
nated the game until the early 1930s.
Stagg also had a player who could center
the ball with a spiral snap, and used this
talent in 1899 to introduce the short punt
formation, where a kicker stood about
seven yards behind the quarterback.
Prior to this, the ball was rolled backward
on the ground from center to be kicked.
Shortly after the turn of the century, in
1904, he developed the first blocking sled,
padded his goal posts to avoid injury to
players in 1906 and was the first to turn
his players out for spring practice in 1914.
In that same era were Walter Camp
and Percy Haughton. The former is

Coach Wallace Wade helped revolutionize football equipment.

lOt

touted as the father of American football,
but his most significant contribution was
introducing, in 1882, the use of signals to
begin a play. Haughton, like Stagg, was
not wedded to the mass-power play sys
tem that Camp had popularized, and most
believe that Haughton's greatest single
achievement was wresting control of the
Rules Committee from Camp in 1910 and
helping to unleash the forward pass. The
forward pass opened up the game and
made it more appealing.
At the same time, the rules stipulated
that the ball must be thrown five yards
right or left, and five yards back of the
spot where it was put into play. If the play
was unsuccessful, a team was tagged with
a 15-yard penalty. Haughton helped to
change those rules with the addition of an
extra, or fourth, down in which to make a
first down. This meant added protection
for the passer and the receiver (who
could be hit while the ball was in flight)
and, of course, no restrictions on passing
distances.
Haughton, who was also Harvard's
coach during this time, is credited with
first using defensive signals, and, in 1904,
with developing the trap play.
The wingback formations—single and
double—were Pop Warner's creations
and they dominated college football from
their inception in1908-1910until the early
1940s when the T-formation came into
vogue. And they're not dead yet since
many teams use them as "shotgun" align
ments on obvious third down passing situ
ations.
The single wing, with one back flanked
outside the end, was basically a power
formation, utilizing a tailback who stood
seven yards behind center to handle the
ball. In its pure form, two tackles were set
side-by-side and the heart of the offense
ran through them. Warner popularized it
when Jim Thorpe was his tailback at Car
lisle and regularly beat up on the East's
larger schools. Though power was its
hallmark, Warner's agile mind instilled
plenty of speed and deception, with re
verses and passes as integral parts of his
single wing offense.
When he went to Stanford in the 1920s,
he used the double wing, flanking both
halfbacks outside the ends. This offense
was built on a hard-running fullback as
the lone setback, abetted by a series of
double and even triple reverses. When
Warner brought his Stanford team to Yan
kee Stadium in 1928, he dazzled coaches
and media alike with a devastating of
fense built on these principles, and soon
the double wing had its circle of disciples.
Warner's creative genius has left other
legacies. One is the body block, which he
developed in 1906 as an adjunct to the
continued
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shoulder block; another was the use of
protective pads, which he fashioned by
molding soaked pieces of fabric into the
various body contours, then coating them
with varnish to assume durability.
Despite Jess Harper's disavowal, he
put the passing game on a popular plane
when his Notre Dame team, with Rockne
and Dorais, defeated Army in 1914. They
popped the eyes of the eastern press with
their well-executed passing game, a facet
of play little seen in the East at that time.
Harper was also the first coach to instruct
his passer to throw the ball away if he
couldn't find an open receiver (1915) and
popularized the "shift" principle that be
came Rockne's hallmark—and hence the
rival to Warner's formations—for the
next 15 years.
Knute Rockne admitted that he was
never an innovator, but he was a master
salesman for the sport, as well as for his
own system, which had its roots in
Harper's and Stagg's methods. Rockne
also wrote—and rewrote—coaching
books which helped to inject his per
sonality and enthusiasm into the game,
particularly his ability to depart from the
usual. The game became better when
others followed these dictums.
Bob Zuppke, along with Warner, was
perhaps Rockne's foremost coaching ri
val. Zuppke's Illinois teams became pio
neers in the passing game, as he was the
first to drop back his offensive guards as
pass blockers (1920). He developed the

Percy Haughton was instrumental in open
ing up the game with the forward pass.
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Jess Harper's Notre Dame teams demonstrated the effectiveness of a well-executed passing
game.
"flea-flicker pass" in 1925. In that year's
game vs. Penn, a pass went from a wouldbe punter to the right end, who then took
a few steps forward to draw the tacklers,
and then tossed the ball back to Red
Grange. Grange picked up a screen of
blockers and ran for a TD .
Zuppke, who came directly from Oak
Park High School, Illinois, to the Univer
sity of Illinois as a head coach, also intro
duced the huddle for calling signals and
utilized his guards as linebackers to de
fend against passes (1920). He was con
stantly improving on the various spread
pass formations and claims to have been
the first to use the screen pass. Few dis
pute the claim that he popularized it at
Illinois in the 1920s.
George Halas, coach of the Chicago
Bears, revived the T in the 1930s and
called Clark Shaughnessy, then coach
ing at the University of Chicago, to help
him perfect the system. Shaughnessy
studied the various aspects of putting
men in motion, and when he became
Stanford's head coach in 1940, took the
system and had an unbeaten season, in
cluding a victory over Nebraska in the

Rose Bowl.
Shaughnessy was a moody genius who
forever tinkered with offenses, but his
greatest flair was in developing the little
wrinkles—using men in motion and the
slotting of receivers to open a defense and
better utilize a running offense.
From his success at Stanford came the
revolution of the T-formation in college
football, though the key to Shaughnessy's
early success was the ball-handling wiz
ardry of QB Frank Albert, whose slickness mesmerized defenses and enabled
such talented runners as Hugh Gallerneau, Pete Kmetovic and Norm Standlee to romp, and also to gain himself extra
time to execute Shaughnessy's myriad
passing formations.
An excellent coach for years at Alabama
and Duke, Wallace Wade revolutionized
the protective equipment by introducing
lighter, yet better-fitting pads which ad
ded speed and greater safety for his play
ers. He also was the first coach to equip
his backs with low-cut shoes, when he or
dered a pair made in 1925 for his great
Alabama running back Johnny Mack
Brown, later a great Western movie star.£
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(Word maze solution can be found on page 77)

Match these schools with their nick
names, then find the nicknames in the
word maze.
Alabama
2. Tulane —
3. Southern Illinois
4. Florida
5. North Carolina
6. Ohio State
7. Oklahoma
8. Lewis & Clark Col.
9. Oregon
10. Penn State
11. Miami (FL)
12. Michigan
13. Baylor
14. North Texas St.
15. Houston
16. Stanford
17. Boston College.
18. Northwestern _
19. Bowling Green
20. Colorado
21. Montana
22. S.W. Texas St.
23. Florida Tech _
24. UCLA
1.

Cougars
Mean Green
Wolverines
Bruins
Engineers
Bobcats
Pioneers
Sooners
Buckeyes
Tar Heels
Grizzlies
Bisons
Falcons
Hurricanes
Lions
Gators
Salukis
Green Wave
Wildcats
Eagles
Cardinal
Crimson Tide
Ducks
Bears
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by Glenn Dickey,
San Francisco Chronicle

T

he biggest problem college foot
ball defenders have is not de
fending any one individual for
mation but working against the multiple
formations that have become the vogue.
"Defense is mostly recognition," says a
Southeastern Conference coach. "If a
team shifts from one formation into an
other, it slows down the recognition time
for the defense, and that can make the
difference between a gain and a loss."
continued
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A Big Ten defensive tackle concurs. "I
want to be able to react as quickly as pos
sible," he says. "In the line, you dont have
time to stop and think about what's hap
pening. But when I'm set for one for
mation and the offense shifts into an
other, it takes time for me to adjust, and
that slows down my reaction time."
The problem is just as acute for line
backers. "When the offense shifts from
one formation to another, we have to
change our coverage," says a linebacker
from an eastern independent. "It's even
possible we might go from a man cov
erage to zone, or vice versa. The offense
only has to set one second after the shift.
It takes us longer than that to switch, and
they may catch us while we're still on the

action fake and come up too soon, I could
see a pass going over my head for a touch
down.
"If 1 know a team is basically either a
running or passing team, I can 'cheat,'
playing one more than the other. But if
they do both well, I'm between a rock and
a hard place."
But even in the secondary, the multiple
formations cause problems. "You take a
team like San Jose State," says a South
west Conference defensive back. "They
can run 5-6 variations on each play. They
came down here to play Baylor a couple of
years ago, and the Baylor DBs never did
figure out what was happening to them.
You've got to be switching coverages all
the time or they'll nickel-and-dime you all

The defense must be alert for shifting formations.

move."
In the secondary, too, defenders have to
change coverages when a shift comes, but
defensive backs have a slight luxury be
cause they're playing further off the ball
and thus have somewhat more time. Their
greatest problem is what teams run out of
whatever formation they're in.
"My biggest worry is a team which is
really balanced between running and
passing," says a Pac-10 cornerback, "be
cause I have two jobs: defending against a
pass or helping against the run. If I'm slow
coming up to support on a run, they could
rip off a big gain. But if I go for a play

day with those short slant passes and
then, when you're finally looking for one
of those, hit you with the bomb."
The coaches have to keep alive, too.
"With all the changing formations," says a
Big Eight coach, "you've got to make sure
you're not, for instance, caught in a nickel
(five-back) defense when they're playing
two tight ends, or they'll run right over
you.
"The key is watching who comes out of
the game, not who goes in. A wide re
ceiver might go in, but you don't know
what that means until you see whether
he's replacing another wide reciever or a

tight end or a running back. That tells you
what kind of formation they'll be in."
Some coaches believe in attacking the
multiple formation offenses with multi
ple formation defenses. A defensive
coach for a midwestern independent ex
plains it this way: "I want to use so many
different defenses that an offensive
coach looking at films says, 'We can't pos
sibly prepare for all those defenses, so
we'll just pare our offense down to 4 or 5
plays that we can really work on.'Then, in
the first half of the game, we analyze
what they're doing with their offense and
attack them."
Sometimes, too, defensive coaches will
try to structure their defenses in such a
way that they force the offense to do
something it doesn't want to do.
"If you're playing a Wishbone team,"
says a Big Eight coach, "with a quarter
back who is a good runner but a halfback
who is outstanding, you want to take
away the pitch. So, you have your de
fensive end go upfield on every play. That
way, the outstanding back might carry
eight times in the game and the quarter
back 20. You might still lose—but you're
giving yourself a better chance."
Football is a bruising game, but it's also a
chess game, as offensive and defensive
coaches continually try to get an edge.
One offensive formation is successful for
a while, and then the defense catches up
with it and another one comes in. "I'm
scared to death that somebody will come
out with the single wing," says a Big Ten
coach. "I've never had to defense it and
I'm sure it would drive everybody crazy
for a while."
The Wishbone offense is a good exam
ple of that. For a time, it was the most suc
cessful college offense. In recent years,
though, it's been phased out; even some of
the well-known Wishbone teams are us
ing other formations this year.
"One of the big reasons for its success at
first was the fact that not many teams
were using it," says a Pac-10 coach. "It's
hard to defense an offense you don't run
yourself; you'll see that running teams
always have the most trouble defensively
against passing teams.
"That 's because you never see the plays
run at full-speed in practice. You can have
your 'scout' team (reserves and redshirts)
run the plays, but they certainly aren't go
ing to run them with the skill or speed
that a real Wishbone opponent will. So,
when you get in a game, you're shocked
by how fast those backs are going by you."
Another problem was that the defense
didn't know how to stop the Wishbone at
first. "The first idea," says a Southeastern
Conference coach, "was that we'd assign a
specific defensive man to each offensive
continued
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man. One man would have the quarter
back, another man would take the trailing
back, and so forth.
"The problem was that the offense
would figure out who was responsible
for the quarterback and they'd do what
they call 'load' blocking, double teaming
him, and the quarterback would run free
all day."
The next advance, notes a Big Ten
coach, was to assign areas of re
sponsibility, and to change them on every
play, so the offense wouldn't catch on.
"Then, we got more sophisticated and had
players checking things off. First, they'd
look for the quarterback to carry the ball;
if he didn't, then they'd look for the pitch,
and so forth."
But, most coaches and players agree,
the Wishbone can still be a potent of
fense. "I dont think it's so much that the
defense caught up with it," says the coach
of an eastern independent, "as that it got
harder and harder to get four good backs
to run it. And, if you've got one really good
back, you want to run him more.
"I thought at one time I had that offense
figured out. We beat a good Wishbone
team one year, stopped them cold. But the
next year, we played them again and they

really drilled us. So, I have to admit, it's a
good formation."
A Southwest Conference defensive line
man agrees. "The thing that always really
impressed me about it was that it's such a
good power running formation. Every
body gets caught up in the option play,
following the flow, and then they run that
fullback dive up the middle. I'll bet if you
checked most Wishbone teams, that was
their big play.
"And, the tough thing about playing
against a Wishbone team is that you have
to be so disciplined. They're always wellbalanced, running to both sides, so you
cant favor one side or the other. You have
to carry out your assignment exactly, be
cause if one man gets blocked out, that's
all it takes for them to make a big gain.
"The only time I really enjoyed playing
against a Wishbone was when we were
ahead with not much time left. Then,
they'd have to throw, and I knew we had
them."
Another good running formation is the
I-formation. Says a Pac-10 defender, "It's a
good power running formation. They re
ally come at you. It's not a real tough pass
ing formation to defend against because
the backs cant get out very easily as pass

receivers.
"If you can match up physically against
a team, the I-formation doesnt present a
lot of problems."
The best passing formation is, of
course, the pro set, with split backs.
"Good passing teams can get five re
ceivers out from that formation," says a
Big Ten coach, "and that puts a lot of pres
sure on the DBs and linebackers. You'd
better have people that can cover."
And now, the trend in college ball is to
use a single running back with two wide
receivers and two tight ends. That puts
pressure on the defense in several ways.
"The vogue in college ball has been to
have fewer people on the defensive front,
but when the offense puts three blockers
on both sides of the ball, the defense has
to have more people up front," says a Pac10 coach.
"It gives the offense perfect balance, be
cause they can run to either side, with the
tight end leading the blocking. Or, they
can use either tight end as a pass receiver
and give the defense fits if they don't have
somebody who can cover.
"I don't know any offensive formation
that is easy to stop—but I'd have to say
that's the hardest one going now."
£

farther than the
eye can see.
Bushnell Binoculars.
Superb, precision optics
put you on stage at the
theatre or concerts. And
they won't let you miss
a detail when traveling,
or a key play at a
sporting event. Bushnell
binoculars make the
perfect companion
wherever you go in the
great outdoors.
Available in a full range of sizes, styles and
powers, and of course, all with Bushnell
Quality Optics, in the Bausch & Lomb
Tradition since 1853.
* Built to last, backed by a Limited Lifetime
Warranty. See your Bushnell/Bausch & Lomb
dealer for details.
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THE BIGGEST ADVANTAGE OF A

NEW POUIAN CHAIN SAW MAY BE
THE GUY WHO SEllS IT TO YOU.
AFTER ALL, HE SHOWED YOU THE BEST VALUE
ON THE MARKET, DIDNT HE?

When you buy a Poulan
chain saw you get a
combination of quality
and price that adds up to
old-fashioned value. All the
features and performance
want at a price you'll love.
But you also get a Poulan
dealer A man who
knows chain saws. Who
can help you select the
right one for the job.

HOW THE PLAYERS GAIN AN EDGE
by Mark Hyman, Dallas Times Herald

H

e is a wide-out for a top-ten foot
ball school.
A junior.
Son of a college educator.
An honors student who carries a 3-plus
grade point average.
He is a young man who takes tremen
dous pride in his performance,who dis
sects each frame of game film down to the

22t

sprockets.
He is a thinking-man's football player.
Or so he thought.
One day last season the wide-out was
chatting with his brother, a former col
lege player. Casually, as if asking for a
match, his brother shared a minute point
he had noticed during the game. He won
dered if his pass-catching brother knew.

"He said he could tell whenever I was
going out for a pass," the wide-out said,
"and that the clue was whether I wiped
my hands on my towel; when I used the
towel, the play was coming at me.
"At first, I thought he was way off. Sure,
I wipe my hands but I do that on every
continued

And who'll
be ready to help it you
have a problem. In fact, he knows so much
about chain saws that, chances are, he
can even tell you how to pronounce our
name ('Pd-len). See a Poulan dealer today

fPoulan
BEAIRD-POULAN/WEED EATER. 5020 FLOURNOY-LUCAS ROAD
SHREVEPORT. LOUISIANA 71129
SEE THE YELLOW PAGES UNDER "SAWS" FOR YOUR NEAREST DEALER

NO MATTER HOW YOU SAY IT
THE NAME MEANS QUALITY.

SUBARU. OFFICIAL US. SPORTS CAR.
Subaru has been helping America
handle a lot of rough roads, including
the ones that lead to championships.
In 1976, as The Official Car of The
U.S. Ski Team, Subaru first supported this

team whose members have since won
World Cup titles in 1981, 1982 and 1983.
So whether you're headed downhill
or uphill, Subaru would like to help you
get there. And that's

LOOKING FOR CLUES
continued

the racer's edge, an appendix to the playbook.
We're not talking about trick plays,
about draws, end-arounds and misdirec
tion. Or even the more exotic shenani
gans like the Statue of Liberty, flea-flicker
or Bumerooski.
Nope, we're talking big-league decep
tion here, sleight of hand worthy of the
Amazing Kreskin.
At this point, we should pause to slice
our discussion of college football trickery
into two main categories:
Category No. 1: tricks, reads, edges
(legal).
Category No. 2: tricks, reads, edges (leg
end).
Let's deal with the second category

Well . . . changes their color?
(Slapping the reporter's back.) "Con
gratulations, Sherlock."

•

•

•

The folks who participate in major col
lege football can be sliced into two cate
gories, the trickers and the tricked.
You're either doing it to somebody or
somebody is doing it to you.
Call it deception. Call it playing smart.
But make no mistake, there's more to col
lege football than the neat configuration
of X's and O's shovelled at tube viewers
every Saturday.
Everybody in college football is looking
for the edge, that little bit that divides
winner from losers. It's awfully nice to
think you can practice hard five times a
week, eat right and give your life to Nau
tilus and be assured of a winning football
team.
It's awfully nice. But it's not always true.
The really successful major college pro
grams are those that go beyond sound
technique and diet. The coaches at these
schools give their players a little bit more,

Steve Aiahre

JUS®

SUBARU. OFFICIAL US. SPORTS CAR.

LOOKING FOR CLUES
continued

play, whether I'm going out for a pass or
not.
"Then my brother pointed out some
thing I was doing, not even knowing it.
When I wasn't going out, I'd wipe my
hands once. On the line. But on plays
when I was getting ready to catch a pass,
I wiped twice. On the line and in the
huddle.I gave myself away every time."
The wide-out's reply: "I hope those DBs
(defensive backs) aren't seeing every
thing you are."
Right there, the wide-out resolved
never to commit another towel tip- off.
You'll know him when you see him. He's
the guy who always has his hands in
terrycloth —on the line, in the huddle and
in his business law classes.

•

•

As linemen go, he's not that big (6-0), or
tough (his middle name's Forrest) or
angry (his most aggressive hobby is snow
skiing).
But this lineman, who plays for a major
college program in the Southwest, is
shrewd. No doubt about that.

He lends an attentive ear at all team
meetings. His teammates voted him,
"Most Likely to Work up a Sweat" for his
flawless work habits in practice. He's the
kind of guy you see walking around cam
pus squeezing a rubber ball or knocking
down dormitories. Anything to keep in
shape, get that little edge.
He doesn't like to talk about what he
calls "the keys," those subtle signals he
picks up anduses to influence a defensive
lineman this way, or wrestle that way.
Nope, private stuff. When you've got
the edge, you hang on to it like a sack of
macadamia nuts. No blabbing it to some
newspaper for every lineman in America
to read.
However, in the interests of honest
reporting, our pal the lineman agreed to
let us in on one of his deepest, darkest
secrets with the promise that his name
and mouthguard be changed to protect
his identity.
Remember this. You never know when
you'll be walking down the street and a
280-pound tackle will jump out from

behind a garbage can.
"I look at fingertips," our lineman said.
At what? countered the glib reporter.
"Fingertips,"our lineman repeated.
A re you going to be a manicurist?
"No, I'm serious. One look at the tips of a
guv's fingers and 1 usually can tell if a big
pass rush is coming."
You're joking.
"Nope."
How does that work?
"If the guy's fingertips change color,
that means he's really coming out hard."
Say what?
"It's simple. If he's coming out hard he
wants to get a big ol' jump off the ball, like
a human slingshot or something. After
the snap, he's all over you. The only wayI
know to do that is to put all your weight
forward, to lean into it so much you can
hardly keep from falling flat onyour face.
When a guy does that he's got all his
weight on his fingertips.
"Have any idea what that does to his
fingertips?"

When it comes to American athletes,
Subaru offers all around support.
Now Subaru is The Official Car of
The U.S. Professional Tennis Association.
By supporting the .^^USPTA, Subaru
helps young

athletes train for international as well as
national level competitions.
So whether you're a driving tennis
player or a tennis player with drive,
Subaru would like to see you on the
courts.

continued
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Defensive backs sometimes look at a running
back's feet or a receiver's eyes to get an edge
on the play.

first.
"I never saw this," prefaced a Division I
coach, a little too insistently.
"Years ago, back when I was an assis
tant,I remember hearing about one fella
making it so he'd never fumble the foot
ball again as long as he lived.

OFFICIAL CAR OF THE U.S. PROFESSIONAL TENNIS ASSOCIATION.w

LOOKING FOR CLUES
continued

"He'd take a tack—regular 'ol thumb
tack—and dull that edge just a li'l bit, just
enough so that you wouldn't bloody your
self on it.
"Then he'd get some adhesive tape and
wrap that tack to his thumb. Only a li'l bit

"Finally, we came up with the idea of
getting hold of some carpeting tape, you
know, the kind that sticks on both sides.
Before our players put on their jerseys,
we'd cover them with that stuff.
"Nobody ever grabbed those shirts

in one direction," said a perceptive de
fensive end at a Division I school. "Nine
times in 10, it's guaranteed he's coming
that direction."
Private eyes.
Something as harmless as a gaze, eyes

One offensive lineman said he could predict a big pass rush by observing the defensive lineman's fingertips.

of the tack stuck out, just enough so that
when he had the ball restin' against it,
there wasn't any way for it to come loose."
The coach smiled.
'Damndest thing you ever saw," he said,
scratching the hack of his neck. "As long
as you'd watch that fella run, as hard as
you'd see him get hit, he never fumbled.
He held onto the ball just like it was stuck
to him."
And there's the story of the too-tight
jersey.
"Our linemen were getting thrown
around something terrible one year," said
a veteran assistant coach and offensive
coordinator. "It got to the point where we
had to do something.
26t

again. The way they stuck to that tape,
well it was like second skin. There
literally wasn't anything to hold on to . . .
Best idea I ever had."
Such is the stuff of football lore.
Next, legal tricks.
Cadence.
There are quarterbacks who have
made a career of tripping up defenses,
and doing it with no more than an off-beat
inflection and a "hut. . . hut . . . hut."
A quarterback who knows how to use it
can march his team up and down the field
without ever taking a snap.
Foot fault.
"Sometimes I'll look into the backfield
and see a running back's feet pointed off

trained in a particular direction, can tip
off a defender. One defensive back tells of
covering a receiver, one of the best in his
conference, who had a habit of lifting his
eyes in the direction of the route he was
about to run. "It took me a while to catch
on," he said, "but once I did.it was the eas
iest day I ever had."
And there are others.
Some won't be printed because the
players who use them insist they remain
secret. Others simply are too saucy for
the printed page.
But they're out there, being used and
abused.
"If it helps," one player said, "I want to
know about it."
G
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of the tack stuck out, just enough so that
when he had the ball restin' against it,
there wasn't any way for it to come loose."
The coach smiled.
"Damndest thing you ever saw," he said,
scratching the back of his neck. "As long
as you'd watch that fella run, as hard as
you'd see him get hit, he never fumbled.
He held onto the ball just like it was stuck
to him ."
And there's the story of the too-tight
jersey.
"Our linemen were getting thrown
around something terrible one year,"said
a veteran assistant coach and offensive
coordinator. "It got to the point where we
had to do something.
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well it was like second skin. There
literally wasn't anything to hold on to . . .
Best idea I ever had."
Such is the stuff of football lore.
Next, legal tricks.
Cadence.
There are quarterbacks who have
made a career of tripping up defenses,
and doing it with no more than an off-beat
inflection and a "hut. . . hut . . . hut."
A quarterback who knows how to use it
can march his team up and down the field
without ever taking a snap.
Foot fault.
"Sometimes I'll look into the backfield
and see a running back's feet pointed off

trained in a particular direction, can tip
off a defender. One defensive back tells of
covering a receiver, one of the best in his
conference, who had a habit of lifting his
eyes in the direction of the route he was
about to run. "It took me a while to catch
on," he said, "but once I did.it was the eas
iest day I ever had."
And there are others.
Some won't be printed because the
players who use them insist they remain
secret. Others simply are too saucy for
the printed page.
But they're out there, being used and
abused.
"If it helps," one player said, "I want to
know about it."
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22 million dollars'worth of ballplayers listen to me.
I listen to E.F. Hutton.
When EFHutton talks, people listen.
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Not-So-Famous
Trophies In
College
Sports

w

by Mary Schmitt,
Milwaukee Journal
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THE BUMP STOPS HERE.

The Bronze Boot Trophy goes to the winner of the Colorado State-Wyoming conflict.

Monroe" GasMatic For a comfortable small car ride.

1A ere's great news for the Foster fam
ily and every other small car owner. The
Monroe Gas-Matic shock absorber is
here. Gas-Matic is an advanced small
car shock that features a sealed-in,
A
low-pressure gas charge to cushion Jj
the small car ride against bumps,
JK
potholes, tarstrips, and other
M
small car road hazards. It helps
M
eliminate ride harshness, road
Jj
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noise, and shock fade better
than conventional shocks.
The ride is so good, we cover
the Gas-Matic with our famous
vm\
Monroe Ride Offer: "If in 60 days
wk\
you don't agree Gas-Matics
give you the best ride ever,
Monroe will replace them, at no
charge, with any comparably
priced shock."
wff
So, if you've been getting creamed
by bumps and potholes, put a cushf
ion between you and the road. With a
set of Gas-Matics for your small car.
And say good-bye to bump #42... #43...
#44. See your Monroe retailer today.
The bump stops there.
Stnaf^GtAAwAiai 'f&deATKon/ioe..

fMONROET
Monroe Auto Equipment
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ed. It is everywhere. Red doors,
red railings, red stairs, red car
pet, red chairs. The University
of Wisconsin football offices are awash in
it. Only the white walls—after all, the
school colors are Cardinal and White—
offer any relief.
Yes, red is definitely the first thing you
notice about the UW offices. The second
thing is a bit more unusual. It is an axe. A
seven-foot, double-edged axe. It is the
Paul Bunyan Axe, donated by the National
W Club, and it goes to the winner of the
annual Wisconsin-Minnesota game.
Wisconsin has won it the past five sea
sons, and it is hanging on the wall op
posite the front door of the football of
fices. It is not quite as impressive as the
huge, color wall mural of the football sta
dium on one wall or the encased duplicate
of the Heisman Trophy won by Alan Ameche in 1954, but it still is one of the most
prominent items in the office.
The double blade at the top is red and
white on one side, and that's the side that

The winner of the annual game between
Mississippi and Mississippi State takes
home the Golden Egg Trophy.

The King Spud Trophy goes to the victor of
the Idaho-Idaho State basketball game
each year.

shows when it hangs at UW. If you turn it
over, the blade on the other side is ma
roon and gold. Written in black letters
down the nearly seven-foot long wooden
handle are the scores of each game played
since 1948, when the schools began ex
changing the axe. Wisconsin already has
started to write down the edge of the han
dle, because the front side is full. And
1982's victory isn't even included.
"I don't think it has anything to do with
building the rivalry,"said Coach Dave McClain of Wisconsin, looking up at the axe,
which is considerably taller than he is.
"It's a natural rivalry. The states are right
next to each other. But I think the kids are

into it a little bit. We've won it for a few
years now, and I think they want to keep
it.
"We bring it down the week of the game
and tell the kids about it. And then we
take it with us each game, because we
have to turn it over if we lose. Our manag
ers have a felt sleeve for it, and they bring
it along." (Presumably, the managers
wouldn't mind leaving it behind every
once in a while instead of lugging it back
and forth.)
"Things could change, though. This is
the first time in a long time we don't end
the season with Minnesota. Now they're
continued
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Not-So-Famous Trophies
continued

in the middle of our schedule. That-might
make the axe more meaningful. Before, it
was the end of the season against a big
rival and the game was the important
thing.I think the axe may become more of
a factor now."
To be sure, the axe is only one of many
such football trophies exchanged be
tween schools. Many of them are not
quite as famous as California and Stan
ford's axe or Minnesota and Michigan's
Little Brown Jug or Indiana and Purdue's
Old Oaken Bucket, but they are every bit
as much a part of college football.
There are, for instance, at least four
Victory Bells (Cincinnati-Miami of Ohio,
Duke-North Carolina, Pacific-San Jose
State and Southern Cal-UCLA); one regu
lar Bell (Nebraska-Missouri); one Mission
Bell (Long Beach State-Fullerton), and one
Blue Key Victory Bell, named for an hon
orary organization at Ball State, which
goes to the winner of the annual Ball
State-Indiana State game.
There are at least three Governor's
Cups (Alabama-Auburn, Florida-Florida
State and Kansas-Kansas State); one Gov
ernor's Trophy (Utah-Utah State); one Al
umni Governor's Cup
(DartmouthPrinceton) and one governor's cup that
masquerades as something called the
Broomhead Trophy, donated by Fred
Broomhead for the winner of the BrownRhode Island game.
On a lower level, politically speaking,
there is one Mayor's Cup (San Diego-San
Diego State) and one Mayor's Trophy
(Southern Methodist-Texas Christian).
And there are all sorts of Memorial tro
phies, named after alumnior officials: the
Charles L. Anspach Trophy (Central
Michigan-Eastern Michigan); the Norman
E. Tice Memorial (Yale-Connecticut); the
Class of 1915 Trophy (Cornell-Dart
mouth); the Commander in Chief Trophy
(Army-Navy-Air Force); the Centennial
Trophy (Princeton-Rutgers), and even the
Paul Bunyan Trophy, although Bunyan, a
native Minnesotan, may seem a little out
of place at the Michigan-Wisconsin State
game.
There are two Rags (Louisiana StateTulane and Northwestern LouisianaLouisiana); two Shillelaghs (Notre Dame —
who else would use an Irish walking stick
as a trophy—Purdue and Notre DameSouthern Cal) and a Flag (McNeese StateSouthwestern Louisiana).
And there are plenty of fairly obvious
trophies: the Megaphone (Michigan StateNotre Dame); the Cannon (IllinoisPurdue); the Bronze Boot (Colorado StateWyoming); the Bronze Cowboy Hat
(Oklahoma-Texas);
the
Apple
Cup
(Washington-Washington State); the Old
Brass Spitoon (Indiana-Michigan State);
the Tomahawk (Illinois-Northwestern);
30t

High performance without the high price!
Kelly Charger 65 is unlike any other tire.
It's a true high performance tire, but unlike
its "competition," Charger 65 doesn't fit
only high-priced, exotic imports.
m

Arizona and New Mexico fight each year for the Kit Carson Rifle.

the Bayou Classic (Grambling-Southern);
the Bayou Bucket (Houston-Rice) and the
Kit Carson Rifle (Arizona-New Mexico).
All of them are named for items found
near or representative of their locations.
the Beer Barrel
Except, perhaps
(Kentucky-Tennessee). Somehow whis
key or bourbon seems more appropriate.
There are a few that are not quite as
obvious. Old Ironsides, for instance, is a
heavy, three-sided iron pyramid, donated
in 1951 by the Pittsburgh Junior Chamber
of Commerce for the overall winner in
head-to-head competition between Pitts
burgh, Penn State and West Virginia.
The Golden Egg, named because of a

football's resemblance to the shape of an
egg, was started in 1927 by the student
bodies of Mississippi and Mississippi State
and goes to the winner of that annual
game.
The Bell Clapper, which is exchanged
between Oklahoma and Oklahoma State,
got its start in 1931 when some Oklahoma
fans climbed the bell tower at Oklahoma
A&M (now Oklahoma State) and stole the
bell clapper from inside the bell. Now
they give it back if Oklahoma State wins,
and vice versa.
Representatives of Oklahoma and Mis
souri, dressed in ceremonial robes,
continued

distinctive black-on-black sidewalls may
have begun to tell you that already,
Fits Your Car
• Fits Your Wheels

Kelly-Springfield designed the Charger 65
Fits Your Budget
to deliver performance in every sense of
Many speed-rated, high performance tires
the word. This all new high speed-rated
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expensive modifications. Not so, Charger
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65. This tire fits over 100 foreign and
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special wheels. Charger 65 fits your car's
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oripinal wheels
distinctive KS logo tread pattern deliver
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Charger 65 a completely unique tire.
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driving and learn what high
But then its low, wide profile and
*
performance really means!
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We're out to change America's tires

Not-So-Famous Trophies
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smoke the Peace Pipe on the field at halftime of their games, a tradition started in
1929 by honorary groups at both schools.
The winner of the Missouri-Iowa State
game gets the Telephone Trophy, which
has a pretty unusual beginning. It seems
that before a Missouri-Iowa State game in
1959, Coach Dan Devine of Missouri and
one of his assistants put on their headsets,
and the wires were all tangled up. As a
result, they could hear the Iowa State
coaches. Devine, fearing that Iowa State
could hear Missouri's plans, got quite up
set, and, later that season, tried to set up a
relay system using telephones from the

press box. Those wires got crossed, too,
and finally Devine settled on walkietalkies. Northwestern Bell of Ames, how
ever, had a golden telephone made into a
trophy to commemorate the incident.
The Beehive Boot, named after the bee
hive because it is a symbol of activity and
industry, is an old, mounted, leather boot
that goes to the best football team in the
state of Utah among Brigham Young,
Utah, Utah State and Weber State.
Utah State and Weber State don't meet
as often since Weber State dropped into
Division I-AA, but they compete for the
Bear Trap, which is just that—a bear trap

VMI and the Citadel battle each year for possession of the Silver Shako Trophy.
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mounted on a block of wood.
There are a few trophies that are down
right mysteries to outsiders.
The Silver Shako, for example,between
the Citadel and VMI. According to Ath
letic Director Edward Teague of the Cit
adel, a shako is a cadet's dress hat with an
elongated plume. The Silver Shako is an
actual hat, silver-plated, and mounted on
a walnut base.
Or there's the Sabine Shoe between
Southwestern Louisiana and Lamar. It's
named for the river that runs between
Texas and Louisiana.
That area was settledby the Caddo Indi
ans,hence,Chief Caddoisan eight-foot tall
wooden statue of an Indian chief, that
goes to the winner of the Northwestern
Louisiana-Stephen F. Austin State game.
The cheerleaders of the schools have to
haul the chief around in a van from game
to game.
A couple of live animals have had their
plans in the football rivalries, too. In 1935,
Floyd of Rosedale was a national cham
pionship hog, who became the object of a
wager between the governors of Iowa
and Minnesota. Now he is a 15y2-inch
bronze statue that goes to the winner of
that game. Illibuck was a turtle that went
to the winner of the Illinois-Ohio State
game, starting in 1925. But the turtle died
in 1927, and now the Illibuck is a wooden
replica. Members of the honorary soci
eties of the schools meet on the field at
halftime to smoke the peace pipe and pay
homage.
A couple of supposed trophies are mys
teries even to the schools.Idaho and Mon
tana are supposed to play for the Little
Brown Stein, and Idaho and Idaho State
are supposed to play for the Gem Bowl,
but officialsin Idaho have no idea what or
where the trophies are. The Idaho
schools will admit, however, to playing
for what one official called the "world's
ugliest trophy" in basketball—the King
Spud Trophy, a 30-pound, silver potato.
Other than the mysterious trophies in
Idaho, all of the trophies have traditions
behind them. Some are hotly contested;
some are mere souvenirs of a game. But,
undoubtedly, the winners are proud to
have them, for as long as possible.
In Villanova's case, that's a long time.
Temple and Villanova used to play for the
Quaker City Award, a sculpture of two
cast iron football players on a pedestal,
created by sculptor Joe Brown. But Vil
lanova quit playing football two years
ago, and, as a result of its 32-7 victory
over Temple, retired the Quaker City
Award.
Few trophies—no matter how famous
or infamous—mean so much as that—
that a school would drop its entire foot
ball program just to keep one.
%
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Stanford's John Elway holds the career
record for most passes completed.
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At SAFECO, we think careful drivers deserve a break on auto insurance. To find out how much you
can save, call an independent SAFECO agent. You'll find one near you by looking in the Yellow Pages.
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Available in most areas.

TOTAL OFFENSE
Most Plays
Game—78, Whit Taylor, Vanderbilt vs.
Georgia, Oct.16,1982 (227yards).
Season—594, Matt Kofler (San Diego
State), 1981.
Careei —1,579, Gene Swick (Toledo),
1972-75.
Most Yards Gained
Game —599, Virgil Carter (BYU) vs. TexasEl Paso, 1966.
Season—4,627, Jim McMahon (Brigham
Young), 1980.
Career—9,723, Jim McMahon (Brigham
Young), 1977-78, 80-81.
RUSHING
Most Rushes
Game—57, Kent Kitzmann (Minnesota)
vs. Illinois,1977.
Season—403, Marcus Allen (Southern
California), 1981.
Career—1,074, Tony Dorsett (Pitt),
1973-76.
Most Yards Gained
Game—356, Eddie Lee Ivery (Georgia
Tech) vs. Air Force, 1978.
Season—2,342, Marcus Allen (Southern
California), 1981.
Career—6,082, Tony Dorsett (Pitt),
1973-76.
Most Touchdowns Scored Rushing
Game—7, Arnold (Showboat) Boykin
(Mississippi) vs. Mississippi State, 1951.
Season—26, Lydell Mitchell (Penn State),
1971.
Career—56, Steve Owens (Oklahoma),
1967-69.
PASSING
Most Passes Attempted
Game—71, Sandy Schwab, Northwestern
vs. Michigan, Oct. 23, 1982 (completed
45).
Season—509, Bill Anderson (Tulsa), 1965.
Career—1,246, John Elway, Stanford,
1979-82 (completed 774).

Most Passes Completed
Game—45, Sandy Schwab, Northwestern
vs. Michigan, Oct. 23,1982 (attempted 71).
Season—296, Bill Anderson (Tulsa), 1965.
Career—774, John Elway, Stanford,
1979-82 (attempted 1,246).
Most Passes Had Intercepted
Game—9, John Reaves (Florida) vs.
Auburn, 1969.
Season—34, John Eckman (Wichita
State), 1966.
Career—73, Mark Herrmann (Purdue),
1977-80.
Most Yards Gained
Game—621, Dave Wilson (Illinois) vs.
Ohio State, 1980.
Season—4,571, Jim McMahon (Brigham
Young), 1980.
Career—9,536, Jim McMahon (Brigham
Young), 1977-78, 80-81.
Most Touchdown Passes
Game —9, Dennis Shaw (San Diego State)
vs. New Mexico State, 1969.
Season—47, Jim McMahon (Brigham
Young), 1980.
Career—84, Jim McMahon (Brigham
Young), 1977-78, 80-81.
RECEIVING
Most Passes Caught
Game—22, Jay Miller (BYU) vs. New
Mexico, 1973.
Season—134, Howard Twilley (Tulsa),
1963-65.
Career—261, Howard Twilley (Tulsa),
1963-65.
Most Yards Gained
Game—349, Chuck Hughes (Texas-El
Paso) vs. North Texas State, 1965.
Season—1,779, Howard Twilley (Tulsa),
1965.
Career—3,598, Ron Sellers (Florida
State), 1966-68.
Most Touchdown Passes Caught
Game—6, Tim Delaney (San Diego State)
vs. New Mexico State,1969.
Season—18, Tom Reynolds (San Diego
State), 1969.
Career—34, Elmo Wright (Houston),
1968-70.
SCORING
Most Points Scored

rrnn Taylor of Vanderbilt made the record
number of plays in a game (78).

Game—43, Jim Brown (Syracuse) vs.
Colgate, 1956.
Season—174, Lydell Mitchell (Penn State),
1971.
Career—356, Tony Dorsett (Pitt),1973-76.
Most Touchdowns Scored
Game —7, Arnold (Showboat) Boykin
(Mississippi) vs. Mississippi State, 1951.
Season —29, Lydell Mitchell (Penn State),
1971.
Career—59, Tony Dorsett (Pitt), 1973-76;
Glenn Davis (Army), 1943-46.
Most Extra Points Made Kicking
Game—13, Terry Leiweke (Houston) vs.
Tulsa, 1968.
Season—64, Kurt Gunther, Brigham
Young, 1980.
Career—171, Vlade Janakievski, Ohio
State, 1977-80.
Most Field Goals Made
Game—6, Vince Fusco (Duke) vs. Clemson, 1976; Frank Nester (W. Virginia) vs.
Villanova, 1972; Charley Gogolak (Prince
ton) vs. Rutgers, 1965; A1 Del Greco (Au
burn) vs. Kentucky, Oct. 9,1982.
Season—28, Paul Woodside, West Vir
ginia, 1982 (31 attempts).
Career—60, Obed Ariri, Clemson,
1977-80.
ALL PURPOSE RUNNING
Yardage from Rushing, Receiving
and all Runbacks
Game—417, Greg Allen (Florida State) vs.
Western Carolina, 1981.
Season—2,559, Marcus Allen (Southern
California), 1981.
Career—6,885, Darrin Nelson (Stanford),
1977-78, 80-81.

(Records taken from 1983 NCAA Football, copyright
1983 by the NCAA; used with permission. Copies of
this publication may be purchased from the NCAA
Publishing Service, P.O. Box 1906, Mission, Kansas
66201.)
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Has your TV had it? Well, this Quasar® is
ready for anything! Get all that cable has
to offer on this set with 134-channel
_ — l'l-- - _ J
cable ready capability. Stereo-ready,
U QclliuV CuJLlLL
w i t hd u a lspeakersf o ru s en o w
j / \ t > 1 , * 1» l
with your stereo sound system,
Q.0 JwllfluiDIllW^
stereo VCR or stereo video
disc player. The infra-red
hand remote lets you con
trol all TV functions.
And the Dynacolor™
Plus color system
provides lifelike
colors, channel to
channel and scene to
scene. Nobody offers
you more than
Quasar!

shouldn't you have
a Quasar?

ONE GREAT IDEA AFTER ANOTHER...
Quasar, Franklin Park, Illinois 60131—Division of Matsushita Electric Corporation of America

he early years of college football
produced many innovations in
the game; legendary coaches and
players; heated school rivalries, colorful
characters; and some great nicknames,
the likes of which are seldom seen these
days. Coaches and players acquired nick
names from colleagues, fans or sportswriters, and those nicknames enlivened
the already lively game.
Here are a few of the more interesting
monikers from college football's past:

Players
—Albie Booth, Vale, "Little Boy Blue"
—Red Grange,Illinois, "The Wheaton Ice
man" or "The Galloping Ghost"
—Morley Drury, Southern California,
"The Noblest Trojan of Them AH"
—Alvin Wistert, Boston University, "The
Ox"
—E.J. Holub, Texas Tech, "The Beast"
—Francis Brown, Yale, "Skim"
—Frank Sinkwich, Georgia, "Flatfoot
Frankie" or "The Georgia Fireball"
—Bill Corubs, Stanford, "The Baby-Faced
Assassin"
—Robert Zastrow, Navy, "Zug"

Coaches
—Dewey Luster, Oklahoma, "Snorter"
—Douglas Walker, Wake Forest, "Peahead"
—Fielding H. Yost, Michigan, "Hurry Up"
—Heartley Anderson, Notre Dame,
"Hunk"
—George Clark, Nebraska, "Potsy"
—Earle Neale, Yale, "Greasy"
—J.B. Whitworth, Alabama, "Ears"
—Gilbert Dobie, Washington, "Gloomy
Gus"
—Madison Bell, Southern Methodist,
"Moanin' Matty"
—Frank Cavanaugh, Boston College &.
Fordham, "Iron Major"

FALS is All You Need.
One stop at your Ford Author
ized Leasing System Dealer can
solve all your transportation has
sles quickly and easily. You can
custom-tailor your own car or
truck leasing package. Just
choose the leasing features and
benefits that best fit your needs
from your FALS Dealer's compre
hensive program. Your vehicle,
license, taxes, insurance and
maintenance can be handled at
one convenient location and cov
ered in one monthly payment.

Professional Maintenance
for Peace of Mind.
In addition to the excellent
Ford new car limited warranty,
you can choose the extra parts

and service protection of Ford's
Extended Service Plan. Another
way to keep your car or truck
running smoothly is the FALS
Maintenance Leasing coupon
book. The handy coupons are
programmed to correspond to
your vehicle's maintenance
schedule with service fees aver
aged into your regular monthly
lease payment, for minimum has
sle. Whatever plan you choose,
your FALS Dealer's Ford-trained
service professionals use the
latest diagnostic equipment and
tools to keep you rolling.

Insurance and Emergency
Road Service.
Why not include emergency
road service reimbursement and

proper insurance protection in
your lease payment? Your FALS
Dealer can arrange both when
you lease using the Preferred
Insurance Program and the Ford
Auto Club. Just another example
of one-stop leasing. Your FALS
Dealer puts it all together to save
you time and trouble. Get all the
details now. Check the Yellow
Pages for your nearest Ford
Authorized Leasing System
Dealer.

XEROX

Paul Lewis, Boston University, scored the
most TDs in a season in his division.

TOTAL OFFENSE
Most Plays
Game — 83,NeilLomax (PortlandState) vs.
Northern Colorado, 1979.
Season —611, Neil Lomax (Portland State),
1979.
Career—1,901, Neil Lomax (Portland
State), 1977-80.
Most Yards Gained
Game—504, John Witkowski (Columbia)
vs. Dartmouth, Nov. 6,1982.
Season—4,157, Neil Lomax (Portland
State), 1980.
Career—13,345, Neil Lomax (Portland
State), 1977-80.
RUSHING
Most Rushes
Game—49, John Marquis (Maine) vs.
Lafayette, 1978.
Season—349, Lorenzo Bouier (Maine),
1980.
Career—945, Frank Hawkins (NevadaReno), 1977-80.
Most Yards Gained
Game—345, Russell Davis (Idaho) vs.
Portland State, 1981.
Season—1,719, Frank Hawkins (NevadaReno), 1980.
Career—5,333, Frank Hawkins (NevadaReno), 1977-80.
Most Touchdowns Scored Rushing
Game—6, Henry Odom (South Carolina
State) vs. Morgan State, 1980.
Season—17, Paul Lewis, Boston U.,1982.
Career—41, Joel Sigel (Portland State),
1977-80.
PASSING
Most Passes Attempted
Game—77, Neil Lomax (Portland State) vs.
Northern Colorado, 1979.
Season—516, Neil Lomax (Portland State),
1979.
Career—1,606, Neil Lomax (Portland
State), 1977-80.
Most Passes Completed
Game—44, Neil Lomax (Portland State) vs.
Northern Colorado,1979.
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Season—299, Neil Lomax (Portland State),
1979.
Career—938, Neil Lomax (Portland State),
1977-80.
Most Passes Had Intercepted
Game —7, Mick Spoon (Idaho State) vs.
Montana, 1978.
Season—26, Steve Sandon (Northern
Iowa), 1981.
Career—60, Allen Deary (Northeastern),
1977-80.
Most Yards Gained
Game—499, Neil Lomax (Portland State)
vs. Northern Colorado, 1979.
Season—4,094, Neil Lomax (Portland
State), 1980.
Career—13,220, Neil Lomax (Portland
State), 1977-80.
Most Touchdown Passes
Game—8, Neil Lomax (Portland State) vs.
Delaware State, 1980.
Season —37, Neil Lomax (Portland State),
1980.
Career—106, Neil Lomax (Portland State),
1977-80.
RECEIVING
Most Passes Caught
Game—22, Marvin Walker (North Texas
St.) vs. Tulsa, Nov. 20,1982.
Season —91, Marvin Walker (North Texas
St.), 1982 (934yards).
Career—159, Tracy Singleton (Howard),
1979-82 (3,187yards).
Most Yards Gained
Game —279, Jerry Rice (Mississippi
Valley) vs. Tennessee State, Nov. 13,1982
(caught 16).
Season—1,161, Ken Harvey (Northern
Iowa), 1981.
Career—3,187, Tracy Singleton (Howard),
(1979-82), caught 159.
Most Touchdown Passes Caught
Game—4, Mike Jones (Tennessee St.) vs.
Mississippi Valley, Nov. 13, 1982; Kenny
Johnson (Portland State) vs. Delaware
State, 1980; Joe Taylor (Northern Ari
zona) vs. Idaho State, 1980; Reggie
Eccleston (Connecticut) vs. Rhode Island,
1980.
Season—15, Ken Harvey (Northern Iowa),
1981.

Neil Lomax of Portland State holds several
records, including most career TD passes.

Career—32, Trumaine Johnson (Grambling), 1979-82.
SCORING
Most Points Scored
Game—36, Henry Odom (South Carolina
State) vs. Morgan State, 1980.
Season—110, Joel Sigel (Portland State),
1978.
Career—302, Joel Sigel (Portland State),
1977-80.
Most Touchdowns Scored
Game—6, Henry Odom (South Carolina
State) vs. Morgan State,1980.
Season—18, Paul Lewis (Boston U.), 1982;
Joel Sigel (Portland State),1978.
Career—50, Joel Sigel (Portland State),
1977-80.
Most Extra Points Made Kicking
Game—15, John Kincheloe (Portland
State) vs. Delaware State, 1980.
Season—70, John Kincheloe (Portland
State), 1980.
Career—150, John Kincheloe (Portland
State), 1978-81.
Most Field Goals Made
Game—5, Vince Scott (Northern 111.) vs.
Ohio, Nov. 6, 1982 (5 attempts); Tony
Zendejas (Nevada-Reno) vs. Weber State,
Nov. 6,1982.
Season—26, Tony Zendejas (NevadaReno), 1982.
Career—47, Tony Zendejas (NevadaReno), 1981-82 (57 attempts).
ALL-PURPOSE RUNNING
Yardage from Rushing, Receiving
and all Runbacks
Game—453, Herman Hunter (Tennessee
State) vs. Mississippi Valley, Nov. 13,1982.
Season—1,979, Pete Mandley (Northern
Arizona), 1982.
Career—5,852, Frank Hawkins (NevadaReno), 1977-80.
(Records taken from 1983 NCAA Football, copyright
1983 by the NCAA; used with permission. Copies of
this publication may be purchased from the NCAA
Publishing Service, P.O. Box 1906, Mission, Kansas

66201.)

The key to office productivity is finding the "sweet spot" between product and application.

Athletic Director

Stan
Sheriff

The Mazda RX-7 experience. It is
a sports car enthusiast's dream
made real.
It is a rotary engine that can
propel you from zero to 50 in
just 6.3 seconds.
It is superb
directional
control made
possible by a
finely-tuned
suspension
system and anti-sway bars fore
and aft.
It is a precise recirculatingball steering gear that keeps you
constantly in touch with the
road below.
And to make the experience
even more enjoyable, the RX-7 is
an astonishing value—a sports
car enthusiast's dream made
affordable.
As you might expect of the
best-selling two-seat sports car
in America, the RX-7 has excep
tional resale value. The Kelley
Blue Book, September-October

1982, reports that a 1979 RX-7 S
has retained 111.1% of its original
sticker price, compared to 79.3%
for a 1979 Datsun 280ZX.
If you are partial to the joys
of high-performance motoring,
all that remains is for you to climb
into the RX-7's refined cockpit
and head for the open road.
That is where the real RX-7
experience awaits you.
Because its rotors turn constantly in one direc
tion, the Mazda RX-7's 100-horsepower rotary
engine is smoother, more efficient, and more
powerful for its size than a conventional piston
engine.

$9895*

Standard features include
5-speed overdrive transmission
• Steel-belted radial tires • Powerassisted front disc brakes • Front
and rear anti-sway bars • Retract
able headlamps • Automatic
power antenna • Cut-pile car
peting • Electric rear window
defroster • Driver's seat 3-position lumbar support adjustment
• Voltmeter, temperature & oil
pressure gauges • Two-speed
wipers plus intermittent action
• Tinted glass • Coolant and
engine oil level warning buzzers
• Trip odometer • Covered rear
stowaway lockers • Side window
demisters.

•
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The more you look,
the more you like.

EPA estimates for comparison. Your mileage may vary with trip length, speed and weather. Highway mileage will probably be less.
*Manufacturer's suggested retail price. Actual price set by dealer. Taxes, license, freight, options (wide tires/al. wheels $350-$420) and
other dealer charges extra. Price may change without notice. Availability of vehicles with specific features may vary.

Years

Name

1921-38
1938-40

Otto "Proc" Klum
None (under Board of
Athletic Control headed by
Chairman Walter Knox)
Eugene "Luke" Gill
Theodore "Pump" Searle

1940-41
1941-42

As an administrator at UNI, which has an enrollment of
11,000, Sheriff oversaw a 20-sport program, which started
out as 11 in 1970 when he took over. He was instrumental in
the planning, design and fund-raising for the 17,000-seat,
multi-purpose domed arena. The facility, known as the
UNI-Dome, opened in 1976. No state funds were used to
build the facility as Sheriff spearheaded the fund-raising of
the ^8 million price tag from alumni and businessmen.
Under his leadership, UNI moved from an NCAA Division
II program to a Division I show. He stilled managed to serve
on the NCAA Classification and NCAA Television Commit
tees.
Sheriff attended Thomas Jefferson Elementary School in
Honolulu until he was 10 when his family moved to San
Francisco.
He played college football at California State Polytechnic
College at San Luis Obispo, winning Little All-America
honors in 1953. He then played in the East-West Shrine
Game and the Hula Bowl. After graduating with a bachelor's
degree in 1954, he played three years in the National Foot
ball League with the San Francisco Forty-Niners, the Pitts
burgh Steelers and the Los Angeles Rams.
He served a stint in the army, getting his first coaching
experience by guiding the 4th Infantry Division team to the
European service title with a 10-1-1 record.
In 1958, he went to Northern Iowa as an assistant coach
and then became head coach two years later.
He is married (Jane) and has three children (Paul, 24;

r * a \/ a r c
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"You can take the boy out of the Islands but you can't take
the Islands out of the boy."
That's how Stan Sheriff summed it upon his return to the
islands to become the University of Hawaii's 16th athletic
director.
The 51-year-old Sheriff, who was born in Honolulu but
left with his family when he was 10, comes on the job after 25
years at the University of Northern Iowa in Cedar Falls, serv
ing the last 13 as athletic director.
"It's a great opportunity," he says of his job in directing the
Rainbow athletic fortunes. "Hawaii has a strong athletic pro
gram and an excellent staff. It's a situation we can make even
stronger."
Sheriff will bring expertise in dealing with the national tele
vision networks after having served on the NCAA Television
Committee and being a member of the subcommittee
which drew up the big four-year contract between the NCAA
and ABC. And Sheriff views the critical battle going on now
with the networks as the challenge the nation's colleges face
in the eighties.
He views his role as athletic director as one who gives
direction to the program. "The main thrust of athletic admin
istration is to support the program, to support the coaches,
to give the coaches the tools they need to do their jobs. This
includes fund-raising, facilities management, recruiting
and assisting in any other endeavor."
Sheriff has strong ties locally, being a relative of the late
Theodore " Pump" Searle, one of the first group of inductees
to the UH Sports Hall of Honor. He still has relatives in the
Islands.
Sheriff also brings experience as a head coach to his job,
having served as head football coach at Northern Iowa for 23
years, compiling a 129-101-4 record before stepping down
after the 1982 season.
During his tenure as head coach, he had 15 winning
seasons and took the Panthers to four post-season bowl
appearances, winning six conference titles.
In 1960, he won Coach of the Year honors and repeated
that honor in 1975. He served on the NCAA Football Rules
Committee for nine years.
During his coaching career at UNI, Sheriff produced 88
All-Conference players with nine winning most valuable
back or lineman honors. In the 23 seasons, he produced

1945-46
1946-47
1947-49
1949-51
1951-52
1952-60
1960-61

None (BAC reestablished
under Chairman
Hubert Brown)
Dr. Francois d'Eliscu
lwao Miyake (Acting)
Thomas Kaulukukui
Archie Kodros
Henry Vasconcellos
Dr. Frederick Haehnlen Jr.

1961-62
1962-66
1966-67
1967-68
1968-75
1975-76
1976-83
1983

Dr. Edward Chui
Young Suk Ko
Phil Sarboe
Robert Martin
Paul Durham
Dr. Edward Chui (Acting)
Ray Nagel
Stan Sheriff
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THE 1983 RAINBOW WARRIORS

p- Vince Acohido
1 D Kailua, Oahu

o r- Dino Babers
Jj San Diego, CA

Akiu
Kailua, Oahu
M Michael

Q-7 Kesi Afalava
O ( Hauula. Oahu

o •% Michael Beazley
31 Waianae. Oahu

-i r\ William Bell
1U Security, CO

Nick Castrow
Dy Seattle, WA

-.-7 Raphel Cherry
1 ( Los Angeles. CA

-t ^y Tonnie Clay
1cL Carson, CA

Z-Q Brian Derby
DO Pearl City, Oahu

z-<y Bob Edwards
DZ (Jtulei. A.S.

y f

/-y-7 Tala Edwards
(Jtulei, A.S.

q Jeff Breland
1O Seattle. WA

ry-,
^

1

Duane Coleman
Oceanside, CA

a -7 James Elias
I Cypress, CA

Q Z - Carl Alexander
OO Kahului. Maui

r* A

Sam Carroll
Los Angeles, CA

p-/~ Don Crichton
Honolulu

3D

Ron Hall
Escondido, CA

Kevin Haggerty
Los Angeles, CA

Thad Jefferson
Ontario, CA

M.L. Johnson
Los Angeles, CA

Willy Kalakau
Kailua, Oahu

Samson Kela
Hilo, Hawaii

Fred Hemphill
Long Beach, CA

^ Dirk Apao
1 y Honolulu

Kent Kafentzis
Richland, WA

Kurt Kafentzis
Richland, WA

Kyle Kafentzis
Richland. WA

-7^ Raschad Galimba
IH Haleiwa. Oahu

^-7 Mark Gardner
D / Gardena, CA

Emlen Kahoano
yD Waianae. Oahu

DO Kapaa. Kauai

D3

Shephard Killen
Pomona, CA

Woody Knipple
Kailua, Oahu

William Danielson
Pago Pago. A.S.

A WINNING
TEAM.

ory Nuu Faaola
3U Honolulu

Vernon Gearring
1 Los Angeles, CA

oc-

Cifi Bernard Carvalho

AMD LOAM ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA
^y-y George Retcher
Sunnyvale, CA

Jerome Ingraham
Aiea, Oahu

Richard Higa
Pearl City, Oahu

Kenny Hewett
Honolulu

John Goeas

ZLU Honolulu

The Best BankingDealinHawaii/'
Main Office: 851 Fort St. Mall

Phone 531-9411

Honolulu, Hawaii 96813

Greg Larsen
Kailua, Oahu

Johnnie Levingston
Alameda, CA

Ray Ljubisic
yb7 Coquitlam, B.C.

0 A Charlie Moetului
o4 Honolulu

p--. Doug Nomura
Ewa Beach, Oahu

D1

r" Tim Lyons
1D Sunnymead, CA

a Kyle Mosley
^4 Schofield Barracks, Oahu

Brian Norwood
ddb Honolulu

Tom McCarthy
^y Honolulu

Q 1 Walter Murray
OI Berkeley, CA

1 1 *en Niumatololo
1 1 Honolulu

HC\ Geoff McDonald
' vJ Honolulu

c J°e Nobles
O Berkeley, CA

-70 Joe Onosai
IJ Honolulu

Richard Miano

^r- Granville Saleaumua
JO San Diego, CA

38 Honolulu

c A Falaniko Noga
1^4 Honolulu

A Q Craig Ormsby
yO Auckland, N.Z.

a A Pete Noga
44 Honolulu

r-r- Tavita Sagapolu
yO Honolulu

Mark Scroggins
y J> Daly City, CA

Richard Spelman
jy Everett, WA

a-Na-N Brett Trickett
yU El Toro, CA

tZ

Darryl Grsery
Los Angeles. CA

1 ^ Alvis Satele
IJ) Kaneohe, Oahu

r-1 Jack Sims
O 1 Honolulu

a Q Carl Stokes
40 Walnut, CA

A r- Ana Tuiasosopo
4D Honolulu

^>.a Colin Scotts
y4 Sydney, Aus.

Marty Sims
Honolulu

a-v^ Johnny Taylor
y 1 Seattle, WA

ori Kent CIntermann
Oy Sausalito, CA

/rrv Moamoa Vaeao
OU Pago Pago, A.S.

r- r- Everette Wade
DD Gardena, CA

CO Anthony Woodson
San Francisco, CA

oc Boyd Yap
ZD Honolulu

YOUR RAINBOW
SPORTS CONNECTION
Daryl Williams
ZD San Francisco, CA
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Hiring college grads is something the
Army has always done. And lately, we've
been doing a lot more of it.
In fact, last year alone nearly 7.000
college grads chose to begin their future as
Army officers.
Why? Some wanted the opportunity
to develop valuable leadership and manage
ment skills early in their career.
Others were impressed with the amount
of responsibility we give our officers starting
out. And still more liked the idea of serving
their country around the world.
Interested? Then youcan start preparing

for the job right now, with Army ROTC.
ROTC is a college program that trains
you to become an Army officer. By helping
you develop your leadership and manage
ment ability.
Enrolling can benefit your immediate
future, too. Through scholarships and other
financial aid.
So the next time you're thinking about
job possibilities, think about the one more
recent college graduates chose last year than
any other.
For more information, contact the Pro
fessor of Military Science on your campus.

ARMY ROTC.
BEALLYOUCANBE.
CALL 948-7744/7766

Meet the Rainbows

BOYD YAP, sophomore running back from
Honolulu. After a two-year layoff, Yap is
ready to make a strong contribution to the
'Bows. He is a three-time member of the
State All-Star football team who set an OIA
rushing title in 1979. He averaged 8.7yards
per carry and made 11 touchdowns. An
all-around athlete from Kaiser High
School, Yap has played in every game this
year and started in four thus far. As a fresh
man, he started in five games with the ggHMBBBNRB.w 4Hm
j"
'Bows. The liberal arts major lists his favor/>
ite subject as history and culture and likes
mU
all Chinese food.

_

(gMakalo . . .
The University of Hawaii Athletic Department
wishes to express its deep appreciation to the
following automobile dealers for making auto
mobiles available for use by members of the
athletic staff:

-

MICHAEL BEAZLEY, sophomore outside
linebacker from Waianae, Oahu. After redshirting the '82 season, he saw a lot of play
ing action as an inside linebacker this year.
Mike started in every game except for the
Air Force game because of injuries. Some
outstanding stats for his career include
making 13 tackles against the New Mexico
Lobos. Also in that game, Beazley inter
cepted a pass and picked up 32 yards for
the 'Bows. An outstanding athlete from
Waianae High School, Beazley led the Seasiders to the Prep Bowl in 1980. He lettered
four years in football as a quarter
back/defensive back. Beazley also lettered
in basketball for three years.
JEROME INGRAHAM, junior center from
Aiea, Oahu. After transferring from Santa
Rosa Junior College, Ingraham adjusted to
the Rainbow football program with ease. A
one-year letter winner in football, Ingraham
also played in the Blue Devil Bowl. Ingra
ham will provide depth at the center posi
tion for the 'Bows this season. An
all-around athlete from Aiea High School,
he lettered in football, basketball and track.
He was also on the principal's list and honor
roll in high school. Ingraham lists Dan
Fouts of the San Diego Chargers as his
favorite athlete, enjoys lifting weights and
dancing.

DOGG NOMGRA, junior long snapperlinebacker from Ewa Beach, Oahu. Out of
Honolulu's St. Louis High, Nomura handled
the center chores on long snaps last sea
son. A two-year letterman, he's also seen
action at reserve linebacker, finishing with
seven tackles as a 1981 freshman. One of
six children, the Hawaiian-Japanese com
munications major carried a 3.3 grade aver
age in high school and won letters in foot
ball, baseball and canoe paddling. Nomura
favors Earth, Wind and Fire music, likes
Hawaiian food and says his favorite subject
is math.

Don Lucas Honda
Downtown Honda
Honolulu Ford
Motor Supply
Chica Y. Nagatani Memorial Fund

Nissan of Hawaii
Rainbow Chevrolet
Tony Honda of Waipahu
Windward Datsun
Windward Dodge

SPORTS ON OCEANIC CABLE VIA SATELLITE

If it's college football you want, turn to Oceanic Cablevision for
prime time coverage of the hottest gridiron action and
up-to-the-minute sports scores from all across the nation.
KEVIN HAGGERTY, junior offensive tackle
from Los Angeles, CA. A transfer from Los
Angeles Junior College, Haggerty was an
All-Conference defensive tackle there.
After coming to Hawaii, he made a smooth
transition from defense to the offense. Last
season, he was named the Outstanding
Offensive Scout. A two-year letter winner in
football at Fairfax High, he led his team to
the conference championship in his senior
year. Haggerty has seen action in every
game this season. A communications
major, he hopes to be a video camera oper
ator when he graduates.

SuperStation WTBS

Cable Channel 22. This season, WTBS brings you—satellite
live—the fiercest NCAA rivalries every Saturday night with
play-by-ptay and sideline analysis by SuperStation experts.

(ISA Network

Cable Channel 12. Weekly major college clashes shown during
prime time hours all season long. Plus exclusive coverage of
over 500 sporting events throughout the year.

Ofllif© News Network

Cable Channel 24. All thelatest scores every hour, %-hour
reports around the clock, and expanded coverage on weekends.

ceanic
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HAWAII ALPHABETICAL ROSTER
NAME (Hometown)

NO
15
87
43
14
86
19
35
31
10
3
18
64
66
69
17
12
21
56
65
68
77
97
47
30
50
22
74
67
1
20
85
75
27
78
32
58
49
33
59
4
7
8
95
79
71
46
80
82

POS.

HT.

QB 6-1
Vince Acohido, Kailua, Oahu
DT 6-4
***Kesi Afalava, Hauula, Oahu
WR 6-0
David Aguiar, Kailua, Oahu
WR 5-9
"Michael Akiu, Kailua, Oahu
ILB 5-10
"Carl Alexander, Kahului, Maui
WR 5-9
Dirk Apao, Honolulu
FB 6-1
""Dino Babers, San Diego, CA
OLB 6-0
"Michael Beazley, Waianae, Oahu
QB 6-0
William Bell, Security, CO
KS 6-1
Kerry Brady, Vancouver, WA
WR 6-2
"Jeff Breland, Seattle, WA
OG 6-3
Sam Carroll, Los Angeles, CA
OG 6-3
"""Bernard Carvalho, Kapaa, Kauai
OT 6-5
"Nick Castrow, Seattle, WA
QB 5-11
"Raphel Cherry, Los Angeles, CA
TB 5-9
Tonnie Clay, Carson, CA
WR 6-0
""Duane Coleman, Oceanside, CA
OG 6-1
"Don Crichton, Honolulu
OG 6-2
William Danielson, Pago Pago, A.S.
C/OG 6-2
"Brian Derby, Pearl City, Oahu
OT 6-6
Dwayne Dexter, Pinedale, WY
NG 6-1
Tala Edwards, (Jtulei, A.S.
OLB 6-2
"James Elias, Cypress, CA
FB 5-10
"Nuu Faaola, Honolulu
C 6-1
Foti Failautusi, Waianae, Oahu
TB 5-10
"George Fletcher, Sunnyvale, CA
OT 6-3
"Raschad Galimba, Haleiwa, Oahu
OG 6-4
"Mark Gardner, Gardena, CA
DB 5-11
"""Vernon Gearring, Los Angeles, CA
OLB 6-1
John Goeas, Honolulu
TE 6-4
Ron Hall, Escondido, CA
OT 6-5
Kevin Haggerty, Los Angeles, CA
RB 5-5
Dean Hayashi, Honolulu
DB 6-3
"Fred Hemphill, Long Beach, CA
OT 6-6
Kenny Hewett, Honolulu
TB 5-7
"Richard Higa, Pearl City, Oahu
James Higgins, Honolulu
ILB 6-1
OLB 5-10
Buddy Hugo, Honolulu
Jerome Ingrahamn, Aiea, Oahu
NG 6-0
FB 5-10
Thad Jefferson, Ontario, CA
RB 5-9
Marco Johnson, Lancaster, CA
M.L. Johnson, Los Angeles, CA
OLB 6-3
Jim Joy, Honolulu
LB 6-1
"Kurt Kafentzis, Richland, WA
DB 6-1
Kyle Kafentzis, Richland, WA
DB 5-11
"Emlen Kahoano, Waianae, Oahu
NG 6-4
John Kahunanui, Kula, Maui
5-11
OT 6-2
Willy Kalakau, Kailua, Oahu
Kerry Kanakaole, Hilo, Hawaii
OLB 6-1
Aaron Kane, Kailua, Oahu
DB 5-11
OT 6-5
Samson Kela, Hilo, Hawaii
Willie Kepa, Waimanalo, Oahu
OLB 5-9
"Shephard Killen, Pomona, CA
TE 6-1
Ryan Kiyabu, Aiea, Oahu
RB 5-5
Woody Knipple, Kailua, Oahu
TE 6-7
DB 5-9
Scott Laboy, Honolulu

WT.

CL.

NO

195
255
170
175
205
170
200
200
185
180
185
235
265
250
195
170
180
265
235
245
255
235
200
210
260
185
250
255
180
185
225
265
155
170
285
165
210
205
245
210
155
210
190
185
190
240
255
265
200
185
285
185
200
135
220
175

Jr.
Sr.
Fr.
Jr.
So.
So.
Sr.
So.
Fr.
So.
Sr.
Fr.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
So.
So.
Fr.
Jr.
Jr.
So.
Fr.
Jr.
Jr.
Sr.
Sr.
So.
So.
Jr.
So.
Jr.
Fr.
Jr.
So.
Jr.
Jr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Jr.
Fr.
Jr.
Fr.
Fr.
So.
Fr.
So.
So.
Jr.
So.
Fr.
Fr.

92
34
99
16
29
70
38
76
84
40
24
81
6
54
44
51
26
11
73
98
96
36
13
94
93
61
28
39
48
91
90
45
89
72
60

55
83
23
41
25

NAME (Hometown)

POS.

Gregg Larsen, Kailua, Oahu
OLB
Johnnie Levingston, Alameda, CA
ILB
Ray Ljubisic, Coquitlam, B.C.
DT
Kimo Lyons, Kailua, Oahu
WR
"Tim Lyons, Sunnymead, CA
QB
Mike Lytle, Mililani, Oahu
DB
*Tom McCarthy, Honolulu
P
Geoff McDonald, Honolulu
DT
"Rich Miano, Honolulu
DB
Sione Misi, Kailua, Oahu
OG
Johnny Mizuno, Honolulu
RB
Charles Moetului, Honolulu
DT
Sam Moku, Kaneohe, Oahu
DB
Kyle Mosley, Schofield Bks., Oahu
WR
"Walter Murray, Berkeley, CA
WR
"Joe Nobles, Berkeley, CA
WR
""Falaniko Noga, Honolulu
ILB
Pete Noga, Honolulu
DB
"Doug Nomura, Ewa Beach, Oahu
OLB
Brian Norwood, Honolulu
DB
Ken Niumatalolo, Honolulu
QB
Kyle Okamura, Honolulu
DB
Joe Onosai, Honolulu
OL
Craig Ormsby, Auckland, N.Z.
DT
Lloyd Pennebacker, Anchorage, AK
WR
Pat Rogers, Aiea, Oahu
DB
Tavita Sagapolu, Honolulu
DT
Granville Saleaumua, San Diego, CA
ILB
"Alvis Satele, Kaneohe, Oahu
OLB
Rick Saunders, Kailua, Oahu
DB
David Seau, Oceanside, CA
FB
Colin Scotts, Sydney, Aus.
DT
Mark Scroggins, Daly City, CA
LB/TE
"Jack Sims, Honolulu
OG
"Marty Sims, Honolulu
DB
"Richard Spelman, Everett, WA
KS
Carl Stokes, Walnut, CA
ILB
Kaihe Tahara, Hilo, Hawaii
DB
"Johnny Taylor, Seattle, WA
OLB
Brett Trickett, El Toro, CA
ILB
Ana Tuiasosopo, Honolulu
NG
"Kent Cntermann, Sausalito, CA
TE
Dartyl Clrsety, Los Angeles, CA
DT
Moamoa Vaeao, Pago Pago, A.S
DT
Rodrigo Valverde, Hickam AFB, Oahu KS
Terry Vander Molen, Longmount, CO WR
Keith Vegas, Ewa Beach, Oahu
RB
Everette Wade, Gardena, CA
ILB
Derek Walker, Santa Ana, CA
TE/LB
Koidene Walsh, Wahiawa, Oahu
WR
"Daryl Williams, San Francisco, CA
DB
Marcel Williams, Los Angeles, CA
RB
"Boyd Yap, Honolulu
RB
"Denotes number of letters won.

HT.

WT.

CL.

6-0
6-1
6-6
6-0
6-1
6-1
6-2
6-5
6-1
6-1
5-5
6-2
6-0
5-11
6-4
5-10
6-0
5-11
5-8
6-1
6-0
5-10
6-3
6-4
5-9
5-10
5-10
6-1
6-1
5-8
5-11
6-6
6-3
6-3
6-0
5-8
6-3
5-9
6-3
6-2
6-1
6-4
6-4
6-3
5-3
5-10
5-8
6-0
6-1
5-7
5-9
6-0
5-10

214
210
255
170
200
175
195
240
200
245
130
230
190
170
190
170
240
195
190
170
185
170
240
255
175
180
260
230
215
155
245
255
210
250
195
180
215
180
235
220
240
230
265
230
135
180
160
220
220
157
185
165
185

Jr.
Fr.
Fr.
Jr.
Sr.
So.
Jr.
So.
Jr.
Fr.
So.
Fr.
So.
So.
So.
Jr.
Sr.
Fr.
Jr.
Fr.
Fr.
Jr.
Fr.
So.
Fr.
So.
Fr.
Jr.
Jr.
Fr.
Jr.
Fr.
Fr.
Jr.
Jr.
Jr.
Jr.
So.
Sr.
Fr.
So.
Jr.
Jr.
Fr.
Fr.
Sr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Sr.
Fr.
So.

"Denotes number of letters won.
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MONARCH ROOFING SUPPLY
1130 N. Nimitz
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ROOFING MATERIAL AT REASONABLE PRICES
ROOF TOP DELIVERY
Olympic Stain

Sh1^CLE
S

524-7080

when Hawaii has the ball

when Pacific has the ball

HAWAII OFFENSE

PACIFIC OFFENSE

6
79
73
68
56
66
89
17
12
35
81

PACIFIC DEFENSE
SDE
.. LT
. .MG
.. RT
WDE
. RLB
ROV
.LCB
.. SS
. WS
RCB

37 THOMAS COWLING 0
58 DAN BARNES
56 CARL HANCOCK
78 DAN JOHNSON
36 JOE TAYLOR
38 KEVIN EINCK
47 KEVIN THOMPSON. ..
28 ANDRE STOCKSTON
27 ANTHONY FREEMAN .
18 MICHAEL YOUNG . . . .
20 MIKE HOLFORD

JOE NOBLES
WILLY KALAKAU
JOE ONOSAI
BRIAN DERBY
DON CRICHTON
BERNARD CARVALHO
KENT UNTERMANN
RAPHEL CHERRY
TONNIE CLAY
DINO BABERS
WALTER MURRAY

H-14

86

WR
LT
LG

RG

RT
JB
QB
RB
HB
WR

PACIFIC

HAWAII
1 VERNON GEARRING
3 KERRY BRADY
4 JIM JOY
6 JOE NOBLES
7 KURT KAFENTZIS
8 KYLE KAFENTZIS
10 WILLIAM BELL
11 KEN N1UMATALOLO
12 TONN1E CLAY
13 ALVIS SATELE
14 MICHAEL AK1U
15 VINCE ACOHIDO
16 TIM LYONS
17 RAPHEL CHERRY
18 JEFF BRELAND
19 DIRK APAO
20 JOHN GOEAS
21 DUANE COLEMAN

17
76
79
55
73
75
87
4
25
35

HAWAII DEFENSE

LIONEL MANUEL
STEVE SMITH
FLOYD LAYHER
JIM HEARN
GREG PACOS
CARY SMITH .
JEFF CARTER
MIKE PITZ
KIRBY WARREN
BILL WOLSKY
BOB HORODECKY

DB
KS
LB
WR
DB
DB
QB
QB
TB
OLB
WR
QB
QB
QB
WR
WR
OLB
WR

22 GEORGE FLETCHER
FB
23 DARYL WILLIAMS
DB
24 KYLEMOSLEY
WR
25 BOYD YAP
FB
26 BRIAN NORWOOD
DB
27 FRED HEMPHILL
DB
28 MARTY SIMS
DB
29 TOM MCCARTHY
p
30 NUU FAAOLA
FB
31 MICHAEL BEAZLEY
OLB
32 RICHARD HIGA
TB
33 MARCO JOHNSON
RB
34 JOHNNIE LEVINGSTON
ILB
35 DINO BABERS
FB
36 GRANVILLE SALEAUMUA.... ILB
38 RICH MIANO
DB
39 RICHARD SPELMAN
KS
40 SAM MOKU
DB

41 MARCEL WILLIAMS ..
43 DAVID AGUIAR
44 PETE NOGA
45 ANA TUIASOSOPO ...
47 JAMES EUAS
48 CARL STOKES
49 THAD JEFFERSON . .
50 FOTI FAILAUTUSI
51 DOUG NOMURA
54 FALANIKO NOGA
55 EVERETTE WADE ...
56 DON CRiCHTON
58 JEROME INGRAHAM .
59 ML. JOHNSON
60 MOAMOA VAEAO
61 JACK SIMS
64 SAM CARROLL
65 WILLIAM DANIELSON

.... RB
... .WR
. ... DB
. ...NG
.. OLB
. ... ILB
.... TB
C
OLB-C
.... ILB
. . OLB
... OG
C
....ILB
. ... DT
....OG
....OG
... .OG

66 BERNARD CARVALHO
67 MARK GARDNER
68 BRIAN DERBY
69 NICK CASTROW
70 GEOFF McDONALD ..
71 SAMSON KELA
72 DARRYL URSERY
73 JOE ONOSAI
74 RASCHAD GALIMBA. .
75 KEVIN HAGGERTY ...
76 SIONE M1S1
77 DCJANE DEXTER
78 KENNY HEWETT ....
79 WILLY KALAKAU
80 SHEPHARD KILLEN . .
81 WALTER MURRAY....
82 WOODY KN1PPLE ... .
83 DEREK WALKER

...OT
.. .OG
. C-OG
... OT
... OT
...OT
. ..OT
...OT
... OT
.. .OG
... .OG
... .OT
. ...OT
. ...OT
... WR
... .WR
....TE
TE/LB

85 RON HALL
86 CARL ALEXANDER.
87 KESI AFALAVA ....
89 KENT UNTERMANN
90 BRET TRICKETT . ..
91 JOHN TAYLOR
92 GREG LARSEN ....
93 MARK SCROGG1NS.
94 COLIN SCOTTS....
95 EMLEN KAHOANO .
96 TAVITA SAGAPOLU
97 TALA EDWARDS...
98 CRAIG ORMSBY....
99 RAY LJUBiSIC

...TE
. OLB
... DT
... TE
. OLB
. OLB
. OLB
LB/TE
.... DT
.... DT
.... DT

....NG

.... DT
.... DT

JONNIE LEVINGSTON
KESI AFALAVA
EMLEN KAHOANO
ANA TUIASOSOPO
JAMES EUAS
MICHAEL BEAZLEY
CARL STOKES
1 VERNON GEARRING
RICH
MIANO
38
28 MARTY SIMS
23 DARYL WILLIAMS

LOLB

34
87
95
45
47
31
48

LT

"G
RT
ROLB

•

ULB
R,LB
LCB
SS
FS
RCB

DT/NG

WR

23 FRED HURT

WR

38 KEVIN EINCK

LB

60 SEAMUS MEAGHER

DB

24 BRAD LANE

DB

39 TOM LEONG

RB

62 LAMONT GIBSON

G

84 KEVIN FREUDENTHAL

4 MIKE PITZ

QB

25 KIRBY WARREN

RB

43 MARK CABOT

PK

64 RANDY FRANCK

C

85 TONY CAMP

TE

5 JAMES MACKEY

RB

27 ANTHONY FREEMAN

DB

45 EUGENE FERRER

LB

68 NICK HOLT

LB

86 BOB HORODECKY

WR

6 RICH PELLETIER

QB

28 ANDRE STOCKTON

DB

47 KEVIN THOMPSON

DE

69 RICHARD LEE

LB

87 JEFF CARTER

TE

30 BRAD OSBORN

RB

48 DON BATISTE

DB

OT

88 HOWARD WILLIAMS

TE

DB

71 WES SIBOLE

50 ROBERT OVIEDO

DE

72 EDUARDO YAGUES

DE

QB

LB

96 DAMON LANIER

11 JIM McCAHILL

31 SHELDON MacKENZIE

14 MARK ROBERTS

DB

32 DEREK GRIFFITHS

WR

51 STUART WEIMERS

OT

73 GREG PACOS

17 LIONEL MANUEL

WR

33 GREGG DANIEL

WR

53 ROBERT ZOLG

18 MICHAEL YOUNG

DB

34 STEVE MICHAELS

RB

55 JIM HEARN

PK/P

35 BILL WOLSKY

WR

56 CARL HANCOCK

DB

36 JOE TAYLOR

DE

58 DAN BARNES

DT

79 FLOYD LAYHER

DB

37 THOMAS COWLING

DE

59 MARTIN ALEJOS

DE

82 RON WOODS

10 BOB SHOLLIN

19 SCOTT KINNEY
20 MIKE HOLFORD
21 GARRY PARCELLS

G/C
C
NG

75 CARY SMITH

DT

83 KEN DeSHANO

2 STEVE BARHAM
3 DARRELL DIVINITY

G

TE

G/C
OT

76 STEVE SMITH

OT

78 DAN JOHNSON

NG
G
WR

H-15

TIGER ALPHABETICAL ROSTER
POS.

HT.

WT.

CL.

Tom Leong, Alameda

RB

6-0

210

Jr.

Sheldon MacKenzie, Santa Barbara

LB

6-1

205

Jr.

James Mackey. French Camp

RB

5-10

175

Fr.

17

Lionel Manuel, Rancho Cucamonga

WR

5-11

175

Sr.

11

Jim McCahill, Costa Mesa

QB

6-1

186

Fr.

DT

6-4

215

So.

POS.

HT.

WT.

CL.

NO. NAME (Hometown)

Martin Alejos, Petauma

DE

6-0

206

Jr.

39

Steve Barham, El Dorado Hills

WR

6-1

200

Fr.

31

58

Dan Barnes, Fremont

DT

6-4

225

So.

48

Don Batiste, Compton

DB

5-11

168

Sr.

PK

5-9

165

Fr.

NO. NAME (Hometown)
59
2

43 Mark Cabot, Los Altos
85 Tony Camp, Costa Mesa

5

TE 6-5

230

Sr.

60

Seamus Meagher, Piedmont

TE 6-4

240

Sr.

34

Steve Michaels, Stockton

RB

6-2

210

Fr.

RB

5-8

165

So.

DE

6-2

210

So.

G/C

6-3

235

Jr.
Sr.

87

Jeff Carter, Villa Park

37

Thomas Cowling, Sacramento

DE

6-2

225

Sr.

30

Brad Osborn, Mercer Island, WA

33

Gregg Daniel, Inglewood

WR

6-0

170

So.

50

Robert Oviedo, Santa Fe Springs

83

Ken DeShano, Orange

NG/DT 6-4

250

Sr.

73

Greg Pacos, El Toro

6-0

180

So.

21

Garry Parcells, Canoga Park

DB

5-11

180

6

Rich Pelletier, Walnut Creek

QB

6-1

180

Fr.

Mike Pitz, Colfax

QB

6-1

160

Fr.

Mark Roberts, Richmond

DB

6-2

185

Fr.

Bob Shollin, Newport Beach

DB

6-0

180

Jr.

6-6

260

So.

3

Darrell Divinity, Los Angeles

DB

38

Kevin Einck, Anaheim

LB

6-2

230

Sr.

45

Eugene Ferrer, Vallejo

LB

6-0

205

Fr.

4

64

Randy Franck, Napa

C 6-1

230

Fr.

14

27

Anthony Freeman, Albany

DB

180

Sr.

10

84

Kevin Freudenthal, Modesto

TE 6-4

5-10

225

Jr.

71

Wes Sibole, Lodi

OT

G

6-3

240

Fr.

75

Cary Smith, Walnut Creek

OT 6-6

255

Sr.

Steve Smith, Modesto

OT

6-8

275

Sr.

5-8

185

Jr.

62

Lamont Gibson, Oakland

32

Derek Griffiths, Huntington Beach

WR

6-0

170

Fr.

76

56

Carl Hancock, Richmond

NG

6-1

190

So.

28

Andre Stockton, Los Angeles

DB

Jim Heam, Simi Valley

C

6-2

240

Sr.

36

Joe Taylor, Los Angeles

210

So.

55

DE 6-2

5-10

170

So.

47

Kevin Thompson, Sacramento

DE

6-1

195

So.

25

Kirby Warren, Las Vegas

RB

6-0

195

Sr.

51

Stuart Weimers, Manteca

OT 6-7

250

Sr.

88

Howard Williams, Stockton

TE

6-2

200

Fr.

WR

5-11

170

Jr.

WR

6-2

210

Sr.

G

6-5

245

So.

DB

5-11

165

So.

G/C

6-4

235

So.

20

Mike Holford, Santa Barbara

DB

68

Nick Holt, Lafayette

LB

86

Bob Horodecky, Sherman Oaks

WR

23

Fred Hurt, San Jose

WR

6-0
6-2
5-10

210
190
165

So.
Sr.
So.

6-3

220

Jr.

82

Ron Woods, Long Beach

PK/P 6-1

190

Sr.

82

Bill Wolsky, Boulder

175

Jr.

72

Eduardo Yagues, Imperial Beach

DE 6-1

205

Jr.

18

Michael Young, El Cerrito

G

6-8

280

Jr.

53

Robert Zolg, Downey

LB

6-3

225

Jr.

NG

78

Dan Johnson, Milpitas

19

Scott Kinney, Pleasanton

24

Brad Lane, Long Beach

DB

96

Damon Lanier, Los Alamitos

79

Floyd Layher, Jackson

69

Richard Lee, San Francisco

5-11

Flamingo
PEARL CITY
Bakery & Restaurant

imh

803 Kam Highway

Flamingo
CHUCK WAGON
1015Kapiol.ini Blvd.

Prime l<il> Buffet

/ lamingo
ROYAL LANAI
1529 Kapiolani Blvd.

Now serving breakfasts'.

ARTHUR'S
Flamingo Downtown
and Coffeeshop

Flamingo
KAPIOLANI
871 Kapiolani Blvd.

Davies Pacific Center

Flamingo
ALA MOAN A CAFE
574 Ala Moana Blvd.

Rainbow Quarterback & Koa Anuenue Club Luncheons every Monday 12 Noon at the Flamingo C nuckwagtm.

BE A HIIP

HAWAII ISLAND
TRAVEL, INC.
931 -B Hausten Street
Honolulu. Hawaii96826
Phone: 943-0033
HERBERT TANAKA, Owner
H-17

The Tigers

University of the Pacific
University of the Pacific offers a
diversity of academic programs that
would normally be associated with a
much larger university than the 6,000
students attending classes in Stockton,
Sacramento and San Francisco.
Pacific was founded in 1851 as
California's first chartered university.
The independent institution now is
comprised of 10 schools and colleges.

The liberal arts college includes Col
lege of the Pacific, the largest arts and
sciences college with more than 50
major programs and Elbert Covell Col
lege, the only Spanish-speaking col
lege in the United States.

Bob Cope
Head Coach

Dr. Elkin Isaac
Athletic Director

Stanley E. McCaffrey
President

Located on the Stockton campus
are two liberal arts colleges and
schools of music, engineering, edu
cation, pharmacy, business and public
administration, and a graduate school.
The university's dental school is in San
Francisco and Pacific's McGeorge
School of Law is in Sacramento.

Jeff Carter

Throughout the Pacific the empha
sis is on teaching although research is
recognized as having a need in the
various disciplines.
The students at the university are
represented on nearly all the
policy-making commitees, and the
Associated Students play an active role
in campus life through social and cul
tural programs for the community. The
Stockton metropolitan area, with a
population of more than 200,000 also
is the scene of many programs that
take the students off campus in a multi
tude of community involvement
activities.
The newest improvement to the
campus is the 6,000-seat Alex G.
Spanos Center. It is used for the inter
collegiate athletics as well as other uni
versity and community activities.

Bob Horodecky WR

Jim Hearn C

Scott Kinney P

Floyd Layher OG

BMI PD0M
Uonel Manuel WR

"

Cary Smith OT

Steve Smith OT

Greg Pacos OG

H-18

Restaurant

Reservations 949-4321
Validated Parking

Stockton is located in the Central
Val ley of California, 75 miles east of
San Francisco and 50 miles south of
Sacramento.
Top: The Morris Chapel, University of the Pacific
campus, Stockton, Calif. Left: Senior wide
receiver Lionel Manuel against San Jose State.

The Magic of Indonesian cul
ture with a splash of Western in
fluence provides the Bali Room
Restaurant with an exotic atmos
phere surrounding one of Ha
waii's finest dining experiences.
Feast on fresh Pacific fish, crisp
and tender duck from the rotisserie, Indonesian rijsttafel,
homemade pasta and exquisite
desserts, all served in classic
style.—Enjoy!

X
HILTON HAWAIIAN VILLAGE

Garry Parcel!, C

Kirby Warren RB

Bill Wolsky WR

Ron Woods WR

H-19

Advertise
in U H game programs

"OUR
WAY
TO
GIVE"

SENIOR SCENE

For more information
call
Dick Fishback
948-6500
"Eddie" Wasano
Distributor (Hawaii, Japan)

This pledge card means that not one
life on our island need go untouched
by a professional or volunteer of the
Aloha United Way. By giving through
payroll deduction at our place of
work only a small portion of the
contribution will be taken from each
paycheck throughout the year. So
please sign the card and give. It feels
good to give.

!!.«""!!»

OF HAWAII
215 Mokauea Street
Honolulu, Hawaii 96816
Phone (808) 847-0208

^ Aloha
United Way

Kesi Afalava

Tim Lyons

In his final year as a Rainbow Warrior, defensive tackle
Kesi Afalava sometimes wishes he could go back a few
years. "It's been too fast. Maybe if 1 went back 1 could have
done better. But, it's been a good learning experience," he
said.
Afalava has been playing football every year since he was
in the sixth grade. He recalls quite colorfully his ambition as
a young boy ... "I just couldn't wait to get football shoes.
Everytime 1 saw a pair of (football) shoes I'd want to try them
on, no matter how big they were. I really liked the sound of
the cleats. I also couldn't wait to put on shoulder pads. I
guess I thought football was all running, tackling and having
fun."
A graduate of Kahuku High School, Afalava won All-Star
honors in football (OIA East All-Star tightend) and basket
ball during his senior year.
The 6-4, 235-pounder said, "My parents are one of the
main reasons why I'm playing football and doing well in
school. I want to make them happy."
Afalava feels that the coaching staff at UH has played a
vital role in his growth as a person and as an athlete. "I've
gained a lot from Coach (Dick) Tomey. I've learned how to
deal with life. When you get down, you can't feel sorry for
yourself. You've got to pick yourself up and see what you can
do ... to handle it, or get rid of it. You know, he's (Coach
Tomey) always comparing football with life, and when you
really think about it, it's so true," Afalava explained.
After his career at UH, Afalava said, "I'm thinking of trying
professional football. . .that's my goal. If it doesn't work out,
at least 1 can say 1 tried."
The physical education major said he may fall back on
teaching (physical education) and/or coaching if his prior
goal doesn't fall through.

Looking back at the years he has spent at C1H, Rainbow
quarterback Tim Lyons, explained, It's been up and down
all the way along. Everything I expected didn't come around,
and things 1 didn't expect happened to me. It hasn't been a
very predictable career."
Lyons came to Hawaii in 1979, playing wide receiver. In
1980 he had a dual role as a wide receiver and a quarter
back. Lyons earned honors into the Warrior Club in 1980 as
a wide receiver, and again in 1981 as a quarterback — at
which time he led the Rainbow Warriors to seven consecu
tive victories as a starting quarterback.
A two year letterman, Lyons redshirted last season due to
a shoulder injury. "I'd like to be playing, but I know the
rational and mature thing to do is to sit out andlet the shoul
der heal. It's hard seeing Duane (Coleman) out there . . . we
started out together and I'd like to finish it up with him," he
said.
Lyons, a 1979 graduate of Moreno Valley High School,
earned All-County and All-State honors in football. He led
the CIF Southern Section in passing and was named twice
League Offensive Player of the Year. Lyons also lettered in
baseball and basketball.
With his final season coming to a close, Lyons said, "I'll
remember the people I've met and the friends I've made . . .
Duane Coleman (WR), Nick Castrow (OT), Dr. (Herbert)
Hata (team physician), Dino Babers(RB)andtheYamashiro
family — my family since my freshman year here. That's the
stuff I'm gonna leave here with. It won't be how many games
we won. 1 know these people and they're gonna be my
friends for the rest of my life. I can count on that."
A business education major, Lyons is interested in teach
ing, coaching and possibly trying out with a CJSFL team.
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Get a Home Equity Loan
at Bank Rates, or Less!
Choose from a wide range
of loans for whatever you
want to do, wherever you
want our money to go!
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OPEN 8:30 AM-4.30PM DAILY
VALIDATED PARKING
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HAWAII FINANCE COMPANY, LIMITED
733 BISHOP STREET, SUITE 151

PHONE 523-0151

A locally managed subsidiary of The Crocker National Corporation
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OPPONENTS' SCHEDULES AND RESULTS

Rainbow Action
Hawaii 25
CITEP 24

13
0
3
17
31
21
17
31
25
41
6
Nov. 19

OPPONENT
Air Force
at Hawaii
at Colorado
at Iowa State
(Jtah
at Arizona
San Diego St
at Texas-El Paso
New Mexico
Northern Colorado
at Brigham Young
at Wyoming

34
34
31
21
28
52
15
15
24
20
24

28
19
23
46
20
28
18
17
38
3
Nov. 19
Nov. 25

OPPONENT
at Kansas State
20
Cal State Fullerton
25
at Hawaii
21
Texas A&i
10
at San Diego State
13
at University of Pacific 16
San Jose St.
9
at Eastern Washington 20
at University of Montana 14
Fresno State
7
at Nevada Las Vegas
Utah State

Left: Mike Akiu gathers a kickoff. Above: Gang-tackling by Rich Miano, Noga and Carl Alexander.
Below: Falaniko Noga and Colin Scotts combine on a tackle. Far bottom left: Raphel Cherry turns up
held. Bottom left: Michael Beazley and Noga zero in on a OTEP runner.

27
14
28
29
16
21
49
45
0
41
Nov. 19
Dec. 3

14
24
18
10
28
20
11
14
10
28

34
20
25
49
10
14
49
10
33
Nov. 19
Nov. 26

17
38
24
25
31
11
14
33
20
21

When you're discussing something as important as
your future, it's urgent that you get the straight facts
.and that you understand them. Air Force ROTC
can be an important part of your future. We would like
to outline some of the facts and invite you to look into
gathering more.
It's a fact: the Air Force needs highly-qualified, dedi
cated officers. . . men and women. It's a fact: we need
people in all kinds of educational disciplines. It's a fact:
we're prepared to offer financial help to those who can
qualify for an Air Force ROTC scholarship.
Get together with an AFROTC representative and
discuss the program. WeH give you all the facts. It
could be one of the most important talks you've ever
had with anyone about your educational plans.

Aerospace Studies
1460 Lower Campus Rd.

OPPONENT
at Tulsa
California
at Utah
at Texas-El Paso
at Hawaii
Long Beach State
at Colorado State
Brigham Young
at Nevada Las Vegas
Wyoming
at New Mexico
Air Force

9
14
2/
33
2/
20
1/
12
28
33

OPPONENT
Nevada-Reno
at San Jose State
Pacific
at Washington State
at Oregon State
Hawaii
Utah State
San Diego State
at Fresno State
at Cal-Fullerton
Cal State Long Beach

28
26
28
28
35
0
28
28
20
13
Nov. 19

1

13
56
24
17
41
69
29
17
21

34
28
24
41
27
13
15
47
10
21
Nov. 19
Nov. 26

NEVADA-LAS VEGAS

HERE ARE THE FACTS

WYOMING
OPPONENT
South Dakota
at Nebraska
at Kansas State
Texas El Paso
Brigham Young
at Utah
Colgate
at New Mexico
at San Diego State
Colorado State
at Hawaii

OPPONENT
at New Mexico
at Arizona
San Diego State
Hawaii
at Colorado State
Texas-El Paso
Wyoming
at Air Force
Cal-State Fullerton
at Utah State
at Brigham Young

7
0
27
28
28
35
69
31
47
17
Nov. 19

AIR
FORCE
ROTC —

OKLAHOMA
OPPONENT
at Stanford
Ohio State
Tulsa
at Kansas State
Texas at Dallas
at Oklahoma State
Iowa State
Kansas
at Missouri
Colorado
Nebraska
Hawaii

SAN DIEGO STATE

UTAH

LONG BEACH STATE

COLORADO STATE

18
31
7
10
21
23
20
10
7
0

NEW MEXICO
17
6
0
31
8
30
21
25
24
17
35
Nov. 19

948-7734

OPPONENT
Utah
at Tennessee
at Arkansas
at New Mexico State
North Texas State
at Texas Tech
at Brigham Young
at Hawaii
at Colorado State
Wyoming
Texas-El Paso
San Diego State

7
31
17
10
18
10
66
16
25
10
0

D/Trr*

21
7
7
14
31

1980 UH

10
16
28
19
24
30
Nov. 19

TEXAS-EL PASO

AIR FORCE

PACIFIC
OPPONENT
at Oregon
at West Virginia
at Nevada-Las Vegas
Fresno State
at Cal State Fullerton
Utah State
Long Beach State
Northern Arizona
Idaho
at Nevada Reno
at San Jose State
at Hawaii

15
48
28
34
14
27
28
14
31
34
26

34
28
7
28
44
37
33
41
45
Nov.19
Nov. 26

OPPONENT
at Colorado State
Texas Tech
at Wyoming
at BYU
at Navy
Texas-El Paso
Utah
Army
Hawaii
at Notre Dame
at San Diego State

13
13
14
46
17
25
31
20
10

20
16
6
33
17
11
25
15
24
9
0
Nov. 19

OPPONENT
New Mexico State
Idaho State
Baylor
San Diego State
at Wyoming
at Utah
at Air Force
at Colorado State
at Hawaii
Brigham Young
at New Mexico
Weber State

9
12
20
41
49
35
37
31
25
31
35

H-23
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RAINBOW SPOTLIGHT: Hawaii's New Men's Athletic Trainer
ERIC OKASAKI
New Job
for a
Familiar Face
by Ed Kalama
Assistant Editor

Back in 1973, Jeris White was a
senior defensive back for the Rain
bows, a three-year letterman, a Little
All-Coast selection and generally con
sidered the reigning CJH football star.
Everyday before practice, he'd get
his ankles taped by one of the univer
sity's student trainers.
One particular would-be trainer, in
experienced in the art of ankle-taping,
was forever inflicting painful tape cuts
on White's all-star ankles. "I used to
cut his ankles all the time."
White would get on the guy's case, or
"rag" the poor taper until the student
could take it no longer and "came to
the point where I didn't want to hear it
anymore."
"Eventually 1 got fairly decent and
he'd compliment me, but then I'd have
my bad days and he'd get all over me
again. But he made me good. He made
me a better trainer."
Ten years later, Jeris White con
tinues a professional football career as
a member of the 1983 World Cham
pion Washington Redskins.
And the student trainer?
Well, as of September, Eric Okasaki
has become Hawaii's head athletic
trainer for men's sports, taking over for
the departed A1 Martindale, now at Illi
nois.
Assistant Athletic Director Masaji
Saito said he believes Okasaki to be
"an excellent choice. He's been with us
a long time and I think he's very
capable."
Okasaki was a freshman on the 1973
Rainbow jayvee baseball team when he
heard that Dean Adams, then the
'Bows trainer, needed people to work
for him. Said Okasaki, "1 wanted to be
involved in athletics and I knew my
days as a player were limited."
So he turned in his spikes because
"they said you couldn't do two things,"
became a student trainer and went to
work in the training room. He's been
there ever since.
After earning a degree in secondary
physical education in 1977, Okasaki reH-24

Okasaki administers to a (JH athlete.

mained with the athletic department as
a graduate assistant. By 1980, he'd
achieved a master's in secondary cur
riculum and instruction and was
named a fulltime assistant trainer.
When Martindale moved on this fall,
Okasaki was the logical choice to move
up.
But that left the assistant trainer slot
open and while Leroy Heu has done an
admirable job as the acting assistant,
the fact remained that the football sea
son was quickly approaching and the
university had two new staffers in im
portant positions. Okasaki was to be
tested under fire.
Head football coach Dick Tomey
says Hawaii's new trainer has more
than passed the test. "I think Eric's
done a real outstanding job this year in
the face of a lot of adversity. He hasn't
had as much help as maybe he should
have but he's done as good a job or bet
ter than has ever done here before. 1
think he's to be credited."
Okasaki, though, would rather pass
the credit around. "My stucient staff de
serves as much credit, if not more, than
I do. They're students first and trainers
second but sometimes I think the job
overcomes their responsibilities in
school. But they're good students,
too."
"Eric leads by example," said stu
dent secretary Jana Chang. "We all see
how hard he works so everybody else
wants to work hard too."
"I have good workers and 1 want to
thank them for their support," said

Okasaki. "Without their dedication, the
program wouldn't go." Student train
ers include Ted Morioka, Tim Freitas,
Cindy Price, RayOshiro, Derek Kimura,
Charlie Gima, Matt Martinson, Lynn
Kidder and Hamana Ventura.
At Waipahu High, Okasaki played
baseball as a catcher and is still phy
sically active, playing with the A1 Har
rington softball team. Okasaki said he
thinks his experience as an athlete has
helped him relate to the players he
works with.
"I think that if a trainer wasn't an ath
lete, it's hard to relate to the players.
You've got to understand what it
means to the individual to be out on the
field, part of the team and in competi
tion. You've got to be aware of what
competition means to the individual.'
Dean Adams has meant a lotto Oka
saki, who spent seven years under this
tutelage. "I was fortunate to learn under
him. If it wasn't for his help and guid
ance, I wouldn't be in the position that 1
am."
As head trainer, Okasaki is respon
sible for the health and welfare of more
than 200 student athletes, treats in
juries and administers physical exam
inations. He also furnishes coaches
with daily injury reports and sees to it
that every athletic event is covered by at
least one person from his department.
"One of my goals was to become a
head trainer and being the trainer at my
alma mater and home is more than 1
could ask for," said Okasaki.

They're all
detailed in America's
favorite Travel Guide,
our full-color 300-page
listing of2,950 great
places to stay in
2,100 cities worldwide.
A short weekend trip
away from it all, or an
extendedvacationbreak,
you'll find the right
place to stay.
At the right price.

Free Reservations.

Make reservations
at any Best Western, see
your travel agent, or call
toll-free 1-800-528-1234.
Rest Assured"

2,950places in 2,100 cities worldwide
Andorra, Aruba,Australia, Austria,Belgium,
Canada, Denmark, Finland, France, Great Britain,
Guadeloupe, Holland,Ireland, Italy, Liechtenstein,
Luxembourg, Mexico, NewZealand, Puerto Rico,
Sweden, Switzerland, United States,Virgin Islands,
West Germany

Western,
WORLDWIDE
LODGING
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NCAA
DIVISIONS II & III
RECORDS

Eastern Illinois' Chris Cobb holds the ca
reer record for most yards gained rushing.

WARRANTED TO BE A
|"Warranted To Be A Pendleton."

PENDLETON WOOLEN MILLS
PORTLAND. OREGON
IOO- ^VIRGIN WOOL

Your assurance of Made in America quality and value
in 100% virgin wool. Expressed here in the enduring
good taste of Country Traditionals by Pendleton.

TOTAL OFFENSE
Most Plays
Game—82, Mike Wallace (Ohio Wesleyan)
vs. Denison, 1981.
Season—537, Steve Hendry (WisconsinSuperior), 1982.
Career—1,510, Jim Lindsey (Abilene
Christian), 1967-70.
Most Yards Gained
Game—562, Bob Toledo (San Francisco
State) vs. Hayward State, 1967.
Season—3,463, June Jones (Portland
State), 1976.
Career—8,385, Jim Lindsey (Abilene
Christian), 1967-70.
RUSHING
Most Rushes
Game—61, Mark Perkins (Hobart)vs. RPI,
1968.
Season—350, Leon Burns (Long Beach
State), 1969.
Career—1,072, Bernie Peeters (Luther),
1968-71.
Most Yards Gained
Game—382, Kelly Ellis (No. Iowa) vs.
Western 111., 1970.
Season—1,775, Jim Holder (Panhandle
State), 1963.
Career—5,042, Chris Cobb (Eastern 111.),
1967-69.
Most Touchdowns Scored Rushing
Game—8, Junior Wolf (Panhandle State)
vs. St. Mary's (Kansas), 1958.
Season—28, Terry Metcalf (Long Beach
State), 1971.
Career—63, Walter Payton (Jackson
State), 1971-74.
PASSING
Most Passes Attempted

Game—79, Mike Wallace (Ohio Wesleyan)
vs. Denison, 1981.
Season—490, Tim Von Dulm (Portland
State), 1970.
Career—1,237, Jim Lindsey (Abilene
Christian), 1967-70.
Most Passes Completed
Game—47, Mike Wallace (Ohio Wesleyan)
vs. Denison, 1981.
Season —259, Tim Von Dulm (Portland
State), 1970.
Career—642, Jim Lindsey (Abilene Chris
tian), 1967-70.
Most Passes Had Intercepted
Season—32, Joe Stetser (Chico State),
1967.
Career—86, Greg Cavanaugh (St. Norbert), 1977-80.
Most Yards Gained
Game —568, Bob Toledo (San Francisco
State) vs. Hayward State, 1967.
Season—3,518, June Jones (Portland
State), 1976.
Career—8,521, Jim Lindsey (Abilene
Christian), 1967-70.
Most Touchdown Passes
Game—10, Bruce Swanson (North Park)
vs. North Central, 1968.
Season—45, Bob Toledo (San Francisco
State), 1967.
Career—93, Doug Williams (Grambling),
1974-77.
RECEIVING
Most Passes Caught
Game—20, Harold Roberts (Austin Peay)
vs. Murray State, 1969; Pete Thompson,
Carroll (Wis.) vs. Augustana (111.), 1978.
Season —96, Ed Bell (Idaho State), 1969.
Career—258, Bill Stromberg (Johns
Hopkins), 1978-81.
Most Yards Gained
•Game—363, Tom Nettles (San Diego State)
vs. Southern Mississippi, 1968.
Season—1,581, Dan Fulton (NebraskaOmaha), 1976.
Career—4,354, Bruce Cerone (YanktonEmporia State), 1966-69.
Most Touchdown Passes Caught
Game—8, Paul Zaeske (North Park) vs.
North Central, 1968.
Season—20, Ed Bell (Idaho State),1969.
Career—49, Bruce Cerone (Yankton-

Steve Hendry of Wisconsin-Superior made
the most plays in a season with 537.
Emporia State), 1966-69.
SCORING
Most Points Scored
Game—48, Paul Zaeske (North Park) vs.
North Central, 1968; Junior Wolf (Pan
handle State) vs.St. Mary's (Kansas), 1958.
Season—178, Terry Metcalf (Long Beach
State), 1971-74.
Career—464, Walter Payton (Jackson
State), 1971-74.
Most Touchdowns Scored
Game—8, Paul Zaeske (North Park) vs.
North Central, 1968; Junior Wolf (Pan
handle State) vs. St. Mary's (Kansas), 1958.
Season—29, Terry Metcalf (Long Beach
State), 1971.
Career—66, Walter Payton (Jackson
State), 1971-74.
Most Extra Points Made Kicking
Game—14, Art Anderson (North Park) vs.
North Central, 1968.
Season—57, Ben Falcone (Waynesburg),
1967.
Career—135, Bill Swartz (Coll. of Em
poria), 1961-64.
Most Field Goals Made
Game—5, by 11 players. Most recent:
Clarence Josephs (Central Ohio) vs. Ken
tucky State, Oct. 16,1982 (5 attempts).
Season—20, Tim Jurich (Northern Ari
zona), 1977.
Career—64, Mike Wood (Southeast Mis
souri), 1974-77.
(Records taken from 1983 NCAA Football, copyright
1983 by the NCAA; used with permission. Copies of
this publication may be purchased from the NCAA
Publishing Service, P.O. Box 1906, Mission, Kansas
66201.)
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The
Right Stuff
Collection.

AC-Delco gives you
the right gear while your car
gets the right parts.
The right battery. The right filters. The right plugs. For
just about anything that moves,AC-Delco has the right part.
And now, when you buy any AC-Delco part at the usual
price, you can get a terrific deal on "The Right Stuff
Collection."
Right out of the pages of World War II. There's never
been a collection like it before. And for a very good reason.
Test pilot Chuck Yeager—who was a decorated World War
II fighter pilot before he broke the sound barrier in
the X-1 rocket plane — helped put it
all together.
The collection features authentic World
War II design, and everything is of
i

high quality. And as an added touch, each
item bears our exclusive X-1
emblem —embroi
dered on the cloth
ing, stenciled on
the sunglass case.
The X-l emblem
will be a sure sign to
everyone that you know
what's "the right
stuff." And that you
also know AC-Delco
-w y
is the way to go for the right parts.
f

(A) Pilot's A-2 Leather Jacket. Identical to original in all|
details. Oil-tanned naked calfskin leathers. Lining: 65/35
polycotton blend. Knit trim of nylon acrylic blend for
durability.

(B) Pilot's Coverall. 50/50 cotton
polyester. Updated with front zipper and
VELCRO® closures on all pockets and
waist. Chest pen slot in breast pocket.

(C) Tank Commander's
Jacket. Warm, lightweight.
Shell: 65/35
polycotton military
twill. Lining: melton
wool. Brass zipper.
Knit trim of nylon
acrylic blend for
durability.

Purchase of any AC-Delco product
qualifies you for this offer.
Include proof of purchase with order.
Name
Address.
City

(E) Aviator Sunglasses.
Bausch & Lomb Mirage. Gradient lens.
Nonreflective matte finish
frames. Case included.

_Zip_

.State.
Price

(A) Pilot's A-2 Leather
Jacket—Sizes: 36,38,
40,42,44,46,48,50

$135.00

(B) Pilot's Coverall*

$ 44.00

(C) Tank Commander's
Jacket*

$ 52.00

(D) Flight Vest*

$ 39.00

(E) AviatorSunglasses

$ 20.00

Qty-

Size

Total

'SIZES: S-M-L-XL
All sizes are men's sizes
Subtotal
4% Michigan Sales Tax
(Michigan residents only)
(Price includes shipping UPS)
Grand Total
( ) Charge it. Please charge to my credit card acct.
( ) BankAmericard/VISA®
( ) American Express®

(D) Plight Vest.
Shell: military
specification nylon flight satin.
Lining: survival orange nylon.
Epaulets. Cigarette/pen
pocket. Knit trim is nylon
acrylic blend for durability.

i

( ) MasterCard"
Exp. Date

Signature

Offer good through 3/31/84 or while supplies
last. Void where prohibited by law. Offer valid
in U.SA. only. Allow 4 to 6 weeks for delivery.
Check or money order only—no cash. Make
payable to — and send to — THE RKJHT
STUFF, MICHIGAN MAILERS, 222 South Elm,
Owosso, MI 48867.
j

AC-Delco. The smart parts.

Delco
GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION

THE HEISMAN TROPHY
Presented by the DOWNTOWN
ATHLETIC CLUB of New York City to
the outstanding college football
player selected in a national pool.

T

he Heisman Memorial Trophy—
the top honor in college football —
is awarded each year to the out
standing college player in America.
In 1935 John W. Heisman suggested to
the Downtown Athletic Club of New York
that such an award be created. The new
trophy received its current name the fol
lowing year when Heisman died, in honor
of the former college player and coach
who had been one of the major forces in
the modern development of football.
Heisman played at Brown and Pennsyl
vania in the late 1890s and early 1900s,
then went on to a head coaching career
which lasted 36years. As a coach his inno
vations changed the way college ball was
played. Heisman was also twice president
of the American Football Writers Associ
ation, one of the organizers and first pres
idents of the New York Touchdown Club
and Director of Athletics at the Down
town Athletic Club of New York.
Today Heisman Trophy winners are
chosen through a carefully controlled
system. Fifty state representatives from
the Downtown Athletic Club of New York
recommend players they feel should be
considered to the approximately 1,000
sportswriters and broadcasters through
out the country who are eligible to vote.

1935—Jay Berwanger
1936—Larry Kelley
1937—Clint Frank
1938—Davey O'Brien
1939—Nile Kinnick
1940—Tom Harmon
1941—Bruce Smith
1942—Frank Sinkwich
1943—Angelo Bertelli
1944—Les Horvath
1945—Doc Blanchard
1946—Glenn Davis
1947—Johnny Lujack
1948—Doak Walker
1949—Leon Hart
1950—Vic Janowicz
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Chicago
Yale
Yale
TCU
Iowa
Michigan
Minnesota
Georgia
Notre Dame
Ohio State
Army
Army
Notre Dame
SMU
Notre Dame
Ohio State

sa
>•

Ballots are mailed after mid-season and
are to be returned sometime around sea
son's end with the voter's first, second
and third choices indicated. Those
choices receive three, two and one points
respectively; the points are added up to
determine the Heisman winner and the
two runners-up. In charge of the process
are five sectional representatives from

1951—Dick Kazmaier
Princeton
1952—Billy Vessels
Oklahoma
1953— John Lattner
Notre Dame
1954—Alan Ameche
Wisconsin
1955—Hopalong Cassady .... Ohio State
1956—Paul Hornung
Notre Dame
1957—John David Crow .. . Texas A&M
1958—Pete Dawkins
Army
1959—Billy Cannon
LSU
1960—Joe Bellino
Navy
1961—Ernie Davis
Syracuse
1962—Terry Baker
Oregon State
1963—Roger Staubach
Navy
1964—John Huarte
Notre Dame
1965—Mike Garrett
Southern Cal
1966—Steve Spurrier
Florida

the East, South, Midwest, Southwest and
Far West, all of whom are also sportswriters or broadcasters.
The Heisman Trophy itself is im
pressive: 14" long, 13V4 high, 12'/2 wide
and weighing 25 pounds. Each year it is
recast from the original statue, which is
displayed at the Downtown Club's head
quarters in New York City.

1967—Gary Beban
UCLA
1968—O.J. Simpson
Southern Cal
1969—Steve Owens
Oklahoma
1970—Jim Plunkett
Stanford
1971—Pat Sullivan
Auburn
1972—Johnny Rodgers
Nebraska
1973— John Cappelletti
Penn State
1974—Archie Griffin
Ohio State
1975—Archie Griffin
Ohio State
1976—Tony Dorsett
Pittsburgh
1977— Earl Campbell
Texas
1978—Billy Sims
Oklahoma
1979—Charles White
USC
1980—George Rogers. . . . South Carolina
1981—Marcus Allen
USC
1982—Herschel Walker
Georgia

"Well maybe not Carnegie Hall, but with you
teaching me..."

"Don't worry. I wouldn't go anywhere without
my Yamaha."

"Hey look, the main thing is to have fun with it.
Relax. Just think of all the new people you've met
since you started playing."

Because we believe that the process of mak
ing music can be an integral part of your life,
Yamaha builds quality and value into every
acoustic guitar we make. No matter what your
level of commitment to the instrument, Yamaha
guitars are designed and built to stay with you as
far as you want to take it. The better you get, the
better your Yamaha will sound. See your author
ized Yamaha music dealer for help in choosing
the Yamaha with the sound you're looking for,
or write Yamaha Musical Products, 3050 Breton

"I've met you, that's for sure."
"And you've finally found a way to express
yourself. What more could you ask for?"

"A great tan. And I'm leaving for Spring
break tomorrow."
"Be sure to take your guitar and practice what
I've shown you."

gS-Egaii 495,0.#

YAMAHA

Which Position Requires
the Most Athletic Ability
by Ronnie Christ, Harrisburg Patriot-News

"I practically live in Lee jeans'cause
Lee gives me the best fitting most
comfortable jeans. Lee Riders: Wouldn t
tackle a day without "em".

Tony Dorset t
All-Pro running back

The brand that fits.

LEE COMPANY, P.O. BOX 2940, SHAWNEE MISSION, KANSAS 66201. (913) 384-4000

a V company

P

sst! Interested
in starting a great
debate at next
week's tailgate party?
Just ask everybody to
answer these simple questions.
Which position requires the most
athletic ability? Who would be the
best athlete on your favorite team?
Sounds easy, doesn't it? But you
might be surprised at how many differ
ent answers you'll get.
Everybody knows defensive backs are
the most skilled athletes on the field. Or are
they?
How about those wide receivers? They're the
guys who can outrun the wind, leap over tall
buildings and juggle a football on their fingertips
with all the dexterity of a circus performer.
What about the running backs, the glamour
boys of the college game? Surely they must have
an abundance of athletic skills.
And how can you overlook the quarterback,

who has to use his
arm and his mind as
well as his feet?
And then there are the line
backers, who must combine many
of the athletic skills of defensive backs
with the physical strength of defensive
linemen. Wouldn't that combination
place them at the top of the scale when it
comes to athletic ability?
That leaves only the offensive and
defensive linemen out of the picture.
And if you think those 260-pound
Goliaths don't have great athletic
ability, you tell them that.
Thus, what appears to have been a
rather simple question may not have a sim
ple answer.
Even the college coaches arent sure.
"Our best group of athletes would be our de
fensive backs," says the coach of one of the At
lantic Coast Conference teams. "But there have
been times when I would
continued
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have to say the best athlete on our team
was our quarterback.
"There are some great quarterbacks
who are not great athletes in the true
sense of the word. But there are some
great quarterbacks who are truly great
athletes."
"There's no doubt in my mind that it has
to be the quarterback," says an eastern
coach who has counted on his QBs to keep
his teams among the nation's offensive
powers. "He has to be a super, super ath
lete. Just look for the teams that are the
most successful and you'll find a lot of
great quarterbacks."
"I think it all depends on the system you
use and what you expect from the players
at each position," says the defensive coor
dinator of another team. "In some sys
tems, the linebackers often have to be the
best group of athletes.
"There are some other defensive
schemes in which the defensive ends
must have superior athletic ability. The
secondary people always rank at or near
the top of the list. If you asked me to name
the best athlete on our team, I'd have to
say it's our free safety."
One of the many coaches to learn his
craft under the old master, the late Paul
"Bear" Bryant, considers the strong safety
to be the best athlete in the game today.
"The wolfman, or whatever else you
call the strong safety, is usually the best
athlete on any team," he says. "He's the
guy who anchors the defense. He's got to
be tough enough to tackle the biggest run
ning backs and fast enough to cover the
best receivers."
"I rate the quarterback and tight ends
among the best athletes. I've seen some
Wishbone quarterbacks who could play
almost any position.
"I think the tight end is often over
looked when you talk about athletic skills.
In many of the offensive systems used to
day, the tight end has to block like a
tackle, catch like a wide receiver and run
like a running back."
Many coaches rate wide receivers and
defensive backs as the players with the
most athletic qualities, but one southern
coach points out that many linemen have
most of those qualities.
And just what are those qualities? What
is the magic formula coaches use to mea
sure the degree of greatness in an athlete?
Almost every coach starts with either
speed or quickness. They are not one and
the same. A player can be extremely
quick without being exceptionally fast.
Not every great running back is a world
class sprinter a la Herschel Walker.
"Speed has to be first because you can't
be a great athlete unless you can run,
claims one coach, who lists agility and bal
ance as two other key qualities of a great
athlete.

Flexibility, size, strength, alertness and
mental and physical toughness are other
characteristics.
One coach says that a great athlete is
one who can play a variety of sports and
play them well.
Another feels his best athlete is the kid
who can play the most positions. And still
another thinks too much emphasis is
placed on speed.
Raw speed is certainly a factor, but it
isnt the only factor in determining a great

athlete.
A lot of other factors go unnoticed,
which means that quarterbacks and line
men often dont get proper credit for the
skills they possess.
"A great athlete is one who is selfconfident," one coach says. "Quarterback
is a position which demands that. A great
athlete has to have great mental aware
ness. No position demands that more than
quarterback.

continued
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"If the great athletes are at the skill posi
tions, then where do you put someone
like Hugh Green, who played defensive
end for Pitt? Or Dave Rimington, the su
per center at Nebraska? Or Bruce Clark,
who was a defensive tackle for Penn
State?
"How do you compare a 170-pound de
fensive back who runs the 40-yard sprint
in 4.4 with a 260-pound lineman who
runs a 4.7? Which one is the better ath
lete? If you consider speed as the most im
portant factor, it has to be the back. But I
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don't think that's always true."
If a college coach put a "Calling All Ath
letes" sign on the bulletin board, what
kind of team would he have?
There was a time when he would have
had a room full of quarterbacks. Just
about every coach used to recruit six or
seven quarterbacks. Some still recruit
four or five with each new crop.
Most high school coaches will pick out
two or three of their athletes and train
them as quarterbacks. Colleges recruit
players like that because of their athletic

ability. The players may not have the arm
to be great college quarterbacks, but have
the athletic skills to play other positions.
The biggest improvement in athletic
skills has been made by linemen.
Linemen today are much better ath
letes than they were five or 10years ago.
Colleges recruit a 6-4, 220-pound tight
end who can run, and by the time he
comes out of a college weight training
program he could be a 270-pound tackle
who can still run.
"Not every football player has great nat
ural athletic talent," points out a re
cruiter. "But what happened to football at
every level is that today's players are big
ger, stronger and faster than they used to
be. There are more people playing the
game who possess the skills you associate
with a great athlete. You find kids as far
down as elementary programs doing
things like running drills.
"Now you cant take a guy who runs a
five flat 40 and train him to run a 4.5.
That's just not possible.
"But what is happening is that all these
kids who used to run 5.2 and 5.3 are now
running five flat or 4.9. There just aren't
any slow players in the game any more."
Despite gains made by players at other
positions, defensive backs are generally
regarded as the best athletes. They get
that distinction because coaches find
them able to play basketball and look like
basketball players. Or able to pick up a
tennis racket and play a decent game
without special training. Or grab a set of
golf clubs for the first time and not look
like a duffer.
"Defensive backs rate so high because
so much is demanded of them," says a
coach. "They have to go one-on-one with
the wide receivers, the other group that
has to rate very high as top athletes.
"Defensive backs have to be able to run
backwards and from side to side almost as
fast as they run forward.
"Defensive backs must have great hand
and eye coordination. A defensive back
has to be smart.
"Offensive players initiate the action on
the field, but defensive players have to re
act to it. They must have not only the
speed to cover the fastest people on the
offensive team, but also the acceleration
coming out of a break to be in the right
place at the right time.
"The only athletic quality that defensive
backs may lack is great size."
So, there you have it. While it is by no
means unanimous, defensive backs get
the nod as the No. 1 group of athletes in
college football.
One other thing is apparent.
Great athletes are where you find them.
And today you can find great athletes at
every position.
0
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IT WAS AGREAT GAME, BUT
IT'S GOOD TO BE HOME.

THE TAILBACK
GLAMOUR BOY OF THE BACKFIELD

by Pam King,
Los Angeles Herald Examiner

H

e is the glamour boy of the backfield. He racks up the yardage,
hogs the headlines and monopo
lizes the post-season honors.
If you want to be a football hero, pick up
a pigskin and run with it. But don't do it
from just anywhere in the backfield —
take a few steps back, so that you're deep,
deep behind the line of scrimmage. Then
you can call yourself a tailback and you
just may be ticketed for glory.
Since 1965, the first year a dictionarydefinition tailback won a Heisman Tro
phy, nine others have followed in Mike
Garrett's footsteps. Traditional running
backs, operating out of Wishbone or Veer
formations, won the Heisman only three
times during that span.
"I consider myself the prototype," said
Garrett, who parlayed his football notori
ety into a political career in San Diego,
Calif. "WhenI went to USC, I knew John
McKay used an I-formation and I thought
it was a peculiar lookingoffense. But I just
wanted to play football, so I didn't care."
When Garrett entered college, a run
ning back usually carried the ball 10 or 12
times a game. Yet his number was called
more than twice that much, which set a
precedent.
"The fear, at the time, was that a single
player couldn't take that kind of beating,"
Garrett said. "Iproved that he could, and
from then on, coaches weren't afraid to
use their best running back on every
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Garrett had a unique combination ot
qualities—specifically speed and deter
mination—that enabled him to establish
the tailback position. His most successful
successors have those same attributes.
"Any great tailback must have a natural
instinct to feel seams in a defense," said a
West Coast coach. "But that's assuming
he's fast enough and strong enough to
take advantage. The great one anticipates
those openings and then attacks them
with his ability.
"He has to be able to cut back, to adjust
on the run. If he runs to daylight, then
continued
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he's a tailback."
"What we look for," said a Southwest
ern Conference coach, "is a player who
puts out that extra effort, and has the
moves and speed to make people miss
him."
As one famous eastern coach said,
"Sheer speed is not the only answer. The
tailback has to have the ability to make
the linebacker miss him. He has to have
the ability to change directions, to get
what I call 'the hidden yards.'
"Sure, there are certain parameters of
speed, size and balance. He has to be dura
ble, physically tough. Any time we recruit
a guy with a lot of natural athletic ability,
we'll give him the ball, just to make sure
we're not passing up a natural runner."
But the coaches agreed—and Garrett
insisted—that it is an intangible "some
thing extra" that makes a great tailback.
"All too often, we talk about quickness,
size and strength,"Garrett said. "The rea
son an individual is successful is because
he wants to succeed—at all costs. The
trait I see that bonds all the great tailbacks
is a strong personality and a will to win.
And that, of course, is true of anyone suc
cessful in any field."
A tailback has to have a special type of
personality. He has to love the challenge
of the position. He is the glory guy on the
team, and some youngsters handle that
better than others.
As one former college tailback said,
"The adulation is easy to accept, because
that's what every player wants. But it's
difficult to handle—unless you really
know who you are before all the publicity
hits you."
Great tailbacks retain the ability to con
centrate, even though they are in the
limelight. They feel they are the best—
and still want to improve every season.
For example, one exemplary tailback,
known for his strength, relentlessly con
tinued to lift weights.
A young man's personality is a big
factor in his success.
"It's an ingredient you have to work on,"
a coach said. "It's part of the overall struc
ture of the team."
One important aspect of personality is
the tailback's effect on the linemen who
block for him. He has a direct influence
on the people in front of him. If they can
give him blocking, they like to know he
can do it on his own. If he's encouraging
them, he'll receive better individual
blocking. He has to have a great rapport
with those people.
A former tailback said he could inspire
his linemen by his consistent yardage
gains—"leadership by performance," he
called it.
"The guys up front like to get it over
with in a hurry, so they appreciate a guy
56t

A good tailback must have speed, size and
tra."
who can get the job done. If he appre
ciates them and lets them know it, you can
see the evidence."
The evidence, of course, is statistical.
The tailback is glamorous because he han
dles the ball so much. He gets the ball
most of the time, gets the numbers, and
gets the glory.
But he also gets the bumps and bruises.
As Garrett pointed out, coaches used to
think it was more abuse than one body
could take.
"A tailback must have the ability to re
cover quickly and play in pain," said one
head coach, who estimates his tailback
handles the ball between 30 and 40 times
a game. "He has to be able to cope with
that punishment. Because he gets the ball
more, teams zero in on him."
But for most tailbacks, the glory far out
weighs the beating. For one thing, a natu
rally competitive person wants the ball all
the time and doesnt think about the ulti
mate tackle. "It's like a ballerina," said a
former tailback. "She has to get the bun
ions if she wants to create the beauty."
More and more teams are employing
the I-formation. In some cases, they want
to take advantage of an exceptional run
ning back in the program—why divide
ball-carrying duties between him and
another, less accomplished runner in the

ance, plus that intangible "something exbackfield when he can be in on virtually
every play? Other coaches simply believe
that the I is a more versatile formation,
one that enhances the passing game with
out detracting from the running game.
"The Wishbone doesn't capitalize on
one outstanding back," said one coach.
"The I offers a more balanced running at
tack, and also is a good passing formation.
"There are more and more good kids
playing football, so it's not so hard to find
a tailback. Every year, there are 30-40
great running backs, even if only four or
five are truly unusual."
College coaches first look for prospec
tive tailbacks among the pool of high
school running backs. But the best high
school athlete often plays quarterback;
he too, can be a candidate for the tailback
job. Heisman Trophy winners John Cappelletti and Marcus Allen both were
signal-callers before they went to college.
"More and more great high school run
ning backs are demanding an I-forma
tion," said one college coach. "A team that
has featured the tailback for several years
sometimes has a better chance of recruit
ing a great high school back."
Obviously the high school stars know
what's good for them. If they want their
statistics to glimmer, they want to be
tailbacks.
£
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n Sunday, the head football
coach gathered his assistants in
a little room, trotted out his
trusted movie projector, and watched
films of his team's performance the day
before.
On Monday, he put his team through its
paces and talked to his assistant, who had
scouted the team's upcoming opponent
on Saturday.
On Tuesday and Wednesday, the coach
ing staff began to formulate its game plan
for its next opponent, taking into consid
eration the other team's strengths and
weaknesses as well as his own team s
strengths and weaknesses.
On Thursday, his team had a good day

Before or after the game, come to Denny's.

of practice, and by the time Friday's prac
tice was over, the coach was confident
that he had everything under control for
the next day's game. His game plan, he
was certain, would produce a smashing
victory.
And on Saturday, it rained. The field
had turned into a quagmire and the wind
was whipping through the stadium like a
hurricane. Good-bye game plan.
"Weather conditions can do a real num
ber on your game plan," said the coach of
Division 1AA school in the East. "And in
some cases, the weather can be a real
equalizer, giving the underdog team a
real good chance to pull a big upset just
because of the conditions on that given

day. In the East, I would say that weather
conditions are extreme enough to alter
your game-plan thinking about 30 per
cent of the time."
Depending upon what part of the coun
try you are playing in, a coach can expect
to run into several different types of
interference from Mother Nature. All
around the country, rain and wind can be
spoilers, but in the West and South, in
tense heat can become a major factor in
the outcome of a game, and snow and
intense cold have played havoc with
more than one coach in other parts of
the country.
And as difficult as it is to play in snow in
continued
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the East and 100 degree temperatures in
the South, the athletes can adjust to some
extent to the conditions.But when there is
a cross-over, that is when a southern
school visits the East and has to play in a
snowstorm, or when an eastern team
shows up for a road game in November in
the West and discovers the temperature
at game time is 95 degrees, that adds up to
trouble for the old game plan.
"Naturally, you try to anticipate the
types of conditions you can be faced
with," said a major college coach in the
East. "And those conditions will force you
to make alterations in your game plan.
"For instance, we went out West to play
a game, and we knew that the temper
ature would be high and so would the
humidity," he added. "We usually use
around 30 people in any given game, but
since we knew the temperature was
going to be high, we also knew from a
stamina standpoint that wed have to use
more than 30 players. I think we used
45-50 people that day, people who would
not ordinarily be playing. So, in effect, the
temperature, and not necessarily the
team we were playing, dictated that we
had to go with people we really would
have preferred not to use."
Over the course of a season, the
weather also can determine a team's of
fensive style. In the West, when a team
can pretty much count on sunny, dry
weather, there tends to be more passing.
As you move further East, there tends to
be more of an emphasis on the running
game, though naturally there are excep
tions to the rule on each coast.
One reason for a team in the East hav
ing to have a solid running game is that in
the course of its season, it will most likely
get several Saturdays of either rain, snow
or severe cold. And passing games are
much less effective when the receivers
cant even feel their fingers or when the
wet pigskin is squirming out of the quar
terback's grasp.
"Rain and muddy weather can negate
the power of an entire offense," said a
man who has coached in the East and the
Midwest. "It can turn a football game into
a game of chance. In that type of weather,
you know each team is going to make
some mistakes—fumbles and intercep
tions. You just have no idea going in which
team will make the most."
Natural grass, which is most common in
the East, turns into thick mud during a
heavy rainstorm, and intense cold
weather turns the turf into a playing sur
face that resembles concrete. But arti
ficial turf, a more common playing sur
face in the South and West, isnt without
its Mother Nature problems, either.
"Of course, you don't have to worry
about mud on artificial turf, but rain can
62t

make the carpet very slick, causing a
problem with footing," said one man with
coaching experience on each type of sur
face.
"But the real problem in the East with
artificial turf comes when there's a cold,
freezing rain," he added."I can remember
one game where on one side of the field,
the shadowy side, the turf was frozen,
glazed over with rain. The other half of
the field was like a sponge."
Many of the curve balls Mother Nature
throws to the football teams put extra
pressure on the defense.
It is true to some extent that the offense
has an advantage in sloppy weather be
cause the offensive players, particularly
the running backs and wide receivers,
know where they're supposed to go, so
they know when they'll have to plant
their foot to make a cut on the bad turf.
The defender, meanwhile, has to react to
the offensive player's cuts, and very often
you'll see a defender sprawled on the
muddy turf, watching in desperation and
frustration as the offensive player gallops
past him for a touchdown.
But as bad as snow, rain and mud are,
the biggest nightmare for any coach on
the day of a game can be fierce winds.
"A cross-wind can be a real killer," said
one coach. "If you've checked out the
other team on film and have gotten good
scouting reports, and you feel you can ex
ploit that team's defense with a passing
game, a cross-wind can throw that part of
your game plan right out.
"Wind can change the times you want to
throw, the types of throws you can make,
and it nuts a very big dent in your kicking
game," he said. "Naturally, that's when
you have to turn to a running game, and
you have to make it a field-position game.
You have to find some way to keep the
other team in its own end. We like to kick
the ball down to their goal line when we
can in a cross-wind, and force them to try
to get out of there, because that's when
you force turnovers.
"When you look in the papers on Sun
day and look at the scores, and you see
some 3-0 and 7-6 games, I'll bet most of
those games were so low-scoring because
of wind," he added.
And while the very good teams will
have very little problem with the very
bad teams, no matter what the weather,
in games where there is a little less of a
clear-cut difference in talent, Mother Na
ture can play a big part in the outcome.
Underdog teams are always looking for a
strong cross-wind to help hold the op
position's high-powered passing attack,
and heavy rains to help slow down the en
emy's solid ground game.
"I can remember one particular season
where on back-to-back weekends we

Rain can abruptly alter the game plan.

were taking a step up in talent level to
play a team, and the next week we were
playing a team a step down from our
level," said an eastern coach.
"If we were going to get some extreme
weather conditions on either weekend,
we hoped it would be the first because it
would have helped equalize the differ
ence between the two teams," he added.
"Well, it was sunny and beautiful on our
step-up game, and we lost. The next
weekend the weather was miserable, as
bad as I've ever seen it, and we were very
fortunate to escape that day with a close
win in a game that should never have
been close."
The key to formulating a sound game
plan, therefore, rests on more than just
scouting reports. It helps if the Farmer's
Almanac happens to be readily available,
and football coaches avidly watch the
weather spots on the nightly news pro
grams as well as the sports spots, trying to
get an inkling of what to expect from the
weather for their next game.
But there is one way to avoid the
weather-watching madness.
"For a couple of seasons, I coached in a
place that had an indoor stadium, a nice
roof over it,"said one coach, smiling at the
memory. "For every home game, the
weather was the same, a nice controlled
environment. You know, in some ways
that was Heaven."
Because the heavens couldnt open up
and destroy his game plan.
£
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Across the fields of yesterday
he sometimes comes to me
a little child just back from play
the child I used to be.
This diagram illustrates the five-lateral play that the University of California used last fall to defeat arch-rival Stanford. The last man took the ball
n for the score.

It's Still Winning Football Games

by Al

I

When you have more to say
than just smile.

t was on the first Saturday in Novem
ber of 1869, the sixth day of the
month, that 50 players, 25 from
Princeton and 25 from Rutgers, competed
in the first college football game.
Rutgers won six goals to four, but only
after a professor from Rutgers witnessed
the bodies crashing into each other and
chastised the combatants: "You men will
come to no Christian end!"
There were 100 or so spectators at that

Browning

game played in New Brunswick, N.J.,
which is a far cry from the 100,000-plus
crowds that annually pack huge stadiums
today.
Also, of course, playing rules have
changed drastically, along with scoring
procedures, and, as everybody knows,
the game has taken on a strikingly differ
ent appearance. It was a combination of
rugby and soccer that delighted fans in
the first game, which featured almost

continuous motion. Now, the best of those
two sports are combined with Americanmade innovations to produce one of the
most exciting games in the world.
Gone are most of the facets of play used
by Rutgers and Princeton in their first
football game.
But the lateral pass remains, as football
fans saw near the end of last season,
when
California
used five such
continued
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maneuvers to win a game on a midnighthour kickoff return. Granted, that play
was a little wild, but it is interesting to
note that the lateral pass, known as the
"backwards pass" in NCAA rulebooks,
was an offensive ploy in the first college
game, and that five lateral passes pro
vided us with perhaps the strangest con
clusion to a college football game in mod
ern history.
In fact, when Rutgers and Princeton
played the first game, there was no other
way for teammates to exchange pos
session of the football except through the
use of a lateral pass. Amazingly, that
makes the lateral pass and the fair catch
the only two facets of play in the first
game that are still used in football today.
"The backwards pass (lateral pass) has
been used since they blew up the first
football," said Coach Dave Nelson of the
University of Delaware, who since 1961
has served as secretary and editor of The
NCAA Football Rulebook. "The backwards
pass is as old as the game, even older if
you consider the start of football to have
taken place in 1906, when the forward
pass was legalized. That is when the third
dimension was added to the game, joining
running and kicking.
"It is interesting to note that there were
61 rules written in the first rulebook for
football, and the backwards pass was in
cluded. It is, in fact, one of only seven
original rules still in the book. That first
rulebook was written in 1876, when our
first rules committee was formed. That
tells you know long the backwards pass
has been in use."
The lateral pass has had a distinguished
history in football. It was at first basic,
then ultra-successful, then forgotten,
then reborn, and now it is complex; a sci
entific offensive weapon that takes both
skillful ball-handling and timing expertise
to work properly.
"I recall reading a story once about how
impressed (Coach) Walter Camp was
when watching an Australian rugby team
play on the West Coast," said Nelson.
"That team destroyed an American team
by making use of the backwards pass.
Coach Camp was impressed by scores
like 55-0, so he started thinking about
making better use of the backwards pass
in football.
"When I played at Michigan in the
1930s, Minnesota was particularly adept
when it came to backwards passes. I can
recall Minnesota making several on one
play, two or three beyond the line of
scrimmage.
"Even today, with offensive schemes as
complex as they are, I doubt coaches
really make good use of backwards
passes. A lot can be done in that area."
A lot has already been done.. . .
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Difficult to defend: the about-to-be-tackled
player keeps the play alive with the lateral.

Writing in the Saturday Evening Post in
September of 1926, Coach Amos Alonzo
Stagg related action from the YalePrinceton game in 1876: "Walter Camp, a
freshman, got the ball out of the scrum
mage early in the first half and made a
long run. Just as he was tackled, he
passed the ball to O.D. Thompson, who
continued on for the first touchdown by
Yale. Princeton protested that the pass
had been forward and therefore illegal.
The referee tossed a coin to decide, and
Yale won the toss and the touchdown was
allowed."
In 1930, Coach Jimmie Knox of Harvard
said this about the lateral pass: "The lat
eral pass as a play has been in football al
most from the beginning. But it was in a
distinctly haphazard form with the ex
ception of definite plavs, which were
used as substitutes for old wedge plays at
the beginning of the game. One of the
early instances in which the play was
used was in the Harvard-Yale game in
1894, when Cameron Forbes, who was
then head coach of the freshmen, taught
the Harvard youngsters a definite lateral.
When this play was used against Yale, it
gained 57 yards and completely fooled
Yale ends and backs, the runner being
caught from behind at the Yale 15-yard
line . . .

"In 1914, Frank Hinkey came to Yale as
coach after seeing a great many Canadian
rugby games. He built his attack around
lateral passes. He used a formation in
which one man stood fairly close behind
center and was a definite threat for
straight-ahead runs. Another man far
ther out and farther to the rear could get
the ball on a lateral pass, and he in turn
was a threat as a runner or as a forward
passer. Still farther out and farther to the
rear was another back, and his threats
were also threefold. . . .
"The start of the 1886 HarvardPrinceton game reads like a rugger
match: 'Brooks,dribbles and lateral passes
to Sears. As the latter is tackled by Cowan,
Sears flips the ball sideways to Porter,
who makes 20 yards before being thrown
by Irvine.' Later, 'Fletcher shoots a long
side pass to Burgess, who makes 30yards.'
"Though Notre Dame outrushed Yale by
a wide margin in 1914, the Elis won 28-0
on long gainer plays developing out of
flank maneuvers."
Hinkey was so dedicated to an offense
heavy in lateral passes that he imported
Canadian rugby experts to tutor his
backs. The lyric rhythm and flowing con
tinuity they taught worked wonders.
In 1898, Stagg devised a lateral pass in
which an end carried the football after
receiving it from the quarterback. The
end ran across behind his line and tossed
the football to one of his halfbacks, who
had circled back. Thus, a reverse run was
on the books.
In 1894, Stagg had used a lateral pass on
a kickoff, the receiver throwing the foot
ball to an end or halfback, in baseball
fashion.
In 1910, Illinois used a lateral pass
downfield after a short pass over the
middle of the line.
Coach Andy Kerr of Colgate was a wiz
ard when it came to lateral passes. Said
Harvard Coach Lloyd Jordan: "I have
never seen a man who could take an idea
and develop it to the extent Kerr could."
In 1934, Colgate defeated Tulane 20-6.
On a punt, four Colgate players handled
the football and gained 40yards.
What do we have in football now? Actu
ally, much of the same.
The "quick pitch" is still used effectively
by teams, provided a speedy running
back is in stock, but it has become the
most basic of a multitude of lateral passes
used today.
The Wishbone offense, with its triple
option philosophy, was instrumental in
making the lateral pass a viable weapon
on a par with the long forward pass and
the bomb. And, while it is becoming out
dated, it also has the distinction of forcing
statisticians to rethink their trade. Quite
continued
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often in the Wishbone, the quarterback
will run around end and move upfield
with a trailing running back. When a de
fensive player converges, the quarter
back makes a lateral pass to the trailing
running back, who moves further upfield. Hence, rushing yardage must be
given to two players.
Pity those statisticians who had to de
termine who ran for what yardage on
that five-lateral pass kickoff return last
season on the West Coast.
Do you recall the "flea-flicker" pass?
That, too, is not in use as much these days
as it was in the 1960s and the early 1970s.
But it remains a deadly weapon when the
proper surprise element is used. On that
play, the quarterback makes a forward
pass to a receiver, who in turn makes a
lateral pass to a teammate running be
hind him, ala the Illinois play from 1910.
The "flea-flicker" pass first earned fame
in 1965 on national television. A forward
pass was made to the tight end, who in
turn made the lateral pass to a running
back. After that 18-17 upset, the "fleaflicker" became known in the Deep South
as "the Georgia play."
Football is not rugby, only the result of

posing team is adept at running the option
play, well, the headaches are more
severe. You can never tell who the next
pitch might be going to.
"The lateral pass forces you to use all
kinds of defenders against it. Ends obvi
ously have to be concerned with it, as well
as linebackers. What a lot of people fail to
realize is that defensive halfbacks and
safeties must be conscious of it, too. I re
ally hate to face an option quarterback,
who can pass on the run. That can drive
defensive halfbacks and safeties up a
wall, particularly if you try to play manto-man pass defense. When that happens,
a halfback or safety must run with the re
ceiver assigned to him. What happens if
the quarterback pitches the ball to a
trailing back, instead of passing it?
"When you play a team prone to make a
lot of lateral passes—an option team —
you have to teach the defenders to play a
cat-and-mouse game. They have to give
the appearance of going in one direction,
when they really have intentions of going
in another direction. Sometimes, the de
fense has to fool the offense to keep it
from fooling the defense with a lateral
pass."
$

that sport, but the mass of lateral passes
used today make it appear similar to that
style of the game at times. There are times
when lateral passes are even made to
husky, surprised linemen, at which time a
scrum in forward (slow) motion develops.
For the most part, however, zip is associ
ated with lateral passes—the quarter
back to a running back, the quarterback
to a split end (a pitching and catching vari
ation to the Statue of Liberty play), and
the quarterback to a running back, who
returns the football to the quarterback,
usually by way of a handoff, who passes it
forward to a receiver running downfield.
Fans go nuts whena play like the latter is a
success and absolutely crazy when the
pass receiver makes a lateral pass to an
other teammate trailing him.
How valuable is the lateral pass to an
offense? To a man, several coaches say it
has both a basic value and a surprise
value. Everybody uses a pitchout from
time to time, but not everybody uses
three pitchouts on one play.
"Lateral passing causes defenses a lot of
headaches, not to speak of hours of prep
aration," said a respected defensive coor
dinator from a southern school. "If an op
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Tailgating—Part of the
College Football Scene

T

HORMEL CHILI.
ALL THE MAKIN S OF HOMEMADE
Good lean Hormel beef. Rich tomato sauce. Plump chili beans.
And a secret blend of spices to make it taste just like home.
Hearty and delicious. Serve it. And don't be surprised if they ask,
"Is it homemade or Hormel?"
Because sometimes it's really hard to tell.

ailgate picnics have become as
much a part of the college football
scene as marching bands and
mascots, card stunts and cheerleaders.
No longer do folks arrive at the stadium
just before kickoff; now many set up
picnic tables in the stadium parking lot
long before game time and settle down to
enjoy tailgating parties with their friends.
Good food and drink—from gourmet
meals to casual snacks—are essential to a
successful pre-game picnic, so Hormel
has come up with the following recipes
for your tailgating spread.

BACON STUFFED EGGS
12 Appetizers
Crisp bacon in satiny stuffed eggs—a new
look for a delicious duo!
6 hard-cooked eggs
Y* cup mayonnaise
2 tablespoons bacon bits
2 tablespoons finely-chopped parsley
Dash pepper
Halve eggs lengthwise; scoop out yolks.
Thoroughly mash yolks; mix in mayon
naise, bacon, parsley, and pepper. Pile
mixture into egg whites; place on serving
plate. Cover and refrigerate until chilled.
Garnish with a carrot or radish slice, if
desired.
TAMALE-CHILI CASSEROLE 6 Servings
Mix, bake, and serve this attractive casserole
in the same dish.
1 can (15 ounces) chili with beans
1 can (15 ounces) tamales
3 tablespoons chopped onion
y2 cup grated Cheddar cheese
Spread chili in Uxl7-inch baking pan. Re
move paper from tamales; place tamales
on chili. Sprinkle with onion and cheese.
Bake in 350°F oven 30 minutes. Cover cas

serole dish with foil and keep hot, or re
heat on barbeque at the stadium.
CHICKEN-GRAPE SALAD
4 Servings
The best of everything—chicken, green
grapes, and almonds in a glorious creamy
salad.
1 can (6% ounces)chunk
chicken, drained and flaked
1 cup seedless grapes
»/3 cup chopped celery
V4 cup chopped green pepper
2 tablespoons slivered almonds
V4 cup mayonnaise
2 tablespoons dairy sour cream
1 teaspoon lemon juice
'/i teaspoon salt
Pepper to taste
Lettuce leaves
1tomato, cut in wedges
Combine chicken with grapes, celery,
green pepper, and almonds. Mix mayon
naise, sour cream, lemon juice, salt and
pepper. Just before serving, toss dressing
with chicken mixture. Mound chicken
salad on lettuce leaves; add tomato
wedges.
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THE TWO
TIGHT END
OFFENSE
by Vic Carucci, Buffalo Evening News

In this offense, two running backs and a flanker are used, the second tight end taking the place of the other receiver.
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here comes a time when an of
fense decides enoughs enough,
when it no longer wants to serve
itself on a silver platter to the horde of Pac
Men on the other side of the ball. There
comes a time when the line of scrimmage
doesn't have a strong side or a weak side,
when the defense is presented with a for
mation that evokes more questions than
answers.
That's not to say the two tight end of
fense should be classified as a gimmick. It
doesnt really deceive as much as it en
courages the"defense to be more honest.
With one tight end, an offense can't
help but advertise the most likely direc

tion in which it will run. And any coach
who wasn't napping during the arrival of
college football's high-tech era will have
his defensive personnel waiting to make
the kill on the strong side. He'll also have
an eye toward exploiting the clear path to
the ball on the weak side, where a de
fender essentially is lining up in front of
air.
With two tight ends, an offense sud
denly becomes balanced. And a defense
has no choice but to follow suit.
"Whenyou employ a split end in the tra
ditional pro set, it's almost impossible to
run to his side because there's usually no
room," one coach explained. "One of the

big pluses with two tight ends is that it
allows you to run in both directions.
"The two tight end offense gives you, in
effect, two strong sides."
The two tight end offense's popularity
in college football has blossomed in re
cent years. Its greatest attraction is its
ability to enhance the running game, but
the second tight end can create a wall just
as easily as he can create daylight. And
both tight ends can be utilized as re
ceivers.
It is small wonder, then, that the for
mation makes most of its appearances on
early downs, when the defense has its at-

continuecf*
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and tricky tops when I get lots of
close shaves with Bic!
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TWO TIGHT END OFFENSE
continued

tention focused on the run. But how often
you see it really depends on who's run
ning the offense.
There are two ways the two tight end
offense can be used. One is with two run
ning backs and a flanker (the second tight
end taking the place of the other re
ceiver); the other is with one running
back and two wide receivers (the second
tight end taking the place of the other
back).
By keeping the backfield intact, a team
maintains its ability to mask its intentions
with misdirection plays. On the other
hand, it loses a deep threat, so most of its
passing is of the ball-control varietydelays, short hooks, short crossing pat
terns. Not that that makes life any easier
for the defense.
With two tight ends and two wide re
ceivers, a team has the ability to attack the
entire field with its passing game and the
defense is forced into sideline-to-sideline
coverage.
"You can take away wide receivers with
a double-zone coverage," one coach said.
"But it's hard to double-cover backs and
it's almost impossible to double-cover two
tight ends."
"You can play everybody man-to-man
across the board and bring both safeties
closer to the line," another coach said.
"But when you do that, you're leaving the
middle of the field open to the wide re
ceivers ."
The most important man in the two
tight end offense with one running back
is the running back. He must be part juke
box, part cheetah. The offensive load sits
on his shoulders, and should it fall off, the
formation's punch becomes a half

—

If Shelby's name is onthe car,
ours is onthe tires.
Carroll Shelby and Goodyear go a long way back.
When Carroll built his first car — the now-legendary Cobra — it was
on Goodyear performance tires.
Likewise for every Shelby Mustang GT-350 and GT-500.
And when Shelby helped Ford win LeMans and major international
racing titles several times over, those world-beating cars were on our
world-beating racing tires.
Now there's a new chapter in the Shelby saga. With the new Chrysler
Corporation.
Times have changed. Cars have, too. But one thing's for certain.
Every Shelby Charger — and every Shelby-inspired car to follow will wear two names: His.
And ours.

COODWYEAR
QUALITY AND

INNOVATION

hearted pinch.
Some coaches believe it is the ease with
which contemporary defenses can make
wide receivers seem invisible that led to
the origin of the two tight end offense.
Others feel it is a spinoff of formations in
which a running back is positioned near
or on the line of scrimmage. Somebody
had the brilliance to realize that a tight
end—with his blocking and receiving
skills—would be more effective in that
role.
In any event, the trend has had a major
influence on recruiting. Coaches now
find themselves searching for two and
even three quality tight ends, when, real
istically, they know they'll be lucky if they
can land just one.
"That's one of the toughest positions to
recruit," one coachnoted. "An exceptional
tight end has to be able to block, run pass
routes, catch passes . . • everything. He
has to be a very versatile guy, and he just
continued
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Your Package includes:
. Accommodations for One Night.
. The cocktail Show of Donn Arden's
Hello Hollywood, Hello!"
stage Extravaganza.
. Taxes and Tips on Package Items.
Dinner show option $49 per person. Extra
nights $22 per person. All rates based on
double occupancy. Offer valid thru
November 3,1983. Subject to availability.

For Reservations See
Your Travel Agent or Phone
Toll Free (800) 648-5080
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TWO TIGHT END OFFENSE
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continued

An alternate offense uses one running back and two wide receivers, the second tight end
taking the place of the other back.
isn't easy to find."
The problem with having only one good
tight end in the two tight end offense is
that the defense can quickly determine
which side of the formation is stronger,
thus making it only slightly more effec
tive than an unbalanced line with one

tight end.
Of course, there are times when both
tight ends are able to give the defense fits
without throwing blocks or running pass
patterns. They do it by going in motion.
"You can go from a balanced line to an
unbalanced line, with both tight ends on

the same side," one coach said. "Or you
can go from an unbalanced line to a bal
anced line. Or you can have them start in
one direction, then turn around and go
back the other way."
That kind of motion may cause a de
fense or two to scratch its head, and, if
any appreciable yardage is gained, curse.
"Everything in defense is specialized
these days," one coach said. "You've got
the Nickel, the Dime. Depending on the
down and distance, you're going to have
specialists on the field. And now it looks
like the offenses are doing the same
thing."
But there is reason to believe coaches
throughout the country eventually will
devise better ways of handling the two
tight end offense, that they'll get it to the
point where defenses can be just as dis
honest as always. For now, the only
known way to combat it is with execution.
"Using two tight ends is like telling the
defense, 'My guys are better than your
guys, and we're going to prove it,"' one
coach explained. "That's what it boils
down to.
"Who knows? Maybe it's just a fad that
will go out of style."
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Jim can keep track of the entire game at once
with his Pentax 8x40 Gridiron binoculars.
They give you a full field of vision—499 feet
at 1000 yards. So you spend time watching,
not readjusting. And, to get you closer to the
action, they're the most powerful wide angle
binoculars Pentax makes.
You get coated lenses, and the
same kind of craftsmanship in Pentax
binoculars as you get in our cameras.
And we offer a booklet to help—
CHOOSING THE RIGHT PENTAX
BINOCULARS FOR SPECTATOR
SPORTS. It's free, with the name of
your nearest dealer, when you call
toll-free: 800-323-1718. In Illinois call
800-942-8881.
e 1983, Pentax Corporation.
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Oh, the disappointment when you find
you're not booked on your favourite airline.
There are no disappointments on British Airways. After all, our Super Club® seats are wider
than Pan Am's or TWA's"; they're the widest business class seats in the air. You always have the
comfort of a window or an aisle. And British Airways flies non-stop to London from more U.S.
cities than any other airline.
If you're a member of the American Airlines AAdvantage® Program, listen to this. All the miles
you fly on British Airways between the U.S. and London will be credited to your travel award plan.
Looking for more comfort? Step up to our Crown First Class,® with its luxurious sleeperseats
and a first class feeling that can't be duplicated. More convenience? Try our unbeatable
Concorde — the only way to reach London at supersonic speed.
Once you've flown British Airways, you'll find no one else will do. It's no wonder that British
Airways fly more people to more countries than anyone else. That's why we're called the World's
Favourite Airline. Call your travel agent or corporate travel department.
•British Airways Super Club Seat 24" TWA's Ambassador Class Seat 20%" Pan Am's Clipper Class Seat 18%"
British Airways Super Club has a few seats 22" wide because of structural requirements.
However, all Super Club seats are wider than our competitors'. Measurement is inside armrest to inside armrest.

British
airways

The World's Favourite Airline™
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QUICK FACTS

Hiring college grads is something the
Army has always done. And lately, we've
been doing a lot more of it.
In fact, last year alone nearly 7,000
college grads chose to begin their future as
Army officers.
Why? Some wanted the opportunity
to develop valuable leadership and manage
ment skills early in their career.
Others were impressed with the amount
of responsibility we give our officers starting
out. And still more liked the idea of serving
their country around the world.
Interested? Then you can start preparing
for the job right now, with Army ROTC.

ROTC is a college program that trains
you to become an Army officer. By helping
you develop your leadership and manage
ment ability.
Enrolling can benefit your immediate
future, too. Through scholarships and other
financial aid.
So the next time you're thinking about
job possibilities, think about the one more
recent college graduates chose last year than
any other.
For more information, contact the Army
ROTC Professor of Military Science on your
campus. Or write: Army ROTC, Dept. FB,
P.O. Box 9000, Clifton, N.J. 07015.

ARMY ROTC.
BEALLYOUCANBE.

LOCATION: On a 300-acre site in Manoa
Valley, four miles east of downtown
Honolulu and two miles north of famed
VVaikiki
PRESIDENT: Dr. Fujio Matsuda
CHANCELLOR: Dr. Marvin Anderson
FOUNDED: 1907
ENROLLMENT: 21,000
ACCREDITATION: Western Associ
ation of Schools and Colleges
FOR ADDITIONAL ACADEMIC IN
FORMATION WRITE: University of
Hawaii, Admissions and Records, 2530
Dole Street, Honolulu, Hawaii 96822
ATHLETIC MAILING ADDRESS: Uni
versity of Hawaii, Athletic Department,
1337 Lower Campus Road, Honolulu,
Hawaii 96822
UNDERGRADUATE SCHOOLS AT
UH-MANOA: Arts & Sciences, Business
Administration (School of Travel Indus
try Management), Continuing Education
and Community Service, Education, En
gineering, Health Sciences and Social
Welfare, and Tropical Agriculture and
Human Resources.
PROFESSIONAL SCHOOLS AT UHMANOA: Architecture (pending ap
proval), Law, Library Studies, Medicine,
Public Health, Nursing and Social Work.
CONFERENCE: Western Athletic Con
ference
NICKNAME: Rainbows (men), Rainbow
Wahines (women)
COLORS: Green and White
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Nobody Knows the Pacific
Like Pan Am.
The Experience Began
With The China Clipper
1935. Honolulu cheered the
China Clipper and the world
was changed forever. With
Pan Am, the greatest body of
water on earth was no longer
a barrier. We continued to
blaze new trails, and in the
process, became the first
world-wide airline.

The China Flights.
Since the beginning, a Pan Am
dream was to fly to China.
Today an experienced
Pan Am is the only American
airline that can take you there.
Three flights a week from
Honolulu to Tokyo and on to
Beijing or Shanghai.

A

lthough the HPER-Athletic com
plex is only two years old, the fa
cility is still growing.
Construction is underway for grand
stands and locker rooms at Duke Kahanamoku Pool and for a 4,000-seat, par
tially covered grandstand with dugouts,
locker rooms, concession stands, ticket
offices and a press box at the UH Baseball
Stadium.
Future plans call for a number of class
rooms and smaller gyms which would
eventually make this complex one of the
finest in the nation.
The present complex, opened in 1981,
cost $13.8 million. It houses two multi
purpose gyms, two weight-training
rooms, training rooms for men and
women, locker rooms for HPER students
as well as for intercollegiate athletes, five
meeting rooms, three film rooms, a lec
ture hall, three studios, a martial arts
room, four small auxiliary dance studios,
and three floors of administrative offices.
The complex also contains one of the
state's largest solar heating systems.

Experience a Sleeperette
Seat and Get There
Refreshed.
*"5

Japan,14
Midday Arrivals
Each Week.

Unpack. Unwind. We'll get

The Experience Grows. you to Tokyo by midday
To Seoul and Taipei.
any day of the week
Starting June 14th, Pan Am
will offer three direct
flights each week to both
Taipei and Seoul via
Tokyo.

Osaka? Eight flights a week
timed just as conveniently.
For reservations call
your travel agent or
Pan Am at 955-9111

A

^

Schedules subject to change without notice

UH BOARD OF REGENTS

DR. FUJIO MATSUDA
PRESIDENT

D

r. Fujio Matsuda's association
with the people of Hawaii
stretches back to well before his
current position as president of the Uni
versity of Hawaii system.
Matsuda was born in Honolulu on Octo
ber 18,1924, and graduated from McKinley High School. He attended the Univer
sity of Hawaii as an undergraduate, and
later moved to the Rose Polytechnic Insti
tute of Indiana, where he graduated with
a bachelor's degree in civil engineering.
He entered the doctoral program at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
and left with a Ph.D. in civil engineering
in 1952.
Matsuda worked as a researcher for the
engineering departments of MIT and the
University of Illinois before returning to
Hawaii to begin his educator's career with
the University in 1955. Matsuda served
on the Manoa faculty for eight years be-

fore he was tapped to become the state
Director of Transportation. His civil en
gineering expertise made him a valuable
head of that department for 10 years.
Matsuda rejoined the University system
as its vice president for business affairs in
May, 1973. As vice president, he super
vised the overall planning for the Univer
sity's budget, fiscal operations, person

nel, security and physical planning and
development. Slightly more than a year
later, in July, 1974, the University's Board
of Regents appointed him the University's
ninth president. He assumed the position
on September 1st of that year.
Matsuda holds memberships in a num
ber of prestigious state, national, inter
national and professional organizations.
He was named Hawaii's Engineer of the
Year in 1972, received an honorary de
gree in civil engineering from the RoseHulman Institute of Technology, served
as the head of the University of Hawaii's
Engineering Experiment Station and as
the chairman of the UH's Department of
Civil Engineering. He was also accorded
distinguished alumnus honors from the
Rose Polytechnic Institute and the Uni
versity of Hawaii.
The World War II army veteran and his
wife, Amy, have six children.

DR. MARVIN ANDERSON

STANLEY Y. MUKAI
Chairman

STEPHEN G. BESS
Regent

JULIA FROHUCH
Regent

GLADYS A. BRANDT
Regent

ROBERT M. FUJIMOTO
Regent

JAMES F. GARY
Regent

' 1980 UH

D

MANOA CHANCELLOR

r. Marvin J. Anderson begins his
second year as the University of
Hawaii's Manoa campus chan
cellor, a job he took over full-time from
the departed Durward Long on July 16,
1982.
Anderson's one-year tenure saw the se
lection of a new athletic director, the in
auguration of a new baseball stadium,
and a sensational year in nearly all UH
athletic programs.
Anderson, 68, began his association
with the University in January, 1980,
when he was appointed interim chancel
lor of the Law School while on leave of
absence from Hastings Law Center. He
then moved to the position of interim
chancellor and then to the full-time spot
after a selection committee of students,
faculty and administrators chose him
above 98 candidates.
Anderson brings a wealth of experience
and a national reputation as an educator,
administrator and legal authority to his
position. He received Ph.D. and J.D. de

grees from the University of Wisconsin
and a LL.M. degree from the New York
University School of Law. Anderson fol
lowed those honors with an LL.D. degree
from the College of Idaho in 1978.
Anderson first practiced law in Wiscon
sin and Michigan, then served as an insur

ance and investment company executive.
He then moved on to legal education with
the California Western University, then to
the University of California's Hastings
College of Law. At Hastings, Anderson
served as dean and Isaias W. Hellman Pro
fessor of Law from 1970 until 1979, when
he was appointed that school's dean/
chancellor.
Anderson has won several honors dur
ing his career, among which are the Na
tional Jewish Fund Civic Leader Award,
the Sir Thomas More Award and the Dis
tinguished Service Award from the Hast
ings Law Review. Anderson is a member of
the Board of Trustees of San Francisco
Theological Seminary and Whitworth
College. He was vice-chairman of the
American Bar Association's Committee on
Court Reform, and a member of the Or
der of the Coif, the American Law Insti
tute, the American and Trial Lawyers,
and various other organizations.
Anderson hails from Essex, Iowa origi
nally. He and his wife, Eda, have two sons.

DANIEL M. ISHII
Regent

KENNETH N. KATO
Regent

Athletic Advisory Board

WALTER R. STEIGER
Regent

BURTK.
Regent

ASUH President

Dr. Richard Mamiya, Chairman
Roger Ames, Faculty
Frank Ardolino, Faculty
Rick Blangiardi, Alumni
Richard Criley, Faculty
Gordon Dugan, Faculty
Sue Hanson, Faculty
Lou Aileen Kakalla, Classified
Ichiro Marsunaga, APT
Libby Ruch, Faculty
Minoru Tamashiro, Faculty
James Hanley, Student
Glenn Yamasaki, Student
One graduate student, TBA
AYMAN EL-SWAIFY

ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT STAFF
MASAJISAITO

ASSOCIATE ATHLETIC
DIRECTOR

Masaji Saito served as the acting ath
letic director from the spring when Ray
Nagel left to become the executive vice
president of the Los Angeles Rams.
During that period, he kept the de
partment running as Chancellor Marvin
Anderson had asked.
The 49-year-old Saito is in his seventh
year as the number two man in the ath
letic department and serves as the ath
letic director's right-hand man. He is pri
marily responsible for the fiscal and
budget areas but is also responsible for
the day-to-day operations.
Saito is a former public school teacher
who moved to the East-West Center after
six years to become the assistant and gen
eral services officer. After 14 years with
the center, he went on a sabbatical to ob
tain his master's degree in educational ad
ministration in 1976.
He joined the department in July, 1977.
He and his wife, Mary Ann, have two
children.

DICK FISHBACK
ASSISTANT ADPROMOTIONS

Dick Fishback begins his fifth year as
assistant athletic director in charge of
promotions.
This 47-year-old native of Oregon
served as the UH's first sports informa
tion director from 1968 to 1973. He re
turned to Oregon, operating a Spudnuts
franchise for a year before becoming SID
at Oregon. After a year there, he re
turned to the Islands, working with the
Honolulu Advertiser.
He returned to the UH athletic de
partment in 1979.
Fishback is a graduate of Oregon and
worked for the Portland Oregonian before
coming to the islands in 1968.
He is married (Rosalee) with two sons.

NICKY CLARK
Asst. Sports Info. Dir.

KENFUJIMURA
Equipment Manager

CINDY BOERNER

TED LIVINGSTON

Cindy Boerner moves into her second
year as head of the women's program at
the University of Hawaii.
This native of Canton, Ohio received
her bachelor's degree from Mount Union
College. She has two master's degreesone for educational administration and
the other in secondary education—both
from the UH.
She came to Hawaii in 1976 as a gradu
ate administrative assistant to Dr. Donnis
Thompson, then UH women's athletic di
rector. She was appointed to a full-time
position in 1980.
Cindy, who is engaged, is active athlet
ically, playing softball in the Waikiki
Mixed League.

Ted Livingston is one of the senior mem
bers of the athletic department as he be
gins his 15th year.
The 59-year-old native of San Diego is
responsible for eligibility and rules gov
erning intercollegiate athletics. He also is
the manager of the Rainbow Classics.
A graduate of San Diego State, he is an
ordained minister. He received a master's
in theology and served as a missionary in
Japan.
Last year, Livingston was named to the
Intercollegiate Yacht Racing Association
Hall of Fame in Annapolis, Md.
He and his wife, Beth, have three chil
dren.

ASST. AD/DIRECTOR OF
WOMEN'S SPORTS

SUECRANDALL
Asst. Sports Info. Dir.

ED INOUYE
Sports Information Director

DR. STEVE MARTIN
Faculty Representative

ASST. TO THE ATHLETIC
DIRECTOR

DONNA LEE MURAYAMA
Assistant Ticke Manager

MIKE NAGAFUCHI
Business Manager

DEANNOWACK
Adm. Asst./Academic Adv.
for Women's Athletics

ERIC OKASAKI
Assistant Trainer

LEON SCHUMAKER
Academic Advisor

EDITH TANIDA
Ticket Manager

MELODYTOTH
Women's Trainer

MACKAY YANIGASAWA
Special Consultant to AD

COACHES OF OTHER RAINBOW TEAMS
M
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NEW & EXCITING!

5J

Menehune

"DINNER
AT

gas

B-B-Q

•
•

Perfect
for
Tailgating

LES MURAKAMI
Head Baseball

Head Basketball

COOP DeRENNE
Asst. Baseball

Assoc. Basketball

WALLY NAKAMOTO
Diving

JOE HILBE
Track & Field

P

JIM SCHWITTERS
Tennis

DAVESHOJI
Volleyball

ATHLETIC
DEPARTMENT
SECRETARIES
CAL SMITH
Asst. Basketball

JERRY BUSONE
Women's Basketball

The Gharmglow
Bantam is perfect
for anyone on
the go. Ideal for
camping, fishing,
picnicking, and
pre-game tailgate
parties. It's so
lightweight, it goes
anywhere as easily as
picnic basket. Just close it up,
carry it with a disposable 14.1
oz. propane cylinder, and go!
Wherever you want to bar
becue, you'll get instant starts,
no warm-up wait, and no char
coal mess. Plus, its cooking sur
face is large enough to cook up
a feast for a whole group.
American Cabinetry
Beef Center
Bob's Home Appliance
Chock's TV & Appliance

introductory
Price With
This Coupon
Favorite
Island Foods

So, no matter where you go,
go with the #1 name in gas
grills. Charmglow. Check out
the Bantam today.

Koolau Farmers
Timber Town Spa
UCR TV

Distributed in Hawaii by The Tully Company

^69
(Reg. $3.19)

Offer good till Dec. 10, 1983

We put the best Inyour backyard.

City Mill
Discount Mutual
Gaspro
Gem Traffic Dept.

^

Beretania 1296 S. Beretania St. / Ph. 536-7161
Mapunapuna 1052 Ahua St. (only at take-out
window) / Ph. 839-5442
Waipahu 94-210 Leokane St. / Ph. 671-5152
Ward 515 Ward Ave. / Ph. 531-1978

i f *
•COUPON

COUPON

COUPON
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BOB NASH
Asst. Basketball

DR. ED CHUI
Golf

t&P
SADIE CHOY
Business

'

Interim Women's Athletics

X>

vy
Women's Golf

We've taken our most popular and great
tasting main dish items and combined them
into 3 winning dinner selections — sure to
score points with even the biggest appetites.
Choose from:
• Teri Beef and Tonkatsu
• Teri Beef and Chicken Katsu
• Teri Chicken and Tonkatsu
All served over a bed of fluffy rice, comple
mented by an array of condiments, plus a
choice of macaroni or tossed salad.

Sailing

VIOLET HOSOKAWA
Promotions

MARGE OKIMOTO
Athletic Director

KAREN SHIROMA
Academics

!\

V
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PLATES • CUPS • BOWLS • TRAYS
ALUMINUM ROLLS • BENTOS
PANS • NAPKINS • TABLECLOTHS
CUTLERY • ZIPLOC BAGS • SODAS
BARBECUE SKEWERS • SYRUPS
ICE • CHARCOAL • DRESSINGS
PORTION PACK CONDIMENTS

HAWAII'S LARGEST VARIETY
OF TAILGATE PARTY SUPPLIES

WREHCXKE
HAWAII'S LUAU/PARTY SUPPLY STORE
290 SAND ISLAND ROAD
PH. 847-1039 or 847-9228
MONDAY—SATURDAY 8AM TO 5PM

DR. JAN PRINS
Swimming

ALMINN
Women's Swimming

Basketball

ONE COUPON PER PURCHASE
EXPIRES FEB. 29. 1984

ALOHA STADIUM

KOA ANUENUE

D

edicated to supporting and pro
moting interest in the athletic
programs at the University of
Hawaii, Ahahui Koa Anuenue, the Society
of Rainbow Warriors, was founded in
1967 under the leadership of Hawaii's
former governor, the late John A. Burns.
He and other community leaders recog
nized the value of an outstanding athletic
program to stimulate student morale and
achievement and hopefully bring nation
wide recognition to the University of
Hawaii.
Koa Anuenue's primary purpose is to
provide athletic scholarships to deserv
ing members of the University of Hawaii
men's and women's varsity intercollegiate
teams. All of these student athletes,
whether on full or partial scholarship, re
ceive a good share of their financial aid
from funds generated by Koa Anuenue.
More than $3 million in financial aid has
been given to UH since 1967. The funds
are administered within the guidelines of
the University and the NCAA. They en
able athletes to effectively pursue their
academic and athletic potential. Koa An

uenue also works with the coaching staffs
to arrange vacation-time jobs for studentathletes.
Koa Anuenue attributes the major
share of its success to the people of
Hawaii who have become members of the
Koa Anuenue family through their gener
ous financial contributions. Ahahui Koa
Anuenue is a non-profit organization
chartered by the State of Hawaii, and is
recognized as tax exempt under Sec. 501
of the Internal Revenue Service code.
As a result of the annual outside sup
port from Koa Anuenue, the University of
Hawaii has been able to maintain quality

programs academically while justifying a
quality program within the area of inter
collegiate athletics. With costs constantly
rising it is necessary for the UH to
broaden its base of support.
While contributions of any denomi
nation are welcome, major donors be
come eligible for season tickets to Univer
sity of Hawaii football and basketball
games.
For more information on Koa Anuenue,
contact Walter Soga, Executive Director
at the Koa Anuenue office phone
948-6500 or write to Koa Anuenue, 1337
Lower Campus Road, Honolulu, Hawaii
96822.
Officers of Koa Anuenue for 1983-84
are: The Honorable James S. Burns, presi
dent: Harold Kometani, vice-president;
Don Horio, secretary; and LionelTokioka,
treasurer.
Serving on the Board of Directors are;
Dan Aoki, Oilman Budar, Albert Chong,
Walter Dods Jr., Saburo Fujisaki, Frank
Hata, A1 Keahi, Mike Sen, Alex Waterhouse, Art Woolaway and Mackay
Yanagisawa.

INFORMATION

sept. 14 f mam-r ?
Sept. 2 1 Long Beach State
Sept. 28 Nevada-Las Vegas
Oct. 12
* at Wyoming
Oct. 19
Pacific
Oct. 26
* atfcew Mexico
Nov. 9
Nov. 23
Nov. 30
Dec. 7

* at Texas-El Paso
* Air Force
* San Diego State
Arkansas

Sept. 8
Sept. 15
Sept. 22
Sept. 29
Oct. 6
Oct. 13
Oct. 20
Oct. 27
Nov. 3
Dec. 1

Fullerton State
* at Colorado State
* Brigham Young
Nevada-La# |egas
Fresno State
* at Texas-El Paso
* Utah
* San Diego State
* Wy oming
* Mew Mexico
Iowa

SERVICES
FIRST AID/SECURITY—Trained medical personnel and fa
cilities are available at Aloha Stadium. First Aid stations are
located on the makai side of the stadium behind section M and
at the south end of the building across from the elevator on the
main concourse. The stadium security office is adjacent to the
main box office.
LOST AND FOUND—If you lose an article at Aloha Stadium,
contact stadium security or check with the security office. If
you find an article, please turn it in to any usher or security
personnel. Remember to note the name of the person who ac
cepted the article.

REGULATIONS
FOOD/ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES—Rules and regulations
of Aloha Stadium prohibit food, drinks and alcoholic beverages
from being brought into the stadium.
ANIMALS/BICYCLES —No animals, bicycles or motorscooters are permitted in the stadium.
NOISEMAKERS—Horns and other noisemakers are pro
hibited from being brought into the stadium. Transistor radios
are allowed, but must be kept at a low volume so as not to
bother those sitting near you. We suggest that those with tran
sistor radios use their earphone.

FACILITIES
RESTROOMS—There are a total of 32 restrooms in the sta
dium, 16 for men and 16 for women. They are located on both
upper and lower concourses.
PUBLIC TELEPHONES—Public telephones are located
throughout the stadium on both upper and lower concourses.
EMERGENCIES—If any emergency arises, please contact any
usher or security officer.
NOTES
PARKING REMINDER—It is always better to arrive early at
University of Hawaii games since Aloha Stadium parking is lim
ited. No one will be permitted to reserve or "hold" stalls for
others. Tailgating or picnicking in the parking lot is allowed
only in or behind your own vehicle and not in an adjacent stall.
CAR POOLING IS BETTER—The new car pool lane on
Moanalua Freeway makes Honolulu-bound traffic after the
game easier than ever.
NEW AIEA BRIDGE—The completion of the new pedestrian
bridge from Aiea into the stadium parking lot substantially in
creases available parking and convenience for those who do not
mind the short walk. Those walking to Aiea following the game
are encouraged to use the bridge for their own safety.
YOUR KOKUA PLEASE—We ask that you not go onto the
playing field or in any way interfere with the game. We also
request that both children and parents refrain from running in
and around the stands for your safety and for the safety of
those around you.
The management also reminds you that it is improper to throw
any object onto the field or in the stands. Have a nice evening
and enjoy the game.

RAINBOW MARCHING BAND

SPIRIT PAGE
ALMA MATER

HAWAII FIGHT SONG

U

UH RAINBOW

In green Manoa Valley our Alma Mater stands
Where mountain winds and showers refresh her fertile lands,
The flag of freedom beckons above her shining walls,
To larger truth and service our Alma Mater calls,

Here's to our dear Hawaii
Here's to our Green and White
Here's to our Alma Mater
Here's to the team with
Fight Rah! Rah! Rah!
Here's to old warriors calling
Here's to old battles won
Here's to Hawaii's victory
Here's to each valiant son.

nder the direction of Richard S.
Lum, who is in his 24th year at
UH, and assistant director Keith
Higaki, the Rainbow Marching Band has
scheduled four shows for the 1983 sea
son.
With its electric style and hilarious
stunts, coupled with imaginative ideas,
the band is looking forward to another
banner year.
Since the first marching season of 1971,
the band has grown from 80 to over 200
members. It also has developed into one
of the finest, if not the most entertaining
band in the Western Athletic Conference.
Some of the memorable shows in the past
include Space Invaders, the Maiden of
Manoa, and Halloween, along with baton
twirling and dancing tuba players.
A newcomer on the band staff is Kimberly Kinley from the University of Illi
nois, which produced the first college
band. Kimberly will be serving as grad
assistant and will be working closely with
Higaki.
Higaki is a recent UH graduate, having
taught at Kaimuki High for two years be
fore being appointed to the Rainbow Band
staff.

Hawaii, we have gathered within thy wide-flung doors
As sons and daughters claiming thy freely-offered stores;
Our loyal praise we tender, and pledge to hold thy aim
Till ocean's far horizons shall hear they honored name.

RAINBOW CHEERS
SECTION CHEERS

BAND CHANT
(Band plays "charge"—then crowd chants)

(Follow the cheerleader in front of your section)

j

Let's! Go!
Rain! Bows!
Rain! Bows!

Eat 'em up!
Eat 'em up!
Rah! Rah! Rah!

PEP SQUAD
CHANTS

T

he Rainbow Pep Squad, which
performs at all UH home football
and basketball games, is styled
along mainland pep squads.
This group of 14 cheerleaders is adept
at building "high birds," "torches," and
"walking pyramids." Besides being in
shape physically to perform these maneu
vers, these students must also have the
personality and charisma to get the fans
to cheer for the Rainbows.
This year's squad will be led by Judi
Nichimura and Tina Marshman, the only
four-year veterans. Shannon Baird, Aulii
Stone and Mandy Cotton are in their sec
ond year. The newcomers are Erik Earle,
Mario Fuentes, Mike Humerickhouse,
Alicia Napoliatano, Leila Probst, Todd
Suchan, Tom Toman, John Wagner and
Benji Williams.
The squad takes part in helping the high
schools in their cheerleading activities
and promotes good will statewide.
Besides football and basketball, the pep
squad also appears at other men's and
wahine activities.

Go — Big Green (clap)

Let's Go Bows! (clap)
We are! (two claps) U-H (two claps)
Here we go Rainbows!
Here we go! (two claps)
H - O - L - D, Hold 'em (clap ) Hold 'em!
(Especially for goal line stands) De - fense (two claps)

The (IH cheerleaders ask ail Rainbow fans to
please bring ti leaves to the games especially
if they don't have pompons. They also ask
everyone to support theteam by standing on
kickoffs and yelling, "Go-Go, Go-Go!"

CHEERLEADER - CROWD RESPONSE
1. We've got the spirit, yes we do
We've got the spirit, how about you?
(Crowd answers with the same yell)

2. Who's gonna win tonight?
(Crowd) We're gonna win tonight! (3 times)
(J of H, LI of H, Rah! Rah! Rah!
H-25

NEXT HOME OPPONENT

A LOOK AT: The GH Pep Squad

10

by
Aileen Yoshida
Assistant Editor

If the pep squad seems to have a new
look this year, it isn't by accident. In a
reorganizational move, the CIH cheerleading squad was placed under the
direction of the Athletic Department
and specifically under the women's
program.
Named as the new pep squad coach
in August was Gaile Sykes, a teacher at
McKinley High School and a former
cheerleader herself, bringing extensive
experience in advising and coaching
cheerleaders to her new position.
Last school year she received the
National Cheerleading Association
(NCA) Hawaii Award of Excellence and
her McKinley pep squad represented
Hawaii at the NCA National High
School Cheerleading Championships
in Dallas, Texas, as they will again this
year.
Sykes has also been the coordinator
for the Oahu Interscholastic Associa
tion Cheerleaders since 1978 and has
worked with the cheerleaders in several
Hula Bowls.
This past summer, Sykes guided the
CIH pep squad to first place in the part
ner-stunt routine division of the NCA
Collegiate College Camp in Santa Bar
bara, Calif. GH was named runner up
for the Award of Excellence, the high
est cheerleading honor in the NCA.
The Hawaii pep squad is made up of
two squads, the green and the white.
The green, or travelling squad, cheers
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Wyoming

Nov. 26, 1983
Aloha Stadium

Quick Facts

OFFICIAL NAME: University of Wyoming
_OCATION: Laramie, Wyoming
NICKNAME: Cowboys, Pokes
COLORS: Brown and Yellow
STADIUM: War Memorial (32,00)
TURF: Natural
CONFERENCE: Western Athletic
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR: Dr. Gary Cunningham
IEAD COACH: Al Kincaid
\SSISTANT COACHES: Jim House, Rocky
Long, Jim King, Warren Koegel, Jay Schaake,
Charlie Weatherbie, Tom Vaughn, Ardell
Wiegandt
OFFENSIVE SYSTEM: Wishbone; DEFENSIVE
SYSTEM: 5-2, 4-3
ETTERMEN LOST: Offense - 13, Defense -11
ETTERMEN RETURNING: Offense - 16, De-

» If*

Al Kincaid

Joe Ramunno

fense - 26
RETURNING STARTERS: Tom Taylor, c; Joe Ra
munno, t; Mark Depew, g; Rob Zalanka, dl; Eric
Glover, dl; Jeff Legette, cb; Troy Robinson, fs;
Bruce Mowry, lb; Steve Nighswonger, lb; Mitch
Daum, lb; Walter Goffigan, fb; Kevin Lowe, rb;
Jay Haynes, lb; Jack Weil, p; Jay Novacek, se
ALL-AMERICA CANDI.: Joe Ramunno, og; Jay
Haynes, lb; Jack Weil, p; Jay Novacek
RECORD VS. HAWAII: Wyoming leads, 3-2
LAST MEETING: 1982-Wyoming 28, Hawaii 10
SPORTS INFO.: DIR.: Kevin M. McKinney
PHONE: (307)766-2256
PRESS BOX PHONE: (307)766-2222
BEST TIME TO CALL COACH: Mon. - Thurs.
9:30 - 11 a.m.

South Dakota
at Nebraska
at Kansas State
Texas El Paso
Brigham Young
at Utah
Colgate
at New Mexico
at San Diego State
Colorado State
at Hawaii

Sept. 3
Sept. 10
Sept. 24
Oct. 1
Oct. 8
Oct. 15
Oct. 22
Nov. 5
Nov. 12
Nov. 19
Nov. 26

1981 Results
20
3
36
24
28
21
16
16
34
13
24
29

New Mexico
at Colorado State
Long Beach State
at Colorado
at Hawaii
San Diego State
Cal State-Fullerton
Utah
Air Force
at Brigham Young
Wichita State
at Texas El Paso

41
9
27
10

10
24

20
13
44
23

20

32
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1983-84 MEN'S BASKETBALL SCHEDGLE
Bottom row: Leila Probst, Heidi Abundo, Judi Nishimura, Tina Marshman, Karen Ward, Lori Nakamura. Top row: Mario Fuentes, Erik Earle, Benj'i Williams, Mike Hummerickhouse, Tom Toman, Jon
Wagner.
~a" Photos bv Crai9 Bessette

at football, baseball and men's basket
ball games and is the official repre
sentative of the university. It is a
12-man contingent, limited by WAC
rules. Members of the green squad are
Leila Probst, Heidi Abundo, Judi Nishi
mura, Tina Marshman, Karen Ward,
Lori Nakamura, Mario Fuentes, Erik
Earle, Benji Williams, Mike Hummer
ickhouse, Tom Toman and Jon Wag
ner. Injured are Amanda Cotton and
Alicia Napolitano.
Co-captains Tina Marshman and
Judi Nishimura are the veterans of the
squad and, according to Sykes, "pos
sess all the skills to be outstanding
cheerleaders." She said, "Tina is fan
tastic when she cheers and she's a very
capable leader. Judi, while the most
petite of the squad, always seems to be
the highest — she has fantastic control
over her body."
The white squad works women's
volleyball and basketball, fills in for in
jured green squad members and helps
in the pressbox during football games.
Its members are Alvina Inouye, Pamela
Tseu, Cami Wengler, Carol Anne Yonezawa and Shelley Wood, who was
named Coca-Cola Ail-American.
Anyone interested in applying and
trying out for the squad should contact
Sykes through the Athletic Department
in the spring. Selection is in April.

Sykes said applicants should have
"stamina, strength, skill, sparkle and
cooperative effort."
"There can be no stars on the
squad," she said. "It's a team effort.
Like the pyramid formation the squad
prides in at games, "the one at the top
is only there because he's supported by
all the ones at the bottom."
Left: Co-captain Tina Marshman.
Co-captain Judi Nishimura.

Below:

I ate
Opponent
Site
r ov. 25, 27 2ND ANNUAL TIPOFF
NBC Arena
lov. 25
Fullerton State vs. McNeese State
Hardin-Simmons vs. Hawaii
Hov. 27
Consolation
Championship
1 ec. 2, 3
at McDonald's Classic
Wichita, KS
)ec. 2
Hawaii vs. Pacific
Loyola-Marymount vs. Wichita State
Jec. 3
Consolation
Championship
T ec. 7
NEVADA-LAS VEGAS
Kahului, Maui
L ec. 16
HOWARD
NBC Arena
1 ec. 22
LOUISIANA TECH.
NBC Arena
I ec. 23
MEIJI (exhibition)
Klum Gym
f ee. 27-30 20TH ANNUAL RAINBOW NBC Arena
CLASSIC
Dec. 27
Tennessee vs. Navy
Holy Cross vs. Hawaii
Dec. 28
Alabama-Birmingham vs. Pacific
Duke vs. Southern Methodist

Time
6:40 pm
8:40 pm
6:40 pm
8:40 pm

HST
HST
HST
HST

7:00 pm
9:00 pm
7:00 pm
9:00 pm
7:40 pm
7:40 pm
7:40 pm
7:40 pm

CST
CST
CST
CST
HST
HST
HST
HST

6:40 pm
8:40 pm
6:40 pm
8:40 pm

HST
HST
HST
HST

Date
Opponent
Dec. 29, 30 Consolation Bracket
Championship
Jan. 3
'AIR FORCE
Jan. 6
IDAHO STATE
Jan. 12
*at New Mexico
Jan. 14
*at Texas-El Paso
Jan. 19
'BRIGHAM YOUNG
Jan. 21
"UTAH
Jan. 28
'at San Diego State
Feb. 2
*at Wyoming
Feb. 4
*at Air Force
Feb. 6
*at Colorado State
Feb. 9
'NEW MEXICO
Feb. 11
'TEXAS-EL PASO
Feb. 14
*at Brigham Young
Feb. 16
*at Utah
Feb. 25
*SAN DIEGO STATE
Feb. 28
'WYOMING
Mar. 2
'COLORADO STATE
Mar. 5, 7, 9 WAC TOURNAMENT
'Western Athletic Conference

Time
12:30, 2:30 pm
6:40, 8:40 pm
7:40 pm HST
NBC Arena
7:40 pm HST
NBC Arena
Albuquerque, NM 7:35 pm MST
7:35 pm MST
El Paso, TX
7:40 pm HST
NBC Arena
7:40 pm HST
NBC Arena
2:00 pm PST
San Diego, CA
7:00 pm MST
Laramie, WY
7:35 pm MST
AFA, CO
Ft. Collins, CO
7:35 pm MST
7:40 pm HST
NBC Arena
7:40 pm HST
NBC Arena
7:35 pm MST
Provo. UT
7:00 pm MST
Salt Lake City
7:40 pm HST
NBC Arena
7:40 pm HST
NBC Arena
7:40 pm HST
NBC Arena
TBA
TBA

Site

1983-84 WAHINE BASKETBALL SCHEDGLE
Date
Nov. 24
Nov. 29
Dec. 2-3
Dec. 7
Dec. 17
Dec. 19
Dec. 21
Dec. 22
Jan. 2
Jan. 3
Jan. 5-7

Opponent
Site
(JCLA
Klum Gym
at San Diego State
San Diego, CA
Budweiser Classic
San Jose, CA
Hawaii vs. Montana St.
San Jose St. vs. Nevada-Reno
at Hawaii Pacific College
Honolulu, HI
at Cal State-Fullerton
Fullerton, CA
at Loyola-Marymount
Los Angeles, CA
at Cal Poly-Pomona
Los Angeles, CA
at Pepperdine
Los Angeles, CA
SAN FRANCISCO STATE Klum Gym
Klum Gym
SEATTLE
RAINBOW WAHINE
Klum Gym
CONVERSE CLASSIC
Hawaii, Pacific, Eastern Washington,
Seattle, Fresno State, Oklahoma
Baptist, Hawaii
Timoc- Ian 5-6. Noon. 6 pm, 8 pm HST

Time
7:30 pm HST
7:30 pm PST
6:00 pm
8:00 pm
8:00 pm
5:00 pm
4:30 pm
7:30 pm
7:00 pm
7:30 pm
7:30 pm

PST
PST
HST
PST
PST
PST
PST
HST
HST

Date
Jan. 10
Jan. 12
Jan. 14
Jan. 16
Jan. 31
Feb. 2
Feb. 6
Feb. 7
Feb. 17
Feb. 18
Feb. 21
Feb. 28
Mar. 3

Opponent
at San Francisco State
at UOP
at St. Mary's College of
Calif,
at Santa Clara
ALASKA-ANCHORAGE
ALASKA-ANCHORAGE
at Colorado State
at Wyoming
WYOMING
WYOMING
HAWAII PACIFIC
LOUISIANA TECH
at Hawaii Pacific

Site
Time
San Francisco, CA7:00 pm PST
Stockton, CA
5:15 pm PST
Moraga, CA
3:00 pm PST
Santa Clara, CA
Klum Gym
Klum Gym
Ft. Collins, CO.
Laramie, WY
Klum Gym
Klum Gym
Klum Gym
Klum Gym
Honolulu, HI

7:30 pm PST
7:30 pm HST
7:30 pm HST
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COMING (IP .. .
in the next issue of

HAWAII FOOTBALL MAGAZINE
The Rainbow Spotlight is on Rainbow team physicians Dr. Ralph
Hale and Dr. Allen Richardson . . . take a look at Rainbow Swim
ming for 1983-84 . . . and meet seniors Falaniko Noga and Ber
nard Carvalho.
In national features, check out the festivities of Homecoming. . .
learn the secrets of a successful passing attack . . . directing the
defense . . . know the 1983-84 College Bowl Schedules . . . find
out how to capture autumn excitement on film . . . here come the
floats . . . see why the center is a thinking man's position . . . dis
cover why tailgating and college football go together . . . read
about the college coaches in the Football Hall of Fame . . . meet
Clinton Frank . . . check out the Red Grange, the Galloping Ghost
. . . learn the meaning of hustle and pursuit. . . prepare for the sec
ond half . . . see why using the sidelines is so important. . . find out
how the team makes the trip . . . meet the challenge of the 1984
Olympics.

RAINBOW SPORTS CALENDAR
For the week of Nov. 20-26
Nov. 20 — Rainbow Baseball Invitational League,Sheridan vs.(JH White,
Islanders vs. Aiea, GH Green vs. HPC, games start at 9 a.m., (JH baseball
Stadium.
Nov. 23 — Wahine Volleyball, GH vs. Arizona, 7:30 p.m., NBC Arena.
Nov. 24 - Wahine Basketball, GH vs. GCLA, 7:30 p.m., Klum Gym.
Nov. 24 — Wahine Cross Country, Hawaii TAC Cross Country Champion
ship, GH Campus.
Nov. 24 — Wahine Golf, Ted Makalena StateMedal Tournament, Ala Wai
Golf Course.
Nov. 25 — Second AnnualMen's Basketball Tip-off Tournament, Fullerton St. vs. McNeese at 6:40 p.m.; Hardin-Simmons vs. GH at 8:40 p.m.,
NBC Arena.
Nov. 25 — Wahine Golf, Ted Makalena StateMedal Tournament, Ala Wai
Golf Course.
Nov. 25 — GH Sailing Fall Invitational Part I, 1 p.m., Kaneohe.
Nov. 25 — Wahine Volleyball, GH vs. Arizona, 7:30 p.m., Klum Gym.
Nov. 26 — Wahine Golf, Ted Makalena StateMedal Tournament, Ala Wai
Golf Course.
Nov. 26 — Rainbow Baseball Invitational League, HPC vs. Sheridan (at
McKinley), Aiea vs. GH Green, Islanders vs. GH White, games start at 9 a.m.
Nov. 26 — GH Sailing Invitational Part II, 1 p.m., Kaneohe.
Nov. 26 — Rainbow Warrior Football, GH vs. Wyoming, 7:30 p.m., Aloha
Stadium.

jjeteW t
Anvwnere!
Now this is what we call flying. You hop on board the
quietest, most advanced aircraft in the Hawaiian skies
and jet to any island, any time for only $29.95 standby.
And remember, Hawaiian Air has more seats and more
flights than anyone else, so you have even more chances
to fly standby at this one low rate. It's the best for less!

HffiVMEANM
537-5100

The Second Annual
Dick Tomey Football Camp

For those tailgate parties,
order a . . .

co-sponsored by

U.H. Athletic Department
U.H. Summer School
Tentatively
June 11-15, 1984
For boys 9-18 who
have not yet graduated
from High School

2758 South King 5treet

mail this coupon to:
Coach Duane Akina
1337 Lower Campus Road
Honolulu, HI 96822

Honolulu, Hawaii 96826
Please send me a brochure about the Dick Tomey Football School, June
11-15, 1984. I understand that I will receive it about the middle ot January.

(808)943-0040

Name
Mailing Address

Phone

H-28

Age

WOULD YOU BELIEVE?
Automotive experts say...

"It's the
Best
.
Celica
Yet" ft
Motor Trend, February 1983

t~
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CELICA GT

1

I
j

After winning every award possible, how could Toyota make a
great thing better?
It's better in the Celica GT-S.
The Celica GT-S is a Supra with a 2.4 liter SOHC
(single overhead cam) 4-cylinder engine, with
drum brakes on the rear. EFI (Electronic Fuel
Injection) has been added this year for
improved performance.
What's so great about a GTS? It's a
Celica with the Supra's independent rear
suspension, ultra wide 225/HR-14 tires on
14x7 inch rims, multi-adjustable seat, wide
fender flares and other Supra-like features.
But the greatest thing is that you get all
this at a surprisingly affordable price.

WHAT'S A CELICA GT?
IT'S A GOOD BUY!

CELICA SUPRA
"1982 Import Car of the Year"

CELICA ST
The most "affordable" of the
Cetica family.

Motor Trend

VfBH

ONLY AT YOUR NEAREST TOYOTA DEALER

TOYOTA

